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EDITORIAL
\X'elcome to the anthology, our 12th issue.
Many people are attracted to Going Down Swinging by the
title. In 1979, after deciding to publish a literary journal, Myron
and Kevin brainstormed for a title. They made a list of their
favourite writers which included Bail, Camus, Carey, Donleavy,
Do toyevsky, Gogol, Heller and Vonnegut. They each made a
list of word� describing what appealed about these writers. The
prominent features were failure, alienation, black humour and
absurdity. The characters were all struggling but defiant. Possible
title such as 'going down fighting' and 'going down hitting'
led to 'going down swinging' which had connotations of
playing, dancing and hanging. The title seemed apt as there
was ome doubt as to how long the magazine would last or
how successful it would be.
After six issues olan joined to help with the increasing
workload. This year Lauren and Carol joined to help with the
continuing avalanche of submissions. Articles, interviews and
reviews have been an important part of the previous eleven
issues of GDS. But not this time. The writing here has been
culled from over 2,000 unsolicited poems and stories.
'Going Down Swinging' remains a statement of our original
editorial bias. We are committed to the outsider particularly
the new, young or innovative writer.
Production and promotion costs for this anthology have been
subsidised by the V ictorian Ministry for the Arts as part of a
special project which includes television ads for Australian Short
Stories and overseas promotion for Meanjin.
We are pleased to announce that we have finally been able
to pay contributors. We hope this will become a regular feature
of the magazine!
EDITORS: Kevin Brophy and Myron Lysenko
ASSOCIATE EDI TORS: Nolan Tyrrell, Lauren Williams and
Carol Carter
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Ecclesiastical Pyramid by Phillip Doggett-Williams

2

Grant Caldwell
Einstein didn't discover relativity
he just had a relatively good understanding of it.
Did/does this make him a Buddhist?
ome people I know
and Tina Turner
claim to be Buddhists.
I wonder what this means.
Does this make me a Buddhist?
Like this woman I know
an ex landlady of mine
- she was a Socialist then I saw her in the street a while ago
telling some people
as I hurried past:
J'm a Buddhist now.
I wanted to go back and ask her:
What does that mean?
Does it mean she understands what everything is all about now?
She was sort of looking at these people
as if she did sort of smiling knowingly at them
as if she expected something from them congratulations, or a bowl of rice
or Extreme Reverence or something.
One of the reasons I'm thinking all this now is
I met another Buddhist in the street today.
I've only known him a little while
but he has managed to tell me
in a round about way
that he is a Buddhist.
And in the street today
he seemed uncomfortable about something.
He then asked me when my party was.
Two days ago, I said.
Oh, he stammered,
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I honestly forgot when it was,
he said.
Was he being a Buddhist then?
I didn't care all that much
if he came to my party or not.
But I didn't say that of course.
Instead, I said, rather snidely:
As long as you didn't dishonestly forget,
and we both sort of laughed
though there was a difference in our laughter.
Were we being Buddhists?
I've had a stiff neck for about a week now
and it's a real pain in the arse and that is funny
because
after I saw this Buddhist today
I went for a bit of a bushwalk
and crossing a creek
instead of concentrating on where I was stepping
I was thinking about these Buddhists
and Buddhism
wondering if there's any time
when a Buddhist isn't a Buddhist.
And if so,
W hat are they then?
And are there Buddhists
who are more Buddhist
than others?
And do the Ultimate Buddhists
(if there is such a thing)
tell people they're Buddhists?
And how does a person know
he or she is a Buddhist?
And what are people anyway
if they're not Buddhists?
So like I say
I was crossing this creek
wondering all of this
instead of concentrating where I was stepping
and I slipped on a rock
and fell in the creek
badly banging my hip
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- nothing broken
but it' Yery ore
and yet
it sure took my mind off my stiff neck for a while.

MAD

Jeltje
MAD comes from:
OLD ENGLISH gemaed

which is related to:
GOTHIC gemaidans

meaning: (the one who is) crippled
and:
OLD NORSE meitha
meaning: hurt
and:
LITHUANIAN (ap)maitinti
meaning: wound/ed
and also:
GREEK mistullein
of which "mist!'
is the root of the word
AND MEANS:
CUT INTO (LITTLE) PIECES!
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TO MY SON, JOE

Steven Herrick

for the first five years
you' 11 be like your Dad
you' 11 fall over a lot
always be on the bottle
& stay awake all night.
then your Mother, who
until now
you' ve always trusted will
send you off to a place
where men in shorts & long socks
named Mr Duffy will
teach you i comes before e
except after c
other boys will think of
stupid names to call you
when you get out for a duck
in the Final.
names like Slow Joe
or Boofhead.
your Mother will tell you
to ignore them.
your Dad will tell you
to kick them in the guts.
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thankfully
you never listen to him.
at thirteen
you '11 get a cramp
in your stomach when you sit
next to Wendy Spencer.
don't worry.
this always happens around girls.
it will disappear when you turn 75.
when you leave school
relatives will ask you
what you want to do.
you '11 tell them you
want to be like your Dad
they'll say A POET
you'll say NO, UNEMPLOYED.
around this time your Father
will ask you
to pay back the pocket-money
for the past 20 years
with Interest .
you '11 tell him to
speak to your Mother.
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HAT I

Susan Laura Sullivan
i was on a train
heading interstate
everyone had a hat
but me
everyone had a hat
but me
how could i hope to
head interstate
without a hat?
(pause for the Porter)
there wasn't
there just wasn't a porter
i didn't have a hat
and i thought there would
be a porter at
least a visible porter
not a skulking ticket between
his legs porter
but there wasn't
there just wasn't one
and i didn't have a
hat.
(station eight empty houses one full)
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who lives in the empty
houses on the nullarbor where the
train stops
who lives in them those empty
eyes eyes
nose
&
mouth?
i saw 4 emus but i
didn't tell anyone because i
didn't tell anyone because i just
didn't have a hat
maybe the emus
live in the 8 empty houses
2 houses per emu.
my hat is on the shelf in a wardrobe in a
house where my mother lives
i thought i wouldn't need it my hat
i just thought it wouldn't be needed but
i do i do i do O i do need my
head over here needs my hat and
soon a parcel will
be eaten by my letter box and the snails will read
FRAGILE HANDLE WITH CARE
ONE HAT
each day as each day passes
i'm waiting on it.
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COLOURING-BOOK NIGHTS OF ST. KILDA

Peter Bakowski

I stepped out last night.
I saw a cat
shaving with the corner of a star,
and there was a mouse
lying back on an autumn leaf
browsing through
a Pacific Cruises brochure.
There were four puddles
playing poker
(but only for matchsticks)
and the corner traffic light told me
that he'd fallen in love
with a rainbow.
I told him I understood perfectly well
as I'd fallen in love with a few.
The palm trees confessed
that they were worried
about going bald
and getting fat around the middle.
I told them
that to worry about those things
was only human . . .
I finished my walk
and lay back on my bed quite tired.

Then the rain came
and massaged
the shoulders of the houses
and the arms and legs
of the flowers.
And the waves and the moon
tucked
me, St. Kilda, our coloured lights and worries,
in.
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THE SA ILOR OF GREY STREET

Peter Bakowski

Up piano hills,
past
the Cafe of Wolves
he goes to his room.
He draws
a poor man's sword a cigarette,
from the already wounded pack.
The smoke
spiders up.
He waits
for the turning
of the lock ,
the jazz of her heels,
but the door remains
thug silent.
He falls asleep
at the table,
at the beautiful common table,
his fists
like starving roses.
Tonight
only the moon
rests her hand
upon his back,
while the stars
go to the back of the world
to fetch him
the water
of the next day.
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WHITE MAY

Anne Kellas

The small, white flower-covered bush means sadness
'Don't bring it in the house, dear' means madness.
The pruned bush is pruned and still the little flowers
grow inside the thorny centre
and come out like shadows on the branches
beyond sunlight, or reason. They insist,
they shed their suddenly huge and perfumed petals
all over the soft white ground, they get all over me.
'Don't bring them in the house dear
they remind me' - Of death, she is saying,
and I know it because I am five
and wise about the meaning of flowers.
I watch my father prune the bush and prune it.
Finally he gets the saw.
Now there are only stumps
meaningless log-sectioned sticks
in the warm bare sand
there are no butterflies or petals.
He gets a spade and digs them out,
the roots.
Plants a fig tree of massive shade
prunes it each year.
The grapes it bears,
the grapes of the fig,
are huge, and soft, and shadowed, and sweet
and spattered with petals of white crying milk
I'm allowed to bring the figs inside.
We don't eat figs, much.
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BATHROOM POEM

Racheal Richardson

The white disposable razors multiply; white rabbits
in our bathroom;
Their yellow lids scattered droppings on the old blue tiles.
Towels swell in number and size;
wayward tampon wrappers curl in darkened corners
like sacred miniature vines.
team oozes passionately on mirrors and on tiles
leaving intimate stains reminders of love-soaked sheets.
Stray pubic hairs meet and entwine in drainholes;
like would-be lovers in a single's bar.
The plastic shower curtain (never pulled across)
ages and wrinkles like an old-neglected-wife.
The sodden bathmat drags itself across the floor;
an old city drunk lying limply in the doorway.
And once again someone has forgotten to pull down the toilet
seat
and I plunge bum-first into the cold midnight porcelain
and relieved, discover as I reach for the toilet paper
that I'm left as stranded as a lover on a one night stand.

I AM THE WOMAN

Racheal Richardson

I am the woman
who waters the plants
and picks up your pants
and the dirty cups
and the bits of fluff.
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I am the woman
who calls when I'm late
who doesn't eat cake
who still has fat thighs •
and tries not to lie.
I am the woman
who is always there
who cuddles and cares
who is often afraid
but tries to be brave.
I am the woman
who talks too much
who scratches her crotch
who drinks too much wine
and hangs clothes on the line.
I am the woman
who makes the beds
who buys the pegs
who writes funny verse
and likes to curse.
I am the woman
who's always around
goes out on the town
who may not have kids
and will wish that she did.
I am the woman
who sorts out the bills
and takes her pills
and says "Yeah, I'm fine"
and works full time.
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A FOOT, A KNEE AND THREE FINGERS

Jodie Kewley

It wasn't until she had ushered the ducks into their pen and
had entered the house that Nance discovered Lionel, or certain
parts of him - a foot, a knee and three fingers - lying in a
rancid pool of his own fat on the kitchen linoleum.
ance had no time for theories - about evolution, black
holes, or even child-rearing practices - and least of all theories
about spontaneous combustion. She was neither a curious nor
an imaginative person, although she did do wonders with fruit
salad, stuffing mixed fruit into pineapple halves so they looked
both artistic and exotic. But when the squad of medicos,
scientists, forensic experts and photographers had converged
in her kitchen and had left, depositing mud from the evening's
downpour on the Berber carpet of the entrance hall, there
seemed no other explanation.
The lightning which had enthralled and alarmed those in the
Western suburbs had not reached Nance and Lionel's acreage
on the Mornington Peninsula, but had turned, snaking back the
way it had come. And the untarnished condition of Nance's
laminated cupboard and bench surfaces attested to the absence
of fireballs. After exhaustive testing, the house had proved
electrically sound; far more sound, it would appear, than
ance's husband, who had been in the process of watering the
African violets on the window ledge when the first of his
internal fuses had ignited.
Nance asked Reverend Morley to perform the funeral service;
a logical choice since he had judged her cake the winner in
the open cake-decorating section at the last two annual Red
Hill shows. Reverend Morley was considered one of the newer
breed of ministers. He wore sunglasses and carried a mobile
phone about. At wedding receptions, he scarcely left the dance
floor and had even been known to unseat the drummer of some
ageing jazz band because he had a passion for drums.
"Just thrashing out the odd demon or two," he was reported
to have said in explanation.
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He liked to tackle things head on, to deal with problems in
a concrete and sometimes directive way. As far as he was
concerned, people 'died', from heart attacks, car accidents,
alcoholism, they didn't 'pass away ' or ' waft off'. Some
considered his frankness brutish, offensive, others applauded it.
But 'frank' was not a word anyone would have used to
describe his eulogising of Nance's husband. Reverend Morley
appeared dwarfed by the mahogany altar, diminished by Lionel's
peculiar demise. He used terms like 'departed' and 'expired' with
the discomfort of a man who has had his lifelong beliefs
demolished by a peculiar twist of fate. He talked of Nance's 'loss'
with a fist clenched to his chest.
''And," he added, "Lionel's absence will be deeply felt by
many others - by all of you who have gathered to mourn today
and by the Masons, Probus and the Rotary Club. His dedication
to such worthy and respected organisations, in many ways,
encapsulates the very essence of the man . . . "
The funeral was well attended. Lionel had been regarded as
a 'good' man in that he had been punctual, unopinionated and
a tireless fundraiser. And there was the possibility that he had
left legacies to an organisation or two.
Like many widows, the making of sandwiches, cakes and
pastries for the wake served to distract Nance from her grief.
She piled everything on to three tables that she pushed together
and covered with a large Ken Done design tablecloth. She had
matching place mats and coasters but, on reflection, decided
not to put these out lest she be considered overdoing it or tizzy.
It wouldn't have mattered though; only five of the seventy
odd people who went to the funeral service came back to the
house and even they didn't stay long. Nance could see them
looking outside where the sun shone in a conventionally wintry
way, shifting their weight from leg to leg, assiduously avoiding
the rug Nance had placed over the singed section of the
linoleum. And she understood.
Reverend Morley stayed on though. He appeared committed
to making an impact on her mountains of sandwiches as if that
in itself would somehow compensate for the aversion the others
had felt at being in a house they regarded as, at best ,
temperamental. It was then, while Reverend Morley extracted
yet another slice of compressed ham from a crustless triangle
of bread (in her confusion, she had forgotten to cater for
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vegetarians) that N ance confessed to feeling a 'certain anger'.
' '.Anger? At your friends who . . . ? " Reverend Morley waved
his sandwich towards the empty lounge room.
" o. no. At L ionel."
Reverend Morley leant against the glass sliding door as if, at
last . he stood on familiar territory.
"For dying? It 's little comfort , I know, N ance, but that 's an
emotion many . . .' '
" ot for dying. I mean, none of us can help that , can we?
o. For dying like he did. For dying in such an undignified way.
Elsie Bridgestowe's husband died because he was a fire officer
and he was doing his bit , you know? And Meryl Wisbourne's
husband. He was on his hands and knees giving his grandson
a ride on his back when he had his stroke. Mightn't have been
all that dignified, and it scared the daylights out of the child,
but at least there was something altruistic about it . Both Elsie
and Meryl are able to say, and do say, that their husbands died
doing what they did best - doing something for others. It's
like a club. A widows' club. You know? Now I don't think that
makes the grief all that much easier to bear, but it's ironic, don't
you think, that my husband, the greatest club member of all
time, would make it hard for me to join? I mean what am I
supposed to say to people? That my husband exploded? "
"I hardly think 'exploded' is the right word, Nance."
' 'Alright, 'burnt out ' then. L iterally. At about the same pace
as it takes a candle to burn down."
They both looked towards the kitchen. Reverend Morley had
arrived half-an-hour after Nance had discovered the still
steaming hash of L ionel's remains. He had stood transfixed while
the forensic photographer had cursed over the fetid vapour he
kept having to wipe from his lens, and then he had stumbled
outside where he had smoked a cigarette and tossed the butt
into the bed of violets at his feet.
"Well? " N ance was in full swing, punishing him now for the
cigarette butt, for his below-par funeral performance and for
the way he sniffed at her sandwiches before eating them. "What
am I supposed to say? You 're the one with the direct line to
God." She nodded towards the mobile phone. " Get Him to
answer if you can't ."
Reverend Morley smiled for no reason and then, laying a hand
close to Nance's but not near enough to touch it, asked if that
was it? If that was what was really bothering her?
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Self-analysis was not one of Nance's strong points. "I don't
know . . . Perhaps it's more a . . . I just don't know."
Nance sighed and Reverend Morley slumped forward in
sympathy or exasperation. For a moment or two, they sat like
exhausted -actors waiting for the concluding curtains to meet.
" Talk to me, Nance," said the minister patiently, wearily.
"In my opinion, nothing good ever came of talking, thinking,
reading or eating too much," said Nance, on her feet now, re
sealing the leftover sandwiches in Gladwrap. And then,
concerned that she may have sounded ungrateful, suggested that
he take the food with him. "Give it to the poor," she said,
although as far as she knew, there weren't any in the Red Hill
area.
Nance cleaned and defrosted her fridge later that night before
sorting Lionel's clothes into two piles - ones that could go
straight to the Brotherhood and others that needed washing
first . She planned, too, to re-catalogue her recipes into
alphabetical order, but it was cold, too cold. It seemed indulgent
to turn on the heater just for one and futile to draw the curtains
since privacy was a shared thing.
She paused in the kitchen doorway on her way to bed .
Moonlight flecked the kitchen linoleum throwing the
symmetrical pattern into disarray. The room seemed untidy and
unfamiliar.
" Lionel?" she called, softly at first; and then, "LIONEL? "
As if her voice were responsible for projecting her forward,
Nance went and stood beside the rug with her arms folded .
There was no answering voice nor any perceptible sepulchral
presence, yet Nance, a Virgoan, a person who had never taken
a step into the realm of the fantastic, waited, convinced that
if her husband could disintegrate like that then perhaps he could
reassemble and they could have 'words'.
"Lionel, what can you have been thinking of? " she demanded
of the murky space between herself and the kitchen sink. 'Tm
sixty-three. Sixty-three! And here I was just beginning to think
I knew life, really knew it. Life had walls three days ago, exposed
brick walls with all their corners lit up. And now . . . now I
don't know where they start and finish. I don't know whether
there are any walls after all. I 'm too old for surprises. I didn't
like them even when I was younger . . . "
She waited until the exposed skin between the frill of her
flannelette nightie and her sheepskin slippers grew cold, and
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then, accepting that the mottled darkness would remain silent ,
she tarted to retreat. At that moment , the floor began to move
and the walls to palpitate, rhythmically at first , but then with
a vigour that jostled the crockery and cutlery and freed the
bank statements from under the fruit-shaped magnets that kept
them fa tened to the fridge.
ance stood clear of the glass light fittings. She steadied
herself by making a grab at the handle of the pantry door which
swung open letting fall a shower of macaroni.
"And that's another thing," she shouted over the din, "you
promised me you 'd put that blessed washing machine on proper
support ."
This time, he didn't wait for an answer.
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A PRAYER FOR CROCODILE JARVIS
Justin D'Ath
I had never liked that Jarvis kid.
"Jeez, Robin, do we have to bring him?"
Robin pushed in the clutch and hit the anchors so hard I nearly
bumped my head on the windscreen. I knew he had done it
on purpose; we were out of sight of both houses and the idiot
liked to make out he was Peter Brock. He wasn't old enough
yet to have a licence, but our Old Man let him drive the ute
around so long as he didn't go anywhere near the main road.
A cloud of our own dust caught up with us and turned
everything red. I cranked my winder-knob flat-out to get the
window closed before too much of the stuff got inside.
"He's got nobody else to knock around with, Marty."
Robin's my big brother. It was all very well for him, I thought
sulkily. He was hardly ever on the station nowadays. He didn't
have to put up with Jarvis hanging round all the time like a
bad smell. The only thing Robin cared about was that soppy
girlfriend of his. And she just happened to be Jarvis's big sister,
didn't she.
"Well, I don't like him." I had to shout to make myself heard
above the roar of the motor - Robin had the idle turned up
way too high. "He's a silly show-off."
"Keep it down! " Robin hissed.
I looked across and saw Jarvis right there at the window. The
little runt was puffing like a steam train. Robin opened the
window a crack.
"Doin' anything this afternoon, Crocky? "
Jarvis shook his head. His real name was Adrian, but he liked
to be called Croc. I was not sure why - after Crocodile Dundee,
most probably. I had never been interested enough to find out.
Robin said, "Marty and I are going out to knock over a few
pigs. Like to come? "
It was a pretty dumb question. Jarvis's eyes went big as
twenty-cent pieces. "You bet! "
"Let him in your side, Marty."
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"He can go in the back," I said. The rifles and knives and
ammunition took up most of the middle of the seat . You can
bet your bottom dollar I wasn't going to let that wimp Jarvis
sit on my knee.
"All right," Robin grumbled. He didn't like me going against
what he said . but he saw it was the best thing. W hat it meant
was he couldn't skid round corners or go over bumps so fast
anymore. Because if he did, old Crocky would get bounced right
out of the back. Not that that would have been any great loss
to the human race, I thought . But it wouldn't have made Big
Brother too popular with the prissy Beverly Jarvis, and that was
all he was worried about .
"Hop in the back, Crocky," Robin said.
It took us nearly half an hour to get out to Watson's Dam.
ormally it would have taken only about twenty minutes with
Robin doing his Peter Brock imitations. Every time we pulled
up in front of a gate, Jarvis was off the back in a flash dragging
the thing open for us. Usually that was my job. Robin stopped
the ute halfway through the last gate and motioned for Jarvis
to get back on.
"Don't bother closing this one, Crocky - there isn't a beast
for twenty miles."
Only pigs, I thought. I began to get that excited, trembly
feeling inside. I grabbed the water-bag off the floor. My mouth
was a bit dry already.
We only drove about a kilometre into the paddock before
Robin poked the ute under a low wattle and switched the engine
off. I opened my door and slid out, dragging the . 22 after me.
Robin growled, "Hey, careful where you point that thing! "
"It isn't loaded."
"Well," says Robin, "lots of people are dead from guns that
weren't loaded." He was beginning to sound like the Old Man.
Jarvis had already jumped off my side of the ute. He pulled
a real smart-alee face when he saw the .22.
" That's only a pea-shooter."
"So?" I said, taking a bead on an imaginary animal .
"I thought we were after pigs."
" This is all right for pigs. You just have to know the right
place to hit them."
"Bet you never even shot one."
"I've shot plenty! " I bragged. I felt like shooting Jarvis.
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"Bet you haven't really."
"W hat would you know, Adrian? " I knew he hated being
called that. "I didn't think they taught you about guns on Play
School. "
" Hey, knock it off, you two," Robin said from the other side
of the car. I could hear him pushing slugs into the magazine
of the . 303 . "You '11 scare all the pigs away."
Jarvis gave me a dirty look, then went round Robin's side of
the ute. I bent in and got the packet of . 22 bullets out of the
glove-box.
"I see you've given the Lee Enfield a free-floating barrel," I
heard him say to Robin. Smart little prick!
We set off on foot towards the dam. It was only about a mile.
Robin went in front, then me, then Jarvis. I noticed Jarvis was
wearing Robin's ammunition belt with the big Bowie knife
hanging in its sheath at the back. It looked almost as big as him.
I remember thinking: '/ bet that gives you a real thrill, Croc'. He probably
thought he really was Crocodile Dundee.
Poor little bastard.
It's mostly all open country around Watson's Dam. The scrub
only starts about a hundred metres out. There's a creek that
runs out of it and goes all the way to The Lower Dam on Mr.
Jarvis's property about five kays away, but that creek 's dry most
of the time - it only ever flows in a flood. It was dry that day.
We used it to sneak up on the dam. We walked, crouched down,
along the bed of the creek. There was no wind. If there were
any pigs at the dam, there was no way they were going to smell
us or see us coming.
We all crept along stooping over. There were flies buzzing
about and the crunch of Robin's and my boots in the dead grass.
Jarvis had sneakers on. The dam was somewhere up ahead but
I couldn't see it. I couldn't even see the trees. I kept my head
down. It felt good to be carrying a rifle. I had lied to Jarvis
-I'd never shot a pig. Robin and I had come out after them a
few times, but it was always Robin who'd done the shooting;
this was the first time I'd been allowed to bring my own gun .
Usually I just tagged along like Jarvis was doing today. I felt
a lot older than Jarvis. I was glad he was there to see me hunting
pigs.
My palms were sweaty. We stalked up on the dam . There
might be pigs there. They wouldn't know we were coming for
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them. L ook out , pigs! You better start saying your prayers, pigs!
It was like going to war. I couldn't have worked up a spit for
all the tea in China.
Jarvis kept just behind me. I didn't really mind having him
along anymore. We were both thirteen, but sometimes you'd
think he was just a kid from the way he acted and that. Still,
what could you e..xpect? - him the only boy in a family of seven
kids. Must have been rough, but - all those silly, giggly girls.
Crocodile Jarvis. I felt a bit mean for teasing him about Play
School back there.
Robin made a sign for us to stop. We were right up to the
trees. He squatted down and beckoned for me and Crocky to
come up close.
"We'll circle our way round to the bottom end," he whispered.
"If there's any here, they'll be holed up in the thick stuff this
time of day.' '
�'e followed him up out of the creek and in among the trees.
The scrub was fairly open. We had to creep from tree to tree.
At one stage we flushed out a wallaby from a clump of brigalow.
Whoof! it went. Then it thump-thumped away through the
trees. It really put the wind up me. I nearly fired when the
stupid thing first broke cover.
" I hope that safety-catch is on," Robin nagged.
"Course it is," I lied.
Crocky flashed me a little smile. The wallaby had given him
a fright too.
We continued on. Robin still lead the way, but I walked a
little out to one side of him now, to get a clear shot if any pigs
suddenly jumped up. We were getting down towards the end
of the dam and the trees were becoming quite thick. They were
lower, too; we had to bend down to push underneath some
of them. I could see a bank of reeds ahead. We crossed a boggy
area that had been all ploughed up by rooting pigs. It looked
as though a bomb had hit it. Robin pointed to a fresh hoof
print in the mud. He turned to me and nodded; it was a sign
to say that the pigs were here. Crocky kept close to me. I think
he was a bit scared. I know I was - and I had a rifle.
Something moved in among the reeds. We couldn't see it,
only the tops of the reeds jiggling a bit like when there's a wind.
But there wasn't any wind. I aimed my rifle at the place. Nothing
came out. I knew better than to fire at something I couldn't
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see, but I wanted to. If Robin hadn't been there I'd have fired,
I reckon. Perhaps if I had, everything wouldn't have gone wrong
like it did. If I had just fired blindly into the reeds old Crocky
might still be alive today. But I didn't. Instead, I crept up beside
Robin. He was kneeling in the mud, peering into the reeds. His
rifle was half-raised. He saw me and shook his head and lifted
a couple of fingers off the stock of . 303 as if to say, 'Hang on
a moment'. Crocky slid up next to me. He had the Bowie knife
out of its sheaf.
I didn't even see them come out. One moment nothing was
there, and the next four pigs were trotting straight towards us.
There were more behind them. They didn't even know we were
there.
"Take the brown one! " Robin said and the . 303 boomed.
The leading pig flopped onto its side, legs kicking madly. I
heard Robin reloading. The brown one, I repeated to myself
as my own rifle came up. They were only about fifteen feet
away. The brown one. But I fired at the first one that appeared
in my sights - I don't remember what colour it was. Beside me,
the . 303 boomed again. My ears rang. I fumbled another round
into the breech, raised the .22 and fired again. Boom went
Robin's rifle. There were pigs rushing everywhere. Two were
down. Another was charging in circles blowing red bubbles out
of its mouth. Robin skittled a half-grown boar. My fingers
fumbled so badly I dropped two bullets into the mud before
I managed to reload again. Crocky had run forward. He was
on top of the wounded pig, leaning on the handle of the Bowie
knife that was sticking out of its side. The pig kicked and
squealed underneath him. I saw a small ginger and black pig
darting for cover; I lifted the rifle and shot at it . There were
pigs lying everywhere. Some of them were still kicking. I could
hear others crashing away through the undergrowth.
"Come on! " said Robin.
Already he was halfway to the reeds. Crocky leapt up with
his knife. His pig was dead. There was blood all over the front
of his jeans. He grinned at me. We both charged in after Robin.
I heard Robin fire. He was somewhere ahead of us in the
reeds. Suddenly a pig dashed out of cover not ten feet away.
It saw me and slewed sideways. I shot it and it fell and did a
complete somersault. But then it was on its feet again, running.
I raced after it . The mud sucked at my feet . I saw a mear of
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blood on ome reeds. There was a pig lying on its side looking
at me. It was all red down its flank . I flung up my rifle and
pulled the trigger. Click. I had forgotten to reload . Somewhere
over to my left the . 303 crashed. My pig scrambled to its feet
and bounded further into the thicket . I could hear a pig
creaming. As I was closing the breech of the . 22 a black piglet
crossed in front of me. W ithout thinking, I sent a bullet after
it . There was no sign of the black piglet. I went in after the
wounded one. There was quite a blood-trail. Suddenly there
it was, tanding side on, watching me. I fired quickly. The pig
turned and stumbled towards me. I began to back away. My
fingers earched frantically through my pocket for another
bullet . The pig walked towards me. It stopped, then started
again. I had a bullet half into the breech now. My fingers
wouldn't work properly. The pig came for me then it veered
off at the last moment and took several more paces before finally
collapsing. I bent over and shot it behind the ear the way I had
seen Robin do to finish them off.
There was no more shooting. I looked for more pigs. N othing
moved. The dead pig lay in the mud at my feet. A blowfly
buzzed.
"Martin? "
That was Robin.
"Over here," I called. My voice sounded funny.
I heard him come stomping through the mud. Reeds rattled.
He appeared, grinning, came over and looked at my pig.
"Nice going, Marty."
It was hard to talk. I had to work some spit into my mouth.
"How many did you get? "
" God knows," he said. Then he laughed and clapped me on
the back. "Hell, it was like World War Three! "
We both laughed. But it felt sort of wrong to be laughing.
Blowflies were already beginning to work on the red pig at our
feet. It was red from its own blood. A single eye looked up
at us from between pink, scaley lids. Poor bloody pig! Five
minutes ago you were a healthy wild sow. We had to kill them,
but - they ruined the Old Man's crops.
"Where's Crocky?"
"I don't know. Hey, check him out with that knife? "
"Crocky the wild man ! " Robin said, smiling. "You'd never
think it, would you? "
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"Crocky! " he called.
We waited. He called again.
"God knows where he's got to," I said. I felt a little uneasy.
"Probably still chasing them," R obin tried to make a j oke out
of it .
We stood listening to the silence.
"How far could he have gone? "
We both called this time.
' 'Cro-o-keeee! ''
"Probably just playing a joke on us," I suggested. I really
wanted to believe it. Somehow, old Crocky didn't seem the type
for j okes, though.
Flies buzzed in the heat .
"Crocky! " I shouted . My throat was dry and it hurt to have
to shout. "Crocky, where the hell are you? "
But he couldn't hear me. I think we both knew he couldn't
hear us calling.
"We'd better look for h im," Robin said. His voice sounded
a bit dry, too. I was beginning to feel scared .
"What if one of those pigs got him?"
"There was only that one big boar," Robin was saying as he
lead the way back through the reeds, "and I nailed him with
my first shot."
He stopped suddenly and I almost bumped into him. I saw
him drop the . 30 3 .
"Hey, Robin, what -? "
It was Crocky. He was lying flat on his face in the mud. Robin
bent down and slowly rolled him over.
"Jesus! " he whispered .
Crocky's face was all brown with mud . I saw his teeth through
the mud. His eyes were open and there was mud on them, too;
that was the most horrible thing - the mud on Crocky's eyes.
I felt like I was going to be sick .
"Did a pig get him? " I asked. Dear Jesus, I prayed, please make it
be a pig that got him!
Robin lifted back Crocky's collar. There was mud underneath,
but you couldn't miss the hole. It was only a very small hole.
A . 303 doesn't make a hole that little.
W ho knows which of my shots hit him. It had been pretty
frantic in there, guns going off all over the show and pigs
crashing in and out of the reeds like dodgem cars. It was every
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man for himself. If only Crock)' had stuck close by me and not
gone running off on his own pretending he was Crocodile
Dundee.
I said, "I killed him! " only it didn't sound like me. I closed
my eyes. I felt dizzy. I think I wanted to wake up and make
it all just be a dream. But when I opened my eyes again, there
was poor Crocky lying there in the mud. The Bowie knife was
till in his hand.
Robin wa looking up at me. He had a funny look on his face.
"GiYe me your rifle, larty."
I handed it to him. I wondered what he was going to do.
I thought maybe he was going to throw it away or something.
I didn't care. It was only a week ago that I got it for my birthday.
I wished we were back at my birthday again. Crocky was alive
then. If only you could turn time backwards. Even half an hour
backwards would have been enough. I could still see a picture
of old Crocky grinning at me after that wallaby put the wind
up us back there. How long ago was that? Ten minutes, maybe.
Only ten minutes ago Crocky was right there beside me,
grinning at me. How could he be dead now?
'Tll need a bullet."
Robin held out his hand and I gave him one. I wasn't even
thinking. I tried not to look at Crocky.
Robin loaded the twenty-two. He cocked it and put the
muzzle down against Crocky's shirt above where the heart was.
I just watched him do it. The shot hardly made any noise at
all. Crocky didn't move; only the hand that held the Bowie knife
came slowly open.
I turned sideways and was sick in the mud. After that I cried
for a long time.
Robin had his arm round me. I don't know how long I'd been
crying. We weren't in the reeds anymore. I couldn't even
remember coming out. Crocky lay on the ground with Robin's
shirt covering his head like they do on T.V. when someone's
dead. The two rifles were leaning against a tree. There was a
dead pig with its legs sticking straight out. A heron flew kraa
kraa-kraaing just above the tops of the trees.
All I could think of was how Robin had placed the barrel
of my rifle on Crocky's chest and-
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"What-did-you-do-it-for? " It was hard for me to speak.
"He might have been suffering ."
"But-but2 '
I tried again: "Wasn't he dead? "
" Probably," said Robin. " He was as good as dead, anyway."
I couldn't believe it. My brother had finished Crocky off the
same as if he was just a wounded pig! "But if he was alive, then
you m-murdered him! "
"No," Robin said very softly, "nobody murdered him. It was
an accident."
" They won't believe it. W hen they see two bullet holes they
won't believe it was an accident."
" They aren't going to know. They won't ever find the body,
so they won't know anything about what happened, will they?"
Slowly it dawned on me what he meant. As far as everyone
else knew, Crocky hadn't even come out shooting with us that
day. Nobody would have seen us stop and give him a lift back
there on MacCasker's Road. "We have to take him back, Robin."
He stood a little away from me. He looked very white without
his shirt on. I noticed he was wearing his belt and sheath again.
The Bowie knife was back in its sheath.
"We don't have to take him back , Martin. You don't want to
go to gaol, do you?"
" They don't put kids in gaol ."
" They'd stick us in one of those detention places. It's as good
as being in gaol."
" But it was an accident! "
" That's right. So why should we be punished for it? " Robin
asked.
I didn't know. All I knew was that when someone got shot
you had to report it to the police; that was the law.
"Listen," Robin said, "he's dead. There's nothing we can do
about it. And even if we did get punished for it, that's not going
to help old Crocky, is it? "
Nothing was going to help old Crocky now. Only God could
help him now.
" He should have a funeral."
"Marty, he never went to church in his life."
"I don't care. Everyone should have a funeral."
Robin said, "It 'll be our funeral if we take him back."
"Why did you have to shoot him again? "
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"Y'ou little bastard! Who the hell shot him in the first place?"
For a minute I thought he was going to hit me. Then he said,
more quietly: "It was the only thing to do, Martin. Nobody
really liked him anyway."
Did he mean he actually u•anted Crocky dead? There was a
look on his face that made me scared to ask. For a minute I
eyen thought he was going to break down. I couldn't remember
Robin ever crying. He was three years older than me. I had
always looked up to him and tried to be like him, except for
the way he drove Dad's old ute.
"What are we going to do with him?"
"You know the old stone place . . . "
He didn·t have to say any more. I understood straight away
how he intended getting rid of Crocky 's body.
"It ' a long way away, but."
"So?" Robin said. "We've got the ute, haven't we."
I had to stay with Crocky while Robin went for the ute. I
wanted to go with him, but Robin said someone had to stay
and mind the body. I didn't know what I was supposed to be
minding it from, but. It hardly seemed likely any pigs would
come back. Dingos, perhaps - or goannas. At any rate, it was
spooky waiting there in the bush with only poor dead Crocky
for company.
After Robin had gone, I went over to him and lifted the shirt
up. It didn't look much like Crocky with that mud all over his
face. I opened the collar of his shirt. My fingers were shaking.
The hole was so tiny. It seemed strange that such a small hole
could kill you. There wasn't even any blood to speak of, just
a little bit near the hole itself. W hy did Robin have to shoot
him again? To finish him off. Or was he dead already? Nobody
really liked him anyU'ay It sent a shiver down my back.
As I crouched there, a blowfly came and landed on Crocky 's
nose. I swore at it and swatted it angrily away. Then I started
blubbering again. But I was over it by the time I heard the ute
pull up at the edge of the trees.
Robin carried the body out to the ute. Crocky wasn't heavy.
It was strange: he seemed even smaller since he died. I followed
behind carrying the rifles. Halfway out the shirt fell off Crocky's
head and I picked it up. Robin kept going. Crocky 's mouth was
open. His head bumped up and down as Robin walked. I
stopped, doubled over and retched but my stomach was empty.
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It must have taken about an hour to get to the old stone place.
We took the back tracks. Robin drove very slowly. W hen we
came to the first gate it was open how Crocky had left it. That
was enough to start me off crying again. All the other gates
were closed. I had to open them and close them myself. I tried
not to look in the back of the ute each time Robin drove through
a gate and then waited for me to close it behind him. We didn't
talk at all during the whole trip.
The old stone place was built by our great-grandfather. It
hasn't been lived in for over fifty years. There isn't much left
of it. Nobody goes there anymore. The well is up the back in
the middle of a tangle of blackberries. Only Robin and me, and
maybe the old Man, know that the shaft is there. Someone Grandad probably - had covered it with sleepers and old sheets
of corrugated iron and now the blackberries have grown right
over the top of that.
It took a bit of work and lots of blackberry scratches to open
up one corner of the hole. I pitched an old horse-shoe in and
heard the faraway, echoey splash.
"I don't think we should put him down there."
"We've got to, Martin."
"He should have a proper funeral."
"They'll hold a memorial service," Robin told me. "That's
as good as a funeral."
I didn't really believe him.
We walked back down to where he had parked the ute.
"Will he still go to heaven?"
I saw Robin fighting something inside him. "Course he will,"
he said finally.
"I want to clean his face," I said.
''All right," Robin nodded. He looked at his watch. "But we
better not be too long."
I got the water-bag and wet a corner of Robin's shirt. I cleaned
Crocky's face with it. Robin stood behind me watching.
"It's funny," he whispered, " - his face like that: he looks
a lot like Beverly."
Then we carried him up to the well and lid him into the
hole. It was hard getting him through all those blackberries.
I tried not to hear the splash. Robin took hi Bowie knife from
its sheath, looked at it for a moment, then dropped it down
after him handle first. I wanted to put something in, too, but
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there was nothing I could give. We pulled the sleepers and iron
back into place. Some of the iron was so old it broke in our
hands. Robin arranged a few blackberry vines across the top.
It looked like just a pile of old overgrown rubbish. I wished
we could have put a cross up.
\X'e both stood there beside Crocky's grave.
' Tm going to pray for him," I promised, "every night before
I go to sleep for the rest of my life."
As we drove away, Robin said, "We'll go back and pick up
one of those pigs."
"Why? " I didn't ever want to go near Watson's Dam again .
"Because of the blood in the back. Dad will wonder where
it came from, otherw ise."
Robin thought of everything. Crocky had bled a bit on the
driYe over. Taking a dead pig home would account for any blood
in the back of the ute - and on us, too, for that matter. I wanted
to spend about a week under the shower.
We went back to the place and dragged one of the pigs out
to the ute. First we started to drag Robin's big boar, but it was
too heavy, so we went back and got one of the smaller ones.
It was the half-grown boar Crocky had finished off with Robin's
knife. We heaved it up onto the ute and got the tail-gate closed
behind it. Already there was blood coming out of it, covering
Crocky's blood in the ute. A lot of its blood was on our clothes
too, from lifting it. Robin rubbed his shirt in some of the blood
and chucked it in the back with the rifles and the dead pig .
I think he would have liked to throw it away, but Mum would
want to know what happened to it.
We drove home very slowly. I still hated opening and closing
the gates. Each time we stopped I could see Crocky leaping off
the back and doing it before I got a chance to. We should have
taken it in turns, really - it wasn't fair that I'd let him do them
all . Poor old Crocky. He had always been a bit of a pain the
way he acted and that, but he was nice enough underneath.
I knew I would have hated to have six giggling sisters.
Well, I thought, they won't be giggling tonight .
"For chrissake," Robin growled, "stop that snivelling before
we get home! "
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The Old Man was up on the verandah reading the Saturday
paper when we drove up to the house.
"Get any?" he called over the rail. He didn't sound suspicious
at all. I don't know why I expected him to be suspicious.
"Ran into a mob near Watson's," Robin said back. "Brought
one home for the dogs."
The Old Man folded his paper and stood up. H e came down
the stairs in his socks.
"That the best you could do? " he ribbed us.
Robin said, "We got a monster boar, but it was too heavy to
drag out to the ute."
Dad smiled like it was just a fisherman's story. He looked at
me. "How did the new pea-shooter perform, Buck? "
Something flipped over inside me. Pea-shooter. Crocky had
called it that .
"Okay," I said. I bent quickly to pat Sam and R usty. They
sniffed at my dirty fingers, their tails going like mad. They could
probably smell Crocky's blood on them. I jerked my hands away
like a town kid that's scared he's going to get bitten. Jeez, I
needed that shower.
"N ice going boys," Dad said. "But you can't feed pig to the
dogs; thought you knew that, Rob." He scratched Rusty's head.
"You 'll have to dump it up in the offal-pit," he said. ' TU keep
the dogs tied tonight. And then you can give the ute a good
wash-down.''
"By the way," he added, half-way back up the steps, "you
didn't happen to see young Adrian anywhere along the road,
did you? "
"N o," Robin and m e both said together.
Dad looked at us. He said, "Beverly was over half an hour
ago. Apparently he didn't appear for lunch."
"Maybe he's run away from home," I suggested. Robin and
I had been working on a story on the way back.
The Old Man took the bait. "Why do you say that, Buck?"
I shrugged. "I'd run away from home if / had six sisters."
Dad laughed, but as he went up onto the verandah I could
see he was thinking about what I said. I felt sort of dirty inside
for tricking him.
Robin and me dumped the pig up the back, then we washed
the ute. I don't think it had ever been so clean since it was new.
After that I went inside and had a shower. I used up all the
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hot water. Robin was waiting to go in when I came out . I
thought he 'd be really mad at me about the hot water, but he
didn't say anything. He must have had a cold shower. W hen
he came out and came into the bedroom to get dressed his skin
was all pink from scrubbing.
Beverly came over later in the afternoon and asked if we had
seen Adrian. Robin said we hadn't. After she had gone he went
into the toilet and stayed there a long time. I helped Mum peel
some apples for a strudel she was making for tea. Then I
vacuumed the lounge.
Mum smiled and said, ' Tm going to have to let you go
shooting more often, Martin."
I just grinned and kept working. But as soon as I was finished
I went outside and got my bike and rode down to see the horses.
A horse doesn't mind when you cry.
Tea time was the hardest. I didn't feel like eating at all, and
I don't think Robin did either. Mum had cooked a roast. W hen
Dad carved it I couldn't help thinking of poor Crocky lying
there with mud on his eyes. It almost made me sick to eat. Then
there was the strudel. I got through it somehow, and then had
a second-helping so Mum and Dad wouldn't think anything was
wrong. All I wanted to do was run outside and throw up. It
was the worst meal of my life.
When Robin and I were doing the dishes I heard a knock
on the door. It was Mr. Jarvis. He and Mum talked for a while
at the door, then they went into the lounge and we could hear
the Old Man talking too. We couldn't hear what they were
saying, but. Then Dad came into the kitchen and asked us if
we knew anything about Adrian running away. I said I didn't.
Robin kept washing the dishes.
"Buck, are you sure he's never said anything to you about
wanting to run away? " Dad asked me.
I looked down at the plate I had been drying.
" I promised I wouldn't tell." It was what Robin and I had
worked out I should say.
Dad said, "Listen, Martin" - he only ever called me Martin
when it was serious, or when I was in trouble or something
- "sometimes we have to break our promises. If Adrian said
anything to you about running away, if he said anything at all
about it, I want you to tell me now. It doesn't matter if you
promised to keep quiet; this is more important. His parents are
very worried about him."
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I could see Mr. Jarvis and Mum listening in the background.
I fiddled with the tea-towel.
"Yesterday on the way home from school he said he was going
to run away. He made me promise not to say anything. I didn't
really think he was going to, but," I added. It was a good act,
but I felt really rotten about it.
"Did he say where he was going?" Mr. Jarvis wanted to know.
I shook my head. I felt sorry for Mr. Jarvis. "He didn't say
where. He j ust said he was going to run away. I didn't think
he really would, Mr. Jarvis - I thought it was just showing off."
They all looked very serious. Mr. Jarvis said, "Well, thank
you, Martin, for telling the truth. I'm sure Adrian won't hold
it against you that you had to break your promise. It's for his
own good.''
Dad and Mr. Jarvis went back outside. :Ltter, Sergeant Hill from
Roma came and I had to tell the same lies over again. I knew
God was never going to forgive me.
It took a long time to go to sleep that night . All the time I
was scared that Sergeant Hill had known I was lying. In a dream
I saw him shining a torch down the well at the old stone place.
There were hand-cuffs on my wrists and Jarvis was there with
mud on his eyes pointing at me with Robin's big Bowie knife.
Then I woke up and it was very dark. I was sweating all over.
I got up and looked out the window. All the lights were on
across at the Jarvis place.
Another time I woke and heard Robin sobbing quietly in his
bed on the other side of the room.
It wasn't until the next morning that I remembered my
promise to pray for Jarvis every night for the rest of my life.
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TO THE GATEWAY

A Gawthorne

The bus jolts towards the gateway. I inhale diesel fumes and
wait as the bus stops and starts again. Outside there are traffic
lights, crowds carrying shopping bags and parcels, harassed
mothers and everyone walking through a grit so fine you hardly
notice it.
I clutch my hands to my sides, close my eyes and try to
imagine exotic images. People piling onto the bus, old men
swinging chickens in bamboo cages, screaming children, hot
dusty feet encased in tight slippers and the shuffling gait of old
women in straw brimmed hats. I can almost smell the bananas,
sweet and soggy after rain and garlic dried meats hanging in
the sun. I see the gateway of an eastern temple in the distance
while the humidity sits around me like a green velvet coat.
I imagine writing a postcard to send home. I would make
it understated and mundane so I didn't have to compete with
the exotic picture on the front.
Having a wonderful time you
wouldn't believe the heat,
terrific scenery, visited a temple today. W ish you were here.
Love Linda.
I am afraid to open my eyes. I know we've entered the main
street and in five stops we will arrive at the concrete archway
that forms the gateway to our local shopping mall. Nothing
exotic, nothing foreign. Home.
Once we could drive our cars through the mall, straight down
the main street to the ocean. But since the street was closed
off to make way for seats and flowers in concrete tubs, the
drivers have to follow a labyrinth of one way streets, car parks
and huge buildings before reaching the water.
There are children being born who will never know that our
town was ever any different. My grandmother knows this feeling
well. She remembers walking across Sydney Harbour Bridge
with thousands of school children, before it even opened.
My grandmother and I are allies of a sort. W henever my
mother complains about me with comments like, 'Why don't
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you get a proper job like your friend Susan?' Gran changes the
subject and gives me a wink. Of course, she thinks I'm busy
looking for Mr Right.
I close my eyes again. Open markets, narrow streets,
pushbikes everywhere. But I have confused my scenes. I try
to summon Bali to mind from postcards, travel brochures and
the television. I wonder if I have the temple right. I think the
pictures in my mind are more like Bangkok or Hong Kong.
Susan has gone to Bali. Yesterday I drove her to the airport.
We were supposed to go together. It was a dream we shared
for years . . . after we leave school . . . after we find jobs . . .
after we have enough money saved . . . now she has gone alone.
We both kn ow that my lifestyle makes such dreams impossible.
Susan has gone to recover from her latest attempt to find Mr
Right. In the car yesterday I admitted that it is a long time since
I've tried to find Mr Anyone. Susan and I are nothing alike in
this. In fact we're nothing alike at all. Yet, somehow, our
friendship endures.
" Do you know what I'd like to do next year? " I asked
her yesterday.
"What ? "

' 'I'd like to get a government grant to research the effect of
the meat raffle on the Australian population."
She laughed but I was only half joking.
The bus is close to the mall now. People are getting off, a
few at a time. Only three stops to go. I can see the mall clearly.
In the centre there is a huge stage. The only performers I've
seen on the stage have been models advertising the clothes sold
in the boutiques that line the mall. The last time I saw them
they were wearing skimpy swimming costumes. I thought the
girls looked shiny, well shaven and smooth, like plucked
chickens.
Today the models and I are here for the same event. They
will parade in furs and jewels while my friends and I hold up
banners and try to stop the shoppers staring with envy at the
furs. It isn't easy. The political climate in this country is all
wrong for radical thought.
I feel a familiar flutter of anxiety. W hen I get nervous like
this I find it hard to concentrate on one thing. I tell myself that
it is from this fear that I find my strength . It will pass soon
and I '11 be fine.
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I try to staYe off the anxiety with one more exotic image.
would
have liked to have gone to Bali with Susan. I close my
I
eye and I ee again the old men carrying bamboo cages filled
with white panicking chickens. I try to concentrate on the
chickens.
Another friend of mine has a sign on his fridge that says, "The
chicken in your refrigerator has more room now than it had
in its life." Once when I was on a train I sat next to a woman
who debeaked chickens for a living. I asked her what it was
like. 'O. K.' she said and shrugged.
I remember that there used to be a show on television where
instead of a meat raffle there was a chicken raffle where the
lucky numbers were written on frozen chickens instead of being
drawn out of a barrel. The chickens fell out of the cage onto
the floor and were picked up by a beautiful model who read
the numbers off the plastic wrappers. Gran wouldn't believe
such a show existed until I made her watch it with me. She
laughed and laughed.
"That's pretty freakish," she said.
When I get off the bus and join my friends people will look
at us as if we're freaks. People, like my mother, who use a slide
away look and change the subject. People who laugh. People
who get angry and shout abuse. And sometimes, people who
come and tell us that we're doing a good job. It is the most
unexpected ones who come and give us their support.
W hen I first joined the group I'd walk up to anyone I saw
wearing a fur and say, "Did you know the previous owner was
killed in that? " This came from a poster we had. But I don't
do that anymore. I've learnt that it's better not to make it a
personal thing. Some of the group disagree with me.
It's almost time. The bus pulls up outside the gateway. I pick
up my placard and fiddle with my shoulder bag. I 'll miss Susan
while she's away. She has been with me on protests and marches
even though the thought of pushing herself forwards makes her
pasty faced and ill. I know she only marches because of me
so I don't ask her very often. It's a brave thing for her to do.
While we waited for her flight she apologised for going
without me. She said she felt strange going alone, although it
is an organised tour and there are other people around. I hope
she has a good time. She might even find Mr Right.
I get down from the bus, raise my banner and begin to walk
through the crowds. My placard says, 'Real people wear fake
fur'. I almost wrote fake people wear real fur. I can see people
beginning to stare at me.
The knot in my stomach dissolves and I am ready.
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PROBLEMS AT TOM'S DINER

Margaret Morgan

"Hey, you got a problem here," he announces from the door
of the men's room, but no one seems to notice, except the
Woman With The Tomato Sandwich.
"You guys are going to need a plumber. Faucet won't turn
off." He peers around the corner at the waitresses, but can't
see that they are giving each other looks. "Real problem,
here . . ." he mutters, and shuffles for a moment, before
retreating into the room, the door closing behind him.
The Woman With The Tomato Sandwich recognises the type.
You see them sometimes walking along the street, something
about their movement tells you, even before you see them
laughing at private jokes and chatting to themselves.
She bites into her sandwich, hungry but hungover. She tried
a hamburger in the diner next door, but it wasn't what she was
hoping for. The meat was smooth and pink inside, and the bun
sweet and soft. W here was the sauce, the beetroot and salad?
The thing lying limply on her plate was a mistake. One bite
had made that churningly clear. She reminded herself that
hamburgers were invented here, that they must know what they
are doing, but it didn't help.
She asked for her check, and when it arrived, laid out some
coins next to it. It was hard not to look at the plate, but it was
essential not to, and so she waited for someone to collect her
money so she could go. But no one came, and it took a long
time sitting next to the burger before she realised that she had
to pay at the door. A waiter passed occasionally and she could
tell that he was wondering why she wasn't eating but he
probably didn't care, just so long as he got his tip. It was the
burger, with its red-raw mouth, that seemed disappointed in her.
But even Americans can't destroy a tomato sandwich. The
bread may be white and glutinous, the butter margarine, and
the tomato tasteless, but it is sharp and filling and her gullet
tentatively allows it passage. She drinks her water and ignores
her coffee and starts to believe she might survive.
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"Water's gonna go all over, you know." He is back. He shakes
his head with disbelief at the waitresses, then shrugs and turns
back to the tap. As the door begins to close, she can see him
struggle with the tap, but it won't budge.
From the table behind her she can hear a conversation. A man
and a woman, apparently academics, perhaps post-grads from
Colombia, discussing literature. Or rather he is discussing; she
is agreeing. Her voice is soft , pliant. His is louder and has a
confident tone. Gertrude Stein is his territory.
But the Big Man sitting at the table in front of the Woman
With The Crusts From Her Tomato Sandwich also thinks this
diner is his territory. He is eating a huge New York cut that
is larger than his plate. He is wearing a sweat-shirt that says
"Yankees". His eyes shift frequently and suspiciously from the
slab of meat , to around the diner, expecting challenge. He is
angry. but it 's not clear at what. Perhaps the Yankees just lost.
Beyond him sits the Greek Man. He has a crucifix hanging
from his neck and it flamboyantly adorns the hairs of his chest.
He makes the sign of the cross in quick repetition as his food
is delivered, interspersing the gesture by kissing his hand. He
smiles at the Woman W ho Is Looking At Him and begins to eat.
Then the Woman W ith T he Cold Cup Of Coffee sighs. T he
Waitress collects the crusts of bread and looks like she's
wondering what's wrong with the coffee. T he Woman asks for
another iced water and her eyes return to the New York cut.
Its owner gouges it with his blunt knife, ripping into the flesh.
She can see it being masticated, and watches it turn into a brown
fibrous mass between his teeth. He stares at her, appraisingly.
She doesn't want to be appraised by him, so she looks at the
table.
"You got a problem, buddy?" She looks up, but the Man With
The Angry Eyes isn't looking at her, he's looking beyond her
to the Man From The University. "You got something you
wanna say?"
The Greek Man frowns, raises his head. His nostrils should
be quivering; a stag under threat .
The Sports Fan has his gaze fixed across the room. He holds
the stare for a moment longer, then starts back on his steak,
cutting brutally. T he steak is enormous and solid and the Woman
Who Couldn't Eat Her Hamburger is transfixed by it. Without
warning, the Meat Eater looks up again.
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" 'Cause if you got a problem, we can just go outside." He
speaks reasonably. He scans the room, perhaps expecting a
reaction, perhaps support.
"W haddya think you're looking at? " he demands of the Man
W ho Has Read Gertrude Stein. Behind him, the Greek raises
himself slightly, poised for intervention.
"Well ? "
"Je ne parle pas d'anglaise."
"W haddya say ? "
"Je suis Francais." But the Woman Being Served Ice Water
knows he isn't. She heard him, he's American. The Waitress
walks off, unconcerned.
"You telling me you don't talk American? W hat the fuck?"
The Carnivore half-stands clumsily, dislodging the table. His
steak slides across the formica.
" Look buddy, you're in the United States of America, right?
I mean, you gotta show some respect."
"Excusez moi, je ne comprends pas."
"W hat the fuck . . . ?" he says, more quietly, sittmg again.
" That guy's gotta learn some manners. You didn't see what he
was doing, right? " he asks of no one in particular.
The Woman W ho Is Visiting The U.S.A. watches. Behind her
she can hear chairs moving. The People From The University
are standing, putting on their coats. The Man With The Steak
is eating it again, but his eyes are on the Frenchman. The Greek
gets up, and with a reassuring glance at the Woman, walks past
the steak, past the ice water and speaks to the Man Adjusting
His Scarf.
"You okay ? " he asks.
" Fine, no problem," in English now. In American.
The Greek nods as they leave, and goes back towards his table,
slowing as he passes the Man W ho Has Abandoned His Steak.
"Hey."
The Greek pauses.
" Look, I'm sorry if I was outta line there. But, you know,
this is America and people gotta show some respect ."
The Greek looks at him and then starts to move off again,
but the Other Man grabs at him.
"No, I mean, he was a visitor to this country, and he was
outta line. You didn't see what he was doing. He was outta line."
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The Man \X'ith The Crucifix takes his seat and smiles, proud
to have defused the situation. The Woman W ho Had The
Tomato Sandwich, The Ice Water And Not The Coffee gestures
to her Waitress for the check. She tries not to look at the Man
Who Is ow Eating His Steak Again. She doesn't look, because
she is a ,·isitor to this country and has to show some respect.
The bathroom door opens. ' Jesus, I don't know if you people
care. but I care and we've got a real problem in here. Look."
He props open the door with his foot , revealing the water
surging out of the tap into the sink. "Stuck! See? " He twists
at the tap again, then twists the other way. The water stops
abruptly.
"Oh,'' he says. "I was turning it the wrong way. It's okay now,
everybody. It's okay."
The Waitress brings the bill for the tomato sandwich and the
coffee. and the Woman W ho Is A V isitor takes it to the counter
at the exit to pay. She doesn't wait at her table this time. She
is learning the local customs.

COLLECTED WORKS BOOKSHOP

1st Floor, Flinders Way Arcade
238 Flinders Lane
Melbourne 3000
Australia's most contemporary bookshop.
Specialises in Australian and O/S small press
publications and literary magazines;
artists· and visual books; works in translation;
postcards & posters.
Open: 10.30 - 5 . 30 tuesday-saturday
10.30 - 12 .30 sunday
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THE CRAWFISH MOON

Deborah Zion

They were in the kitchen in Louise's flat, and he was staring
at a glass of water. It seemed to her that the water was full of
tiny fish that were waving their little tails, but then she had
a terrible hangover. They all did, but the two of them, in
particular, felt as if they had taken laughing gas. She floated
over to the sink and put her arms around him. He seemed so
full of light that she wondered if she should touch him, but
there he was, solid, whole, with hairs on his chest.
All of them, all twelve of them had had too much to drink.
First Louise and Rose who were cooking, and then Marie and
Stefan, who had just recovered from their hangover from their
wedding the week before, and then Leonard, who had not
recovered from his, and who anyway had a bramble of grief
in his heart because his friend Hans had just gone to America
to become a philosopher. Leonard's angst extreme because he
was, in every sense, on the margin of love. They were a group,
these people who met and remet every day in endless
permutations in certain restaurants and cafes and parks around
Stockholm. They haunted the city for each other, so that when
someone vanished into France or Italy, it was still possible to
feel the sweetness of their spirit.
Some of these people were not quite in this group, but had
come to dinner for other reasons. Rose was not Swedish, but
came from a flat city on the other side of the earth, on the
edge of the Kangaroo country, in every sense a foreigner. She
had met Tomas in Italy, and had come to see him just in time
for the wedding. She was not used to heavy drinking.
And there was Matz, who was to create a small commotion
during the dinner by feeling up, and being felt up by both Rose
and Louise. And there was Claudia, Hans' true love, who was,
for a short period beloved of Tomas in Ital y.
"And then," said Claudia.
' 'And then," said Tomas, "we saw them, and although it wa
late, we had to talk to chem. They looked so funny, and we
were a little drunk."
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"Who, what , where? " said Leonard, who had not been
listening, because he had been tending to his brambling and
trying to decide which was worse, sin or guilt.
"Two Americans," said Rose, "the sweetest people, the most
unknowing people on the earth. It was very late, but they were
there on the subway, in Gamla Stan wearing plastic viking
helmets. They were both about fifty, he was wearing a suit, they
had been to a dinner, and she was wearing a frock in a sort
of crushfree nylon. We asked them where they had been, and
they said that they had been to a noise conference."
"So I asked them if he was a psychologist, and his wife said
yes, and at the same time he said, no, I 'm an engineer."
"And then they asked where she was from, and when she
said she was Australian they said they had been there. And Tomas
asked if they had worn kangaroo costumes, and they had said,
no, cork hats".
As they told the story, Rose thought about the place she came
from, and while she was thinking Leonard interrupted her vision
of the sea and the park outside her house.
"Why are you so dark? "
"I'm sorry?"
"Why are you so dark? "
"Because my family come from the four corners of the earth,
and indeed the expression is apt, because they are a little pre
modern. For them the earth is not exactly round. They have
no need to reconcile the world of magic with the real world.
They live in the space where there is an interactive explosion
between law and desire, like detergent and ammonia."
"What does that mean exactly?"
"It means I've had too much wine."
The flat was a real photographer's home. Underfumished, but
full of comfort because it was full of the sweet and decisive
presence of Louise. A modern flat, in an old building, white
and pale blue with large windows. It was full of boxes of photos,
as if its real work was to house these things and the guests were
an odd coincidence. Outside the flat was a spiral staircase, and
during the evening Rose and Matz went and sat on the stairs,
perhaps with the intention of having a lustful episode, but
mostly to get a breath of ·air. And indeed all impulse for lust
died, as nights in August in Stockholm are already cold. But
when they came back in Tomas was about to give a rose that
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he had given to its namesake to the lovely Claudia, whose head
was wrapped in layers of paisley silk.
"Excuse me," said Rose, "but if Tomas gives you that, I 'm
going to stab him."
They began to laugh, Tomas and Rose, and then to dance,
she so dark, and he so fair, his eyes, so she thought, the colour
of the summer night. They felt themsel ves lift off the ground
and they smiled and smiled.
"Is it no good, my dear? "
"No, it 's no good, because of the past, and because of Nina
and because of the way I am. But you, you are so beautiful,
you are an angel, I love the way you have come here. You are
an angel who has pissed in all the corners of my life, and it
is a magic thing, the piss of angels. We float, you and I, but
this relationship, it is like rope, it has weight, so that I will always
think of you and as the years pass I will send you things, and
I will frequent you in my heart, and we will go on meeting,
we will etch our friendship deeply upon one another."
At six, after the sun rose, Louise and Matz and Tomas and
Rose got into Louise's big bed, and went to sleep.
Carrying the glass of water, that was after all fish free, Rose
went back into the other room and went back to bed, but Louise
had other ideas.
"Tell that Australian wife of yours to get up," she said, "and
let's go to the sea." So although it was by no means warm, they
went and lay on some rocks by the Baltic, Tomas, and Louise,
and Rose, and some of the others, cradling their heads,
complaining of a little sickness in the soul or in the stomach,
giggling at their inability to act after so much wine. And then
many of them went off to do it all again, at Crawfish parties,
at hen's parties, at the lido, or at home.
Rose walked. She walked and walked and walked, because
she was lost and spoke no Swedish. At first she thought she
was going to be early, but now she was not so sure, but she
didn't mind. She always got lost, and so she came upon the
wonders of the earth by accident, the Trevi Fountain in Rome,
Santa Croce in Florence. Indeed, she had come upon Tomas
by accident in Perugia in a bar, after meeting him at a party.
They had drunk a lot between April and Jul y, and he had eaten
a lot, so that he had taken up jogging to avoid getting fat. She
got enough exercise getting lost, and finding herself again.
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"Excuse me."
"Yes?"

"I can't speak Swedish, but I'm looking for a park with
elm trees."
" There are a lot of parks in Stockholm, but try right and
then left."
She walked past a statue of the most warlike king of Sweden
on his horse. She walked past the Opera and the old town. She
walked past another statue, and she thought about the statue
they had seen by the sea of Bellman, the Swedish composer,
who only wrote, so Tomas had told her, about sex, death and
wine. All children know this song, he said, "When you feel the
depth of the graye beneath you, take a nice glass of white wine,"
and she thought about the sea itself, the Baltic, and how this
was something from a fairy tale, and yet here she was. She had
seen Tomas swim in the Baltic the day before, when they had
gone to see a castle, the same castle, so his mother had said,
that he had seen when he was first in love, and noticed that
all the rocks were shining. Shining, lightness, love. She felt the
elm trees shimmer. She was not too late when she arrived at
the Vaudeville bar and Tomas.
They began to walk together past the boats that were red and
blue and green, over bridges, past old buildings. He felt that
he was seeing it all again through pupils that were constantly
readjusting to the weak ultra violet of the early autumn, for
he had borrowed her eyes, and it was her last evening, so he
knew he wouldn't see her for a long time, and then their lives
would be different, have taken another turning, without the
sweet ambiguity that caused them to float. She loved him, she
kissed him, she missed him, but it was no good for him. He
fel t the strength of her will and felt himself disappear. She
floated, but he floated away. They passed the cemetery, and he
began to speak.
"Nina and I adopted a child here to visit on the day of the
dead. She died a hundred years ago. She was ours, our link with
the past, so that when we died, Nina and I, I used to come
here and weep, for I suddenly realised that I had lost a particle
of my spirit, and now this way is closed to me, and I have not
been to see her for a long time."
In her heart Rose too wanted to weep. They were crossing
a bridge by the island where some friends of his lived, and he
held her close, close. On the boats the people began to cook
dinner, and the moon rose, huge and red. The August moon,
the crawfish moon, their light for the end of the summer. A
honeymoon, it l it up their sweet limbo.
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FAMILY L INKS

Sylvia Wharton

"Great shot, Jim", said Mervyn, "was that hard to do? I mean,
does it take a lot of practice to be able to hit the ball like that? "
" Not really Mervyn, just a good shot ."
" Fantastic Jim . You must be a natural . Don't you think so
Josie? Did you see the way he hit that ball dear? "
"Yes dear", said Josie, "it was a very good shot."
Josie was Jim's eldest, in her mid forties, married to Mervyn.
She'd brought along her sewing. She was making a picture frame
out of cardboard and material. She was very into crafts these
days. She'd had a career and then two children, now it was
crafts. She knew that sewing would hold her back a bit from
the game, but she was used to that. She slowed her pace, falling
out of step with her husband, and looked around for her sisters
V ida and Lindy. Then they were beside Josie. Both slipped an
arm around her, ready to praise her work.
" That 's wonderful ", said Vida, "You're so good with your
hands.' '
"Yeah it 's great ", agreed Lindy, "you should make some
to sell."
" No I think I'll just do them for myself. And maybe some
extra for Christmas."
The others smiled faintly and returned to their spouses while
Josie walked to the side to sit for a sew.
Jim led the others through the second and third holes. By
this time Lindy and her husband Wade were feeling a bit frisky,
and so wandered off course to play along the edge. Lindy was
the youngest, she'd only recently left home. She was going to
help Wade with his business, both were eager to do well very
soon. The others smiled at the sounds of love on the side, then
returned their attention to Jim's game.
"You're playing a great game today Jim", said Frank, Vida's
husband.
" Thank you Frank, I 'm rather pleased with my form ."
" Have you been doing those exercises I gave you dad? "
"No Vida I 'm afraid I haven't . I 've been much too busy."
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"That 's no e. cuse. You've got to think of your health."
"Arr come on Vee, your dad's obviously in good nick."
"I know that Frank, I just want him to stay that way."
"Well it' up to him how he leads his life . . ." And they
gradually dropped behind as they argued the point further.
Yida wa the middle daughter, more resilient than the first,
more caring than the last. She was a health worker between
children. four at present .
Jim and 1erYyn were walking down the fourth fairway.
"Do you think we need to exercise more Jim? "
"Probably Men•."
"You think we're all a bit lazy then? "
" Well MerYyn, it's hard to talk about it in such general terms,
but I think it's reasonable to say that in our society, exercise
is an adjunct to, rather than a natural part of our daily lives,
and so it's very often neglected."
"I see. So you think society's making us lazy? "
"Well in a way Mervyn, yes."
"I see. I think I 'll go and see how Josie's doing then."
The next hole, Jim landed his ball in a bunker and it took
him eight strokes to get it out. No-one else was there to see
it. At the sixth tee, the family were all together again and Jim
recounted the bad luck he'd just had.
"That was bad luck," said Mervyn to Jim, "wasn't it dear? "
to Josie.
"Yes ", she said and smiled for her father.
"Better change your handicap after that one", joked the
other men.
For the next three holes, Jim's game was back to form, the
family all back on track too. They were falling into a pattern
of spreading out on the long dri ves, criss-crossing the fairway,
back and forth, back and forth, husbands and wives coming
together then falling apart, sisters meeting in one spot, husbands
in another. And then at the greens they'd all bunch up again,
draw in close around Jim's game, and observe collectively the
small details of his play.
Frank and Wade kicked a footy during the eighth and ninth
holes. And Mervyn served as Jim's caddy while the sisters
prepared a lunch to have halfway through the game.
"Didn't you put any beer in V ida? "
"No Frank, and you know I wouldn't." V ida passed around
the sandwiches and poured thermos tea.
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"Wade, you should learn golf so that you could play with
dad.''
" I haven't got the time, you know that L indy."
"And what free time I have, she says I've got to spend with
her ", he delivers to Jim, man to man.
"You always managed to spend time with mum and us, and
play sport, didn't you dad? "
Moments of silence as some thoughts turn to the mother. She'd
died long ago. In a rare reflective moment Jim had once been
heard to say, "she was the finest damn caddy a man could
ever want."
"It just shows that you can't win with women", jokes Mervyn,
"don't you think so Jim? "
"Eat your sandwich darling", said Josie. Jim looks fondly into
his cup, and then continues to polish his irons.
The game continues but there are murmurings of discontent.
Mervyn's getting tired of walking and Josie's run out of thread.
Frank wants to go and play his own game now and Vida can
see how that would be the best for their relationship. Wade
and Lindy have just lost interest and want to do something else
to pass the time. So, by the t welfth hole, all play behind the
play has ended, and the family have fallen into a single ragged
line trailing behind Jim. Jim's playing at his best now, with long,
well paced drives and precise, confident putts on the greens.
But it's obvious he can't continue with spirits so low, so at the
beginning of the next hole, he lines the family up for an address.
" Now you all know that since the advent of modern society,
man, sorry, people, have become overwhelmed, shocked some
say, with the range of choices they must confront every day,
from the beginning to the end of their lives. Now I must say,
I think this is a wonderful thing. For our lives can become
immeasurably enriched and empowered with technology and
information systems that are everyday expanding, making it ever
more possible for us to choose a better life for us and our
children. And in a society such as ours where individual choice
and liberty are basic tenets, then where else can we go but
forward. Thankyou for your attention, I appreciate your coming
here today.' '
Brief applause. " Thanks dad", the girls chorus.
" Not a bad speech Jim."
" Thankyou Frank. I didn't have my notes with me, but I think
it was OK."
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"Great Jim. I liked what you said about getting rich and
powerful."
"I didn't exactly Wade, but thanks anyway."
"Do you think though Jim, that we'll really always go forward,
I mean. you don't think we could go backwards?"
"Of course not Mervyn. It's just not possible. Now let's get
on with the game shall we? "
"Sure Jim."
And play continued with filiations restored.
On the fifteenth hole however, a terrible thing happened. Jim
wa struck hard in the stomach by a ball that came out of the
blue. Seconds after impact, the family were gathered round
him, he. kneeling on the ground doubled over, blubbering
and spluttering, trying to breathe in air and push out words.
Tears were coursing down his face as he struggled with the
word - help.
The family stood around him, mouths open, thoughts still.
Another group of people came and gathered around them. In
time. quite a crowd had formed, watching Jim in the centre,
flailing on his knees. Finally someone stepped forward, a no
nonsense old woman, and she gently uncurled the patient and
started massaging his chest. Soon he was taking small breaths
and moving his limbs around. But he wouldn't let the old
woman go until the emergency vehicle had arrived.
When they'd taken him away, the crowd dispersed and left
the family alone. Now their mouths were shut and their
thoughts were beginning to move. It was as if they'd all been
struck by golfballs and were just now having some power
restored. Still they weren't quite themselves. They started
walking towards the next hole and on down the next fairway.
Some automatic pilot drive seemed to take them there. But
towards the end of that sixteenth hole, Josie sat down to weep.
The others noticed, but it was Wade who raced to her side and
collected her in his arms. And was comforting and consoling
her, calming and consoling her, calming and caressing her . . .
Mervyn didn't know what to say, or who to say it to if he
did. He kept walking, now tangentially to the others, on and
on and on, along his own straight line, out of that course.
Vida was re-emerging and gathering new strength. She knew
that life was fickle, about as certain as a hole in one. But she
was determined now to do two things. Firstly, she'd have a
miniature golf course built in her father's backyard. That way
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at least, whenever the family felt drawn to his games, they
would surely be more sociable and relaxed, relationships would
be less constrained by matters of form and tradition, and the
spirit of free play could instead be the reason to stay. Secondly,
she did loye Frank, but she was tired of love's excuses. And four
children were enough quite frankly. He would have to change
his ways. She walked to the end of the course and then drove
home alone.
Frank and Lindy meanwhile, had lost their sense of direction.
But before they could get too lost, heavy rain forced them to
shelter in a shed. There Frank taught Lindy two-up, and they
soon discovered they had much in common.
Jim never returned to his previous form. But he took to mini
golf, slowly, putt by putt. And his daughters seemed much
happier, he noticed. Much happier with these new links.
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DIRTY PEOPLE

Natalie Fraser

Unusual. The Macarthurs were certainly that, in our street
anrway. They lh'ed in a decrepit old weatherboard house, over
grown with all sorts of old-fashioned plants. Wisteria and
honeysuckle, climbing rose, jasmine and weeds galore. You
could barely see the house in amongst this tangle and we were
scared when we walked past, kept our heads down and speeded
up our steps, never knowing what might emerge out of that
leafy darkness. We felt safer near our own houses. Our lawns
were clipped, with perhaps an imitation orange or a cumquat,
surrounded by a concrete ring. Our lawns were mowed every
Sunday by a sweating father with a brick red face. None of us
had ever seen Mr Macarthur mowing his lawn, it continued to
grow, unabated, beneath his snarling garden. And Mr Macarthur,
unperturbed by the effect his tangled wilderness had on our
neat rows of suburban plots, would drink beer on his front
verandah while watching the fathers with their lawnmowers.
His presence made the fathers rev their lawnmowers loudly in
self righteous anger though their revving never had any effect.
The Macarthurs' garden stayed the way it was.
Mr Macarthur was a strange man. They said when he got
drunk he beat her. This certainly seemed to be the case as we
listened to the screams and yells reverberating on the summer
air. Our mothers would 'tsk tsk', safe in their brick veneers
where they kept their arguments to themselves. Meanwhile the
fights in the Macarthur household went on with what sounded
like the whole family joining in. Next morning Mrs Macarthur
would be seen at the shopping centre sporting a black eye. Our
mothers would 'tsk tsk' even louder, avoiding her glance,
whispering amongst themselves. H ere was concrete evidence
of the previous night 's disturbance and our mothers definitely
didn't approve.
For our part we were just as tough on them at school. On
the asphalt of the playground we would push the young
Macarthurs over. Rumours went around the second grade that
Christina carried a flagon of wee in her dolly pram for want
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of a dolly, though no-one had ever actually seen it. Her little
brother, Jerry, had lice in his hair, we were sure of it, we'd seen
him scratching. Emmy, who was in the fifth grade still wet her
pants, we said, and never washed. They were excluded from
our childhood games and no-one ever sat next to them in class
unless they were made to. We were ruthless as only children
can be and the Macarthurs suffered much for their parents'
eccentricities.
Difference wasn't tolerated at our school. Another family, the
Plumblys, were also the object of our ridicule. Their name suited
them, we thought, having the implication of toilets and sewers.
They lived in a large, ramshackle house which we had to pass
every day on the way to school. W hen we passed we would
grip our noses between finger and thumb exclaiming, 'poo! ',
in a voice which we hoped was loud enough for the Plumblys
to hear.
There were many Plumbly kids, no-one ever really knew how
many because some of them had already left home by the time
we were growing up. We didn't blame them, we imagined that,
even if you were a Plumbly yourself, you would want to be
disassociated from the Plumbly clan as soon as possible. This
was as close as we came to having any empathy for the young
Plumblys.
All the Plumblys had the pallid, spotty white skin of the poor
Irish. They would turn up at school in jumpers which looked
like the moths had been at them. There was Boris a year behind
me and Mary a year ahead. Boris with his pale, ravaged
complexion, rodent-like with his mousy brown hair and pink
nose. He had warts on his knees which constantly bled from
being knocked. His sister Mary was worse. She would parade
around in her ugly shapeless dresses, her unwashed hair hanging
dankly around her pale, thin triangle of a face. Oh yes, Mary
was infinitely worse 'cause she was a girl and girls should
know better.
The Plumblys had bats in their house. We knew 'cause Snowy
Johnson in the fifth grade had seen 'em. The bats would fly
around while they were having their tea. Over their heads,
round and round, their droppings falling like rain onto the
dinner table of the Plumblys. Apparently Mrs Plumbly would
chase them with the fly swatter but, try as she might, they
always came back . Bats liked people like the Plumblys. We
knew that.
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Eventually the Macarthurs and the Plumblys moved away. For
a few dull years we had no dirty family in our neighbourhood.
Then the Caseys moved into the derelict remains of the Plumbly
house. The Caseys were really only Mrs Casey and the children.
The undry boyfriends who drifted in and out of Mrs Casey's
life ne,·er stayed long enough to fairly be considered part of
the household, though they usually left their mark in another
addition to the Casey clan. The Casey children, all girls, were
named after their respective fathers, there was Brucine and
Bernice, Joeline and Brianna. She was some perverse woman
that trs Ca ey, naming her children like that. But that was how
it was.
The kids would come to school in their hand-me-down
clothes and for a while we laughed at them. This was par for
the course, dirty kids were always teased, pinned against the
wall in the playground they were captive animals and we gave
them the meanest jibes our eleven year old minds could
conceive. But the Caseys were different to our other victims.
Passive resistance wasn't their style. They fought back tooth and
nail until we were forced to leave them alone.
I remember Brucine best. She was in my sixth grade, though
having failed a couple of years, she was older than most of us.
Even then there were rumours going around our neighbourhood
that she'd done rude things at night behind the pines on the
old school oval. We saw her sometimes, outside the milkbar,
with some of the big boys from the high school. Brucine was
the first in our class to develop breasts and we couldn't help
being slightly jealous despite what our mothers said about her,
"though it's hardly her fault, poor dear, with a mother like that."
If they saw Mrs Casey in the street they would sanctimoniously
cross to the other side. Mrs Casey was never fazed by this, she
would merely laugh and pick her way across the road too, her
dirty white high heels clicking on the asphalt. Our m others
never knew what to do then, with Mrs Casey walking in front
of them, on their side of the street, as if leading.
All the Casey girls left school early. Brucine fell pregnant in
second form , Joeline in third, Brianna left to work in a milk
bar and Bernice, we never really knew what happened to
Bernice though we heard our mothers whispering behind their
tea cups and knew it must be something bad.
A few years later we moved to a new suburb. This was a posh
suburb on the other side of town. The mothers here peered
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from behind damask curtains rather than venetian blinds. The
fathers didn't mow their lawns at all but had a boy to do it for
them. Our house was at the end of the street, the smallest of
the lot . Our garden was the only one in the street that hadn't
been professionally landscaped. Our parents could never afford
the clothes the other kids had. In this suburb they peered from
behind their damask curtains at us.
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U CLE DIGB) 'S TREE-HOUSE

Mark O 'Flynn

We'd sit up in our tree house listening to the first fat drops
of rain on the tin , sounding like Mum typing a letter on the
old Imperial lodel T with two fingers. A yell and we'd look
out, and there'd be Uncle Digby at the foot of the ladder, his
bald head looking like a target. And he'd always say - 'Goin'
up in the world eh kids'. Always. Well he did help us build it.
Rather, we helped him. Or I did. Blabbermouth Simon and
Joycie were too little.
"Your dinner's ready, come and clean up," Digby would say
and do a little dance while we climbed down. Once when he
won a bit of money, or had a few drinks, or both, he climbed
up with u .
"Pretty roomy up here," he puffed, looking out the hessian
curtain at the slashed grass in the side block. "Ever get any
snakes? lormons? o? Paradise eh."
' 'i o," said Simon , "spiders sometimes," and Joycie slapped
her hands over her ears.
"When you gonna extend? " Digby asked. "You could put
another story up top, and an attic in that fork. W hat's your rent
like? "
Then Mum's voice from the house - "Digby, bring those kids
in here."
With dinner Digby poured a shandy for Mum and a beer for
him, ratstails nice'n'neat. Lemalade for us.
"How was school today Pirate?" he'd ask.
' i\.lright," I'd say, and 'alright' I 'd always say. No more, no less.
"W hy 's the house full of blowflies? "
"You attract them," said Mum.
"Dirty old dunny budgies," and he laughed at our prediction.
Digby moved in with us when Dad moved out with some
woman from the leagues club. Old Pastry Face, Mum called her.
We still see him at Christmas and birthdays. Joycie goes there
a lot but she doesn't lik� Pastry Face. She sometimes comes
home with new ribbons and Mum chucks them out. Uncle
Digby who lived alone, said that his little sister needed a man
around the house.
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"Do you know where I can find one? " Mum asked.
" To cut back the grass, keep the snakes and Mormons at bay."
" That's why I've got the dog."
' 'Yes but can a dog grow carrots like I can? W hat you need
is a handyman," and he flapped his hands at the wrists while
flies buzzed in the chimney like a kazoo.
Two men want Mum to move her car so they can back the
truck up:
Digby's first project was the tree house with a roof of Lysacht
galvanised tin, a trapdoor, and a scar of nailed-on planks for
a ladder. Mum called his energy - "Sucking up to the critics."
We stocked it out with tins of yonnies and flour bombs. Mum
made us bring her good curtains back to the house. Talk about
stroppy. Uncle Digby quickly wandered down the back,
whistling, kicking the ground where he later planted spinach.
Also bushpeas climbing up a chickenwire trellis; hanging on
by their tentacles, then later smothering the spinach. He often
went down the Criterion Hotel where he made friends with
Guilo the barman, who Mum called Spinoza for some reason.
We used to pinch empties and take them down the creek when
we wanted to hear some glass smash.
There was also a lady named Doily or Dorothy Zammit. Mum
didn't like her and said she was a trumpet. Once Digby brought
her home for dinner before taking her out, and she called him
Digsy, or Diggy-doggy all night. Spew. He looked at her like
a spaniel as she yabbered on, and didn't make us laugh once.
Joycie did a good impression of her by standing on her tip-toes
and trying to keep her balance. Mum cracked up.
"Brother Digsy better watch out if he's gonna keep chasing
Bigtits. She's no good." Mum's mind was made up. Her face said
so. Because everyone in town knew Doily had a boy friend who
drove a truck for Ampol, and one night Digby came home with
a black eye and a blood nose. At least we saw the black eye
and I asked what the blood on his shirt was. I gave him a cold
sausage to put on it and he threw it at me.
"Shut your mouth and don't tease your elders."
" Leave Digsy alone," said Mum, and we scrammed.
In Spring after the grass was cut, all of us sneezed and itched
for weeks. Except Digby who, undeterred, and in the know of
the Ampol drivers' time-table, continued to meet Doily at the
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Criterion. We were busy at school, far away from Spinoza, Pastry
Face, and Bigtits. There was a war on between kids whose Dads
YOted for the L iberal Party or the L abor Party. If you didn't pick
a side you got chucked in the creek. Because my Dad was away
and I didn't understand the policies I was spared. ( Thanks Mum.)
She said it all had to do with some election, it wouldn't go on
long.
lncle Digby didn't know much about it either. Spent election
night dO\'\'ll the Criterion buying Fluffy Ducks for Doily. That
night he came home late and I woke up when the front door
slammed.
"I don't know why you waste your time with her," Mum
was saying.
"P iss off Muriel, it's none of your business."
"If it interferes with my kids it's my business."
" Then stop yellin' so loud Starchyarse."
"You '11 be sorry if you keep on with her."
' Tm gonna bloody marry her that's what I'm gonna do."
")ou're crazy."
"You're lonely. "
"Ha! What about the kids? "
"I didn't promise to stay Uncle N iceguy forever."
" o. Only while it suited." - Clump of feet up the hall.
Simon asked: "Why is she lonely? " Outside, all through the
night , the distant tractors droned and ripped up the earth
softened by rain.
And school went on. And Joycie started grade one. And Mum
found work. W hich meant Digby and Doily had to get us ready
for school. W hich meant I had to get us ready. Although Mum
said she hadn't moved in, Doily seemed to be spending a lot
of time with us. Digby said we got ourselves off to school very
nicely. He stopped cutting the lawn too because he said it made
his heart race. W hen I told Mum to complain to the agent about
Doily, she said she had to consider Digby's half of the rent.
"But he hardly ever cuts the grass," I fumed, having inherited
the job. And why will the agent laugh at the blowies coming
down the chimney?
One night Doily stopped staying over and three of Digby's
fingers were broken in the Criterion. W hen we picked him up
from hospital he tried to cover a scar on his head, smiling
weakly, ratstails hanging, looking naked and guilty. They told
him his blood pressure was higher than it should be too.
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"Just what I needed to hear," he said.
He told us he'd jammed his fingers in a door, and let us sign
his plaster. But the Labor Party kids at school said he tried to
take on the W heels of Australia Party.
Next year I went to High School; bus every morning, while
Simon got his own friends. Weeds blossomed in Digby 's vegie
patch. I said I'd leave school and weed it, but that got a laugh
a minute.
"Full time weed puller outers don't get good pay," he said.
Then the dog got bitten by a brown snake and I had to watch
it dying. On the porch all night with milk it didn't want,
chucking up all over the place. Then I fell asleep quivering like
the dog and Mum took over. Digby carried me to bed even
though I didn't want him to. Just before he turned out the light,
looking at me, his eyelids looked full of mercury. (We been
learning about mercury at school. How if you stick the
thermometer in the flame of the bunsen -)
We buried the dog in the back yard in a sunny patch where
it used to like to sit. Joycie said she wanted a cat. Then one
morning I woke to find Doily brushing her teeth in the kitchen
sink. Uncle Digsy was in the shower, she said, and they were
going away together. Then she hoicked a big gob of toothpaste
and spit into the sink amongst the breakfast dishes. W hen he
came out of the bathroom Joycie, Simon, and me were glaring.
W hy was he going away? But all he could do was nod and grin
like a goat. Digby the clown, but we didn't laugh, and walked
away from him. Then Mum came home with the news that the
owners wanted to sell our house, and that old Bill Zammit the
real-estate agent had found a buyer.
So Uncle Digby's departure came as a minor aftershock; for
days we didn't even know he'd gone, his bed wasn't made. We
spent each weekend looking at new houses, (Dad offered to
help), then packing up all our stuff. I had lots of friends to see.
For the eight weeks of our notice we were too busy to miss
him. Mum packed all his books in a suitcase. The new people
came to inspect the house, stepping between tea chests full of
junk, and pointing at the walls. Simon wanted to know did they
have kids? No. W hy? W ho had stayed in this room? Just my
brother. Mum even lied about the shower. We found stuff behind
cupboards we didn't even know we'd lost. Then after school
that week Joycie said she saw Doily and some bloke get down
out of a big truck and disappear into the Criterion. Mum was
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worried after that , she'd been packing Digby's stuff, and rang
around her cousins, but no one had seen him. One had got a
letter ages ago, but threw it away. She went to see Doily, but
Doily wouldn't speak to her, not after the way she'd been treated
in our house. What would she want with a weed like Digby?
So now we don't know where he is and he doesn't know
our new address. I suppose we can leave it with the new people.
There are two men loading all our tea chests and furniture into
the removals truck. We have thirty-eight chairs. For four people!
Mum says that 's not many. Joycie is running up and down the
wooden ramp as the men load the fridge. Simon says he doesn't
want to move. Ever. Says he'll hide in the roof and steal food
off the new people. Let them deal with the blowflies, and yes,
there are waves of storm clouds on the way. I've just been down
the back yard to say goodbye, and Mum, I think you better
come; I can't get the door of the tree house open and there's
this terrible stink . . .
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RUNNING FREE

Janet L abatut

I remember running through the streets of Iran. I ran as fast
as I could up and down the paved roads in our neighbourhood.
I thought that the more I ran the faster I would be on race day
at school.
It was an unofficial training for a race that would never end.
That is the way I see it now. But then, it was everything to me.
I wanted to be the fastest . I wanted to outrun all of the white
kids who thought they were better than me.
So every morning at 6: 30 before the sun had a chance to
warm the road, I would slip outside with my runners in my
hand; put them on just outside the front door of our apartment
and head for the steps. Even though we lived on the fifth floor,
I'd start my training with the steps.
They were quieter than the lift whose motor would hiss and
rattle before making its way to our floor. I did not want to wake
anyone.
We lived in a new apartment building that my father's
architecture firm designed. My father was proud of the modern
building. My mother was too. They acted like the whole building
was theirs. Not in a snobbish way, but they were respectful of
the building and the hard work that went into it. We just owned
the fifth floor.
So instead of the lift, I flew down the stairs to the main
entrance. There, I would tear off past the women in black
dresses, past their baskets of food and up the hill towards the
market.
The women looked like black beads spilling down the hill.
Some of them bounced, some of them sauntered just the way
a strand of black pearls looks when it has been popped at the
neck.
The women always yelled at me, as if I could not understand,
but I could and what they said was usually unkind.
It would just make me run a little faster up the hill.
I passed the other homes on our road. They were white and
grainy like the desert. The black women against their square
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white homes looked like the floor-tiles in our kitchen. I wanted
to tell them that. Especially the young girls who giggled when
I ran. I thought they might like to know what our kitchen floor
looked like. My mother was proud of that too.
But I could not talk to them. My father said I might be
arrested. He said people - especially the police - are not
always understanding of friendly conversation.
It did not seem too strange at the time, because I was used
to avoiding the women in black. After I dodged them, I would
make it to the market. It always smelled so fresh first thing,
before the desert sun had a chance to rot the food in the
midday heat.
That was why I loved the market in the morning. It reminded
me of myself. Fresh and green like the bananas that had not
ripened. I thought it was okay to be young and looking towards
the future. My father made it sound so good. He said that each
stage in our lives has a purpose. He made me feel like I was
important, even though - like the unripe fruit - no one
wanted me.
I loved the men at the market stalls. They always said hello.
Fat with gold, they'd time me. Pulling out their watches from
beneath their linen robes, they'd coax me on.
Sometimes they would throw me a bag of nuts, or a juicy
orange. Their clothes would shake when they laughed, their
bellies full of dates and figs.
They thought I was too skinny, said the white women liked
a man with some meat on his bones. But I liked being lean and
fit, I knew I could increase my speed to the point where I'd
feel like flying. That was where I wanted to be - in flight.
I thought if I could fly, I could pass the women in air, and
show them I was somebody. Not a no body, with no feelings.
I would not laugh at them from the sky, but I would stop them
from laughing at me. Stop them from teaching their daughters
to hate me, because I was different.
I was not that different any way. My father was like them.
Well, his skin was like theirs, mine was just younger. My mother
was the different one. Not that it bothered her or me. She just
ignored the women in black. She understood most of what they
said, but did not worry about what she did not understand.
I felt sorry for her. She did not know how unkind they were
to her. If she had, she might have wanted to go back home to
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Scotland. I never understood why they stayed in Iran when
Britain was so close for them. Now I think it must have been
like a new frontier for my mother and that gave my father a
fresh approach to his homeland as well.
But it was not the homeland of the children at school. They
were whiter than me, and meaner too. They were wealthy and
powerful . Someone must have told them that. It was actually
their fathers who were powerful, but for some reason, they
believed they inherited this power, which gave them the right
to bully half-castes like me.
I did not know I was a half-caste until I was thirteen. Then
I discovered the meaning of prejudice. There was nothing I
could say or do that would change their opinion of me and
my family. I did not hate them though, in spite of the lack of
friendships formed and the circle of hate they tried to place
round me.
I wanted to take them to our house, like the young black
women and show them the home and the pride my parents
had for it and each other. I wanted to show them the love we
shared on the floor above the rest.
The view from my room was the best in the city, my father
said. I do not think it was, but to my father it was more than
he could dream. I liked it well enough. I liked to look down
on the road, and see the neighbours as I thought God might
see them. Looking out from the window, I could see the tops
of their heads. They looked smaller than the thoughts they had
for me.
It was in my room that I got the idea of running. From five
storeys high, the up-hill run l ooked easy, the people
insignificant, like the words they saved for me. But it was only
from my window that I first felt the courage to run.
Looking out, I could see the market. The stalls merged into
one big flame, flickering like the gas jets on a stove not yet
ignited, puffing with people in and out and, eventually, making
a blue blaze over the coloured fruit that drew them.
Further along, I could see the school. It was usuall y empty
but for the track team. The guys met early to train. Like splinters,
they picked their way across the field of grass that was well
watered and tended. It was a small oasis in the midst of the
white dusty city and they owned it. I just wanted to play there
with them.
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I did not want to own anything. I did not understand what
it did for them. I just wanted to share what we had with them.
I suppose it was not all bad , when I was young. The best bits
were spent alone with my family or alone on the morning
street . The e times helped me to appreciate even more my time
alone in my room.
There I would think, while overlooking the city, just what
other people thought. I tried to imagine what they said, how
they said it and why. I thought I was pretty good at guessing
what and how they said it , it was why that baffled me.
There was one boy, John, whom I could imitate quite well.
He had a yery posh accent that was nearly unintelligible. He
wa not like the other kids who spoke of comic books, and
teleYision shows. He spoke about the price of things, big things.
Like gold, the British pound, and the barrels of oil. His father
was in charge of land leases for one of the large firms.
He was not very good at track, but he was allowed to run
as a back-up. I thought his father owned the school. At least
that was the way it sounded. My father said his father did
not own the school and that I should be thankful I did not
haYe to worry about those things that adults are forced to
think about.
But I could not help but think that it was these things that
made him so many friends. He always had the last word, the
most girls to walk with, and the nicest watches.
There was one other boy who shared my envy. I know now
that was what it was. Rob Peters was his name. He said it was
short for something else but he had to give that up when his
family moved to Iran. I saw it as handing over the most
important part of you. I thought that was the saddest thing.
At least I had my name. I actually had quite a few names. My
mother gave me two and my father did the same. I felt rich
because of it. By having their special names I always had a part
of them with me. It was the extra power that kept me running
all of those years.
Although Rob was envious, he did not show it. Not the way
I wanted to show my feelings. He made it seem like it was his
choice to avoid the other boys at school. I did not think it was
such a hot idea either way. We were both isolated for different
reasons - Rob for his faith, and me for my lack of faith or lack
of Iranian faith. My dark skin kept me from the white kids, my
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faith kept me from the dark kids. My mother gave me her faith,
I kept that with me too. But unlike Rob whose faith kept him
away from the other boys, mine made me want to be a part
of them.
This was another reason for running. In my room I could
see that every thing was small in the eyes of God. But it was
there that I also felt the most pain. It hurt to struggle with the
need for friends and my need to run from them or against them.
Rob and I did not talk about these things. But for some reason
we were drawn to each other and away from the others. The
only way I could tell what he thought was the look in his eyes
when the boys spoke to him. His thoughts were worse than
pain, because his eyes just looked blacker, like the ink on the
pages of his many books. Sometimes, I think Rob dealt with
it better than I did. He did not run much, but he read a lot.
His was an escape, well planned into the future. Mine was just
a track that went round and round, laid out by someone else,
or an occasional sprint when the need arose.
Rob came to the house sometimes after school. He had very
good manners, my mother always said. It must have been all
the books he read. I think she said this because she wanted me
to see him more often. There would have been less time to
spend running on my own.
She thought running was a good idea when I finally made
the track team. My parents went to every meet there was. They
were proud of everything I did for some reason. But before that
she was afraid - afraid I would not make the team, or afraid
I would keep running.
She was right on one account. But she was gone by the time
that happened. My parents died before I had a chance to
disgrace myself.
They might have not seen it that way, but I think they thought
I was better off staying out of trouble and just enjoying the life
I had. Being arrested on a rights protest was probably not what
they would have planned for me.
I was glad they had not lived to see that. What they took
with them when they died, was the memory of me as a
professor at the American Uni versity.
My father was proud of the black and white photo of me in
a black gown, holding a white diploma. I think it was the one
time in his life that he felt I had reached a pinnacle in both
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races. For once I was better than the white kids. Not that that
mattered to him, but he knew it mattered to me. He knew why
I ran.
My mother was proud of me too. She was glad for the
influence Rob had on me after all of those years of running
in high school. She knew there was no career in running.
Now as I sit what seems like an eternity in the British
immigration quarters, I am reminded of my time in my
homeland jail. Iran will always be my homeland, regardless of
what they haYe done to my father's buildings and my mother 's
pride. I am glad they did not live to see it happen.
I suppose in one sense I experienced more of my country
and its rules than most people do in a lifetime. It was in the
darkness of the Iranian jails, that I felt the love my parents felt
for me and for each other. It was the same love that held me
high abm·e the rest in our fifth floor flat.
ow, their loYe and the old photograph of my parents and
me at graduation will have to see me through immigration in
my mother 's country without the proper papers.
It feels as though I am five storeys below the ground in this
dark windowless room. There seems no way in or out of the
country without the proper identification. Having two names
has not helped my case, but I am still proud of what my parents
ga,·e me.
My father was right about all of life's stages and their purposes.
I am not sure what purpose it serves to sit stranded in a country
because of a stolen passport, but at least I have the satisfaction
of knowing that it is doing someone, somewhere, in some realm,
unknown to me, a great deal of good.
As I sleep in the solitary cell of the white man's world, I am
reminded that I have always been locked out. No matter how
hard I tried to be a part and to outdo others, it was always a
battle that was never completely won.
ow, at the thought of being like the man in my mother's
faith, who fled his country, was rejected by his own, and wanted
nothing else than to share his love, my soul is finally set in flight
and my dreams are finally set running.
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ANOTHER NAME FOR ORANGE

Sydney Smith

Before the twins were born Jane and Ted Fleet lived in Marble
Bay with her father Jack Drinkwater. They decided to move after
Jack was threatened by a raving lunatic. This was the 'Fifties
and there was a housing shortage, so it was lucky that Ted's
dotty old Aunt Dorothy popped off when she did, leaving a
big old house in Mount Crescent. The family moved to Hawk
Street, and soon afterwards, the twins arrived to complete the
cosy little circle.
Jane approved of the angle of the street ; it was so steep that
cars sputtered and snorted as they laboured up its slope. "It's
good exercise," she said, and patted her waist-line, then swollen
with pregnancy. Her husband and father did not agree: the angle
of the street to them meant a slippery descent and a stiff climb
whenever they wanted to go to the shop.
But Jane changed her mind when trolley-cart season came
around. Daredevil children raced their trolley-carts down the
footpaths to busy Marjoram Street. To stop the vehicle before
it hurtled into the traffic the rider had to throw himsel f off,
scraping knees and elbows, jarring shoulders, and, in one
celebrated case, cracking bones. She vowed that no child of hers
was going to ride on a trolley-cart, and when the girls were
born, she began to work on their minds right away. She told
Ted it was never too soon to lay down the law.
The family enjoyed different pursuits. Jane spent a lot of time
and thought planning the household's routine, reading savings
brochures and the real estate columns, and refining her budget.
These activities formed the backbone of her domestic career
and provided her with the intellectual pleasures of a hobby like
chess. Ted read romances, which he hid between the covers
of his gardening monthly. Dawn travelled far and wide when
she was meant to be visiting friends up the road. Jack molested
little girls in the park and conducted a special relationship with
his elder grand-daughter Melisande. In this relationship he made
her perform a very special task.
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In the early years of their marriage the young couple had
had to live with Jack. From time to time he would molest girls
in the area. To make them keep his activities their little secret
he would tell them that if they told anyone what they did
together their parents would put them in the Sal vation Army
Home. All the girls knew about the Home. Home girls attended
their school and told them horrible stories of strict matrons
who punished them for no reason at all. But one girl ran home
crying and told her parents what he had done. Her father went
to Jack's house and punched him in the eye. Then the furious
father told Jane and Ted why he had hit Jack and threatened
them with the police if Jack did it again. The story got around
and before long, the family had to move to another suburb.
Jane and Ted never talked to Jack about the incident . They
sought neither confirmation nor denial. They did not speak to
each other about it either, although now and then, they would
discuss placing Jack in a home for old people. Sometimes they
would just agree repeatedly that it was cruel to put an aged
parent in a geriatric hostel, and that it was better he live his
last days in a comfy environment.
Then the twins were born and the proud parents stopped
talking about old people's homes altogether.
The attack had frightened Jack. He had not understood why
it happened, and from time to time, when thinking over and
reconstructing the episode in his mind, he would explain to
the father that he was innocent. Sometimes he would plead his
case with disarming frankness and save himself. At other times
he would recall his army training and block the punch with
lightning agility, proving his innocence with sheer martial skill.
And sometimes, he and the father would become best mates
and go out boozing together.
For about three years Jack only molested when the occasion
arose. But molesting only when the occasion arose was
unsatisfying, and so, to reduce the risk of being identified, he
made up a disguise. This disguise consisted of a toupee of
auburn hair and a reversible coat. He would go down to the
toilets at Callum Place and there assume his disguise. W hen he
was making his getaway he would stuff the toupee in his coat
pocket and turn the coat inside out. The coat was putty
coloured on one side, tartan on the other. He preferred to molest
in tartan because putty was inconspicuous, the perfect getaway
colour.
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Later on, he dreamed up a delightful addition to his disguise:
he painted his penis vermilion. He thought that if one of the
little girls went off and betrayed him, the description of the
orange penis would tell everyone that she was lying, and that
would teach her a lesson, wouldn't it. It also seemed fitting
that one of his grand-daughters should assist him in this matter.
He did not trust Dawn to keep a secret; she whined whenever
he tried to give her a bat h . And anyway, Dawn reminded him
too much of Ted. T he task then fell to Jane's other daughter,
Melisande. He made her bring her brushes from her paints box
to the guest room, mix the paint in a saucer, and brush it on,
avoiding the h ole at the tip because he feared that if paint got
inside it would block up his system and poison him. T hey used
the guest room because nobody except Jane went there, and
she did so only on the first Monday of the month, to clean it.
Jane had christened this room the Guest C hamber. T he girls,
unable to get their childish tongues around that name, called
it the gas chamber. In adult life, the sight of the colour vermilion
would make Melisande vomit where she stood.
The twin s were forbidden to ride on the trolley-carts. Dawn
did not want to anyway because it hurt, but she liked to stand
at the top of the street and urge on Ambrose Miniadis, whom
she liked above all boys at that time.
Melisande felt much as her sister did about the pain. On the
other hand, trolley-carts fascinated her.
If the boys had their way there would be a law banning girls
from riding on trolley-carts altogether. As it was, girls who
requested a ride were brutally refused. Raewyn Morris, however,
decided that she would have a ride and knocked her brother
off his cart to get one. She hurtled down Hawk Street alone.
The boys stood in a disconsolate huddle at the summit,
predicting that every disaster which could befall her would do
so. She walked away with only the usual bruises and grazes,
but not only that, she had managed to break the trolley as well.
Her brother was so furious that tears streamed down his face,
and he jumped up and down and yelled every bad word he
knew. W hen she tried to return the two pieces of the trolley
and apologise, he kicked her in the shin and ran off. Raewyn
repaired the trolley by fixing a new platform to the axles, nailed
an old pillow, doubled over, to the seat of it, and generously
gave all girls the use of it.
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For about a week no girl availed herself of Raewyn's offer.
Then slowly, as they watched her ride the street again and again,
inflated water-wings protecting her elbows, cricket-pads
protecting her knees and shins, they took courage and began
taking turns, too. The boys sneered at them, though. They were
disgusted by the water-wings and cricket-pads and called the
girls sissies for using them.
The girls practised controlling the trolley on the gentler slope
of another street, and when each was ready, she tried her luck
on the main run. The sensation which buzzed through their
nerves was of such an intoxicating quality that after the violent
brake and fall. they were dizzily euphoric. They felt their bruised
bones with a mixture of amazement and joy. Each of them
carried the memory of her achievement through the rest of the
day, and it made her face glow.
Melisande wanted to do the Hawk Street run as well. She
knew it was forbidden, she was scared of the pain, and she
knew it would kill her. Nevertheless, her caution and her fear
could not silence the reckless voice inside her that urged her
to risk it.
There was another incentive: she admired Raewyn Morris
more than anyone in the world. She did not want to be friends
with Raewyn, in case close proximity tarnished her shining
glamour, but she did want to emulate her in this one thing.
For three days Melisande stood at her bedroom window
watching the boys and Raewyn shooting down Hawk Street to
the end, and dragging their trolleys back to the top by the
steering-rope. She imagined herself where Raewyn was, and felt
sick with dread and longing. She tried everything to make
herself go out and ask for a ride. She tried threats; she used
bribes and promises; she pretended it wouldn't hurt, she told
herself it was no risk at all. But nothing worked.
It was a school holiday. The weather was sticky and overcast.
Most mothers had to work. Jane was in the kitchen bottling
fruit, planning for the future. Melisande knew that with her
mother busy in the back of the house, that she would be as
free as she ever would be, to do what she must do; and she
knew that if she did not do this one thing - well, she didn't
know what would happen but it would be unbearable.
On the third day Jack said to her, "Go and get your paint
brushes, Mel," and he patted his thigh temptingly.
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Usually, Melisande pretended to be working on a papier
mache sculpture when Jack made her use the vermilion paint.
But this time, she could not stop thinking of Thunder, Raewyn's
trolley. Her hand trembled and she painted over the hole by
accident. Jack saw the trembling and felt uneasy. He wanted
to box her ears for painting over the hole, but rather than risk
making a fuss, he pointed out what she had done and told her
to lick it off, there's a good girl. Her face contracted and
shrivelled; it looked like the face of a sick old monkey. He told
her to finish up quickly. Part of her task was to wash the brush
and saucer and put them away; but this time she jumped up,
threw the brush on the floor, and ran out of the room. Her
rebellion made him feel scared and vicious. He ran into his
room, jumped into bed and pulled the covers over his head so
that, if she had gone to tell Jane, he would have an alibi.
The minutes passed and nothing happened. He got out of
bed and fetched his disguise. On his way out of the house he
put his head around the kitchen-door. "I ' ve just chased that
Mel out of the Guest Chamber, Jane. There's paint on the floor."
Jane slapped the stirring spoon onto the counter and gave her
apron three purposeful strokes with both hands. Jack went off
to do his business.
Melisande toiled up Hawk Street by the gutter to avoid the
plummeting trolley-carts. By the time she reached the summit
she was tired out, and all that reckless courage which had made
her defy her grandfather was vanquished. She saw Raewyn help
one of the girls strap on the cricket-pads, and dawdled nearby.
Dawn was chatting to Ambrose Miniadis and Gary Montgomery.
Hawk Street was a playground slide which stretched a hundred
miles long. Melisande knew she could not do it and sat down
in the gutter, defeated.
Ambrose and Gary made a race of it, one on the right-hand
footpath, the other on the left. Gary won. Ambrose handed
over the agreed forfeit: a spinning-top made of orange-painted
wood.
Melisande got up and went to Ambrose and said, "Can I 've
a go of your trolley? "
Ambrose looked dully at her. The top had been his most
prized possession at the moment of loss: it was hard to feel
anything after that. He did say, "You'll get hurt," but he didn't
have the heart to mean it.
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She said nothing. He handed her the steering-rope, turned
the vehicle around to face downhill, and stood in front of it
with his foot on the front a.,xle's bolt to stop the vehicle rolling.
Melisande climbed on and curled her feet over each projecting
end of the front axle. The main gathering was on the left-hand
side of the street. Ambrose and Melisande were on the right,
so nobody saw what they were doing until he jumped aside
and she was into her descent. Then Dawn looked up and saw
her and screamed.
The sensation was not as she imagined it would be. Melisande
used to think the trolley travelled smoothly over the footpath;
but the wheels were made of steel; they registered the tiniest
lump in the footpath, amplified it, and transmitted it and every
other irregularity in a jarring stream into her feet and buttocks
and up through her body to her head. Her teeth rattled, her
very scalp shivered against her skull.
The front axle swerved this way and that. She pushed her
feet forward and held the steering-rope tautly back to make the
trolley stay on the footpath. It was hard work: she had to use
all her strength to maintain her course, and even then, the nose
of the trolley wove like the nose of a sniffing dog. She heard
nothing but the scraping of the wheels and the ominous
rumbling like thunder in her head. Her eyes were fixed wide
open but she saw nothing until it was passed and behind her,
as if she could see through the back of her head. Her mind
was still, like a crater lake.
She reached the bottom of the street by a mixture of
inexorable slow motion and swift juggling. Her hands were
frozen around the steering-rope. She could feel every nail jiggle
in the wood. Her heart had forgotten to beat.
Raewyn and Gary, as soon as they realised what had
happened, sprinted down the street after her, shouting her
name, as if that could make her stop. The street was too steep
for running; they lost control and somersaulted straight over,
at once picked themselves up and ran on. At the same time they
stopped shouting her name and started shouting to her to brake.
But Melisande could not hear.
Melisande reached the bottom of Hawk Street. She ought to
have braked before she reached the very end of the street she had seen it done often enough to know - but when it
flashed across her mind to do it, she did not. It wasn't as if
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she had made the decision herself not to brake, but as if
someone had made it for her, and she had to obey it, frightened
but glad.
She shot over the curb of Marjoram Street. A car had j ust
passed and another was directly behind it. The trolley skated
in front of the wheels of the second car, which screamed and
stopped. The trolley continued straight across the road and
struck the opposite curb with a mighty thump. The back wheels
kicked up and Melisande pitched forward onto her face. Her
arm somehow got caught the wrong way and cracked. She heard
a lot of faraway shouting. She thought she heard her mother
calling, and knew she would get a strapping for this, but it didn't
frighten her just now. Her brain was spinning like a flipped coin
testing the ground with its rim. The coin described a beautiful
coil, and when finally it settled flat, Melisande peacefully sank
into the centre of it.
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Military P yramid by Phillip Doggett-Williams
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TEL AVIV

Gilgi Hauser

Nothing came out of my sealed room
the nights the scuds hit Tel Aviv.
Fear held us in.
Fear led my hand
to rouse my son from sleep.
Fear fitted my face neatly
size adult, I black gas mask.
Fear wore yellow plastic
anti-chemical gear.
Fear was silent energy,
partnership in sealing a door.
Fear tied the throat in hate
as we laced our shoes.
Fear was a cock to my bladder
Fear unleashed pee.
Fear was designed by Saddam Hussein.
Behind our plastic mask taped door Jan 18
I peed into a red plastic pail;
I pulled off yellow plastic anti-chemical pants
and I peed.

I
I
I
I

peed out my fear
peed out my hate
peed out my anger
peed out my helplessness
as a mother for a son
I peed out my shame of
peeing in a red pail
at 3am.
in a cold sweat
gas masked
with my son, my cat
in a sealed room.
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I peed for a woman in Bagdad
I peed for her fear
for her hate
for Schwarzkopf's smart bombs searching out her pee
for CNN's war videos on fast forward before
I pressed play
I peed on soYereignty of state
on rhetoric for democracy
I peed for the indignity of war
I peed for the arrogance of politics
I peed for peace
After
lying on the carpet
stroking the cat
rocking my son
I wept .
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DIRT CHESS
Les Wicks
Flying over the gulf countries one is impressed with the
enormous expanse of sand punctuated by oilwells, dissected
by pipes and decorated a-la-xmas with walled, lush-green
enclosures complete with swimming pools.
Flying over the U.S. one is impressed with the enormous
expanses of sand fenced in by mountain ranges. It may be the
flight paths but the country seems surprisingly barren.
An old story. There are a group of men who have decided
to fight over some dirt. They will die of nothing more violent
than heart disease. Their soldiers eat the dirt they're sent to win.
Hawkey.
Bushy says kick ass.
This summer there are more testosterone raves than flies.
Dirt can be farmed, mined or drilled. Most people living on
the dirt will still be there once the war is over. If alive.
People fighting for the dirt don't live anywhere near it and
won't be after any god-induced victory they may enjoy.
Most of those I know who DID Vietnam still wear the dirt
they collected. It mixes with rage and impotence to form a mud
that the ex-soldiers and their families are still wading through.
Only exception being Dave, a former green beret who is happy
and successful. The only thing he remembers is the dope in
Saigon which apparently grew very well in Vietnamese dirt.
The leaders like cunning apes are
dreaming of dominance.
Sitting under trees, scratching their balls.
Ape wives and children
have learnt to defer.
W hile the public moans through the last minutes of the
recession-busting January sales they find themsel ves torn
between several flavours of truth. The opinion polls aren't worth
the dirt they 're written on.
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The weather is steamy, my daughter & I have just visited the
school she'll be starting in a few weeks. Coming back we're told
the hooting has begun.
I'm looking for words &
all I get is sermons.
My grown-ups' toys & tools around the flat/
obscene in their plenty.
There's a bus strike on, but
authorities expect no delay
to the killing.
Come weekend, the rockets continue.
Sydney beaches clean & hot.
I watch the young ones dive about like healthy seals
whilst parents herd their broods discussing
diets & sunscreens.
Perhaps more than dirt-chess I can't decide which outcome
I'd prefer as the war goes on. The multiple choice options go
on for pages & "Never Happened" is not amongst them.
Days pass in an orderly queue.
I watch the TV like
a child stares at the inoculation needle/ a general
points to a map/ three areas of activity/ I see a mouth/
two eyes/ on the map . .
a "Neighbours" type
of spiritual experience.
Politicians stop crying & that
general talks of stripping the enemy's
collective nervous system.
The Pentagon is full of poets, could
Ginsberg beat the wonder of
"collateral damage" &
"friendly fire"?
Amid the mess & lies
some people are marching.
Most resume interest in tennis.
Everyone including me
is talking, the old
war of words, this time
a weak, flapping copy of
torn guts and burnt sand too far away.
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WITNESS
Griff
I will tell you all I know. I was there.
'In Iraq they have a game of nerves in which each opponent
bites the other's finger. The first one to cry out is the loser.
Some experts believe that what we are witnessing is a sustained
bout of international finger-biting.'
I sleep late. I dream that I am defending my parents' house
against members of an evil sect who are hiding in the garden.
It is late at night and their activity is intense. I see a blurred
figure dart from behind a banksia tree to a grevillea close to
the front steps. Dark shapes wriggle across the front lawn on
their bellies, taking cover in the long grass which I have
neglected to mow, despite receiving strict instructions from my
father to do so. My girlfriend and I walk around the house
checking flimsy locks and drawing curtains. We cling to each
other in my parents' bed, shivering despite the closeness of our
bodies.
'A young female deserter from the American army claimed that
she, along with other recru its, was forced to chant " BLOOD,
BLOOD MAKES THE GRASS GROW TALr' as they stabbed their
bayonets into dummies.'
I awake mid-afternoon. It is a cloudy day. A cool wind blows
in through my open window. From my bed I can see the street.
Two young boys wearing fluoro boardshorts walk past the
house, swearing and flicking their rolled up beach towels at
each other. A girl with flame colored spikes coming out of her
head carries her baby close to her chest. The bottle collector
pulls up, and amid a crashing chinking and clinking, empties
our bottles into the back of his groaning truck. A fat man walks
up the street , stomach wobbling under his black T-shirt , listening
to the races on his transistor radio. Soon he will return on the
other side of the street carrying a slab of V B cans on his
shoulder. I know. I have seen him do the same thing every day
for two weeks running.
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' Thirty minute to the deadline. Midnight in New York. 8pm
Baghdad . ➔pm here.'
I tumble into the loungeroom and turn on the television. An
authoritative voice informs me that it is 'two minutes to
midnight'. T he news shows a picture of a group of Israeli pre
school children wearing margarine containers mounted to the
front of cardboard masks. It cuts to a shot of an exuberant man
labelled as an Iraqi uni\'ersity professor who shouts: 'We are
going to die and smile. We are muslims and that's our belief!'
I change the channel to the ABC. Playschool has just started.
The hosts are assembling a tree-puzzle with wooden pieces in
the shapes of kangaroos, wombats, koalas, and cockatoos. They
launch into a rousing chorus of 'Kookaburra sits in the old gum
tree·.
'Kookaburra sits in the old gum tree
Merry merry king of the bush is he
Laugh! Kookaburra laugh! Kookaburra
gay your life must be! '
I have a shower and walk down to Smith Street. There is no
thunder or lightning. No black clouds raining blood. I sit on
the grass in the Fitzroy gardens, just me and a seagull who shares
pieces of greasy meat from my souvlaki, but draws the line at
pips from my orange. A profusion of tiny insects swarm in the
shafts of setting sun around us.
That's it. That's what happened. I was there.
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MOTHER AND CHILD AFTER THE
SEVEN O'CLOCK NEWS

Heather Cam

After the Seven O 'Clock News Operation Desert Storm,
images of Arabian nights
lit by a tumbling,
eerie-green, evil brightness I sit with my son in the backyard
licking ice-blocks.
As the evening breezes freshen,
he poses one of his questions:
"W hich would you rather be, Mommy?
Alive or dead?" That's the easy one.
The next one, tricky, comes:
' 'And which would you rather be,
eighteen years old and shooted
or in your mommy's tummy and never born? "
Before I can respond, he's rushing on:
" I know which one I'd want to be,"
(significant pause, eyes widening). ' 'An egg
inside my mother with all the other eggs."
That stated, he takes a lick,
tongue expertly catching a lime-green drip,
then, unanswerable:
"What would my brother look like?"
(Safe in his bunker, that unknown kin,
protected from missiles, poison gas, sin,
never to be vulnerable, nor eighteen,
faceless, maskless, tucked in. )
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LETTER HOME

Stephanie Green

At the anti-war demon tration we stood in front of the Capitol
getting cold, eating pretzels with mustard and waving banners
for the TY cameras until it was time to move. We wanted to
end a me age to the President at the W hite House. Do you
think he know what 's going on?
\'\e walked down Pennsylvania Avenue with our pretzels and
our banners. One said ' 'Would we have gone to war for
broccoli? " Everyone knows the President hates broccoli.
\Xe don't yet know how many have been killed.
There are no pictures, except those screened by the enemy. We
know propaganda is issued by both sides during war. We don't
know what to believe.
We believe death when we see it on television.
The buildings here look like the Parthenon or the Acropolis,
only bigger. Everything is bigger over here. Last week we saw
some bombs in the museum. They were big. You can actually
climb inside some of them.
It makes them seem friendlier, especially to children.
At the W hite House some angry people shouted "Shame!
Shame! " very loudly, thrusting their fists. They said we had
bleeding hearts. Well, hearts are very bloody things; you would
know that if you had ever seen an open body.
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FLYING HOME FOR EASTER

John Miles

That Sunday you said you
weren't sitting round
waiting for the next argument to start
so we went to town, took the kids,
argued there, instead.
(You blamed me again, I knew it was
Rat-grit March days for a week and
north winds, hot chewing my brain , finishing
old Jack Daniel's job, from the night before.)
"Bring it all back , bring me here, that's all right ,"
I said pointing, for of all the days, it was Festival Fringe,
and the black pajama and slippers brigade, doing their thing,
and you just standing there, asking me
to give, people a chance, again.
Fair. But unfair.
I gave people a chance, once.
After Cam Ranh Bay, Tet , it was all supposed to be over.
Then there was Picador Hill.
I pointed. " They bring it back. Not me."
(And I wanted to ask you, again ,
how do you wipe your best friend's brains
off your shirt front , while
still holding him , and he's still alive,
for a little moment longer, and
looking up at you, oh so amazed , at it all?)
"Please," you said, "don't mention it ,
in front of the children again."
I looked at you.
And the rat grit was like emery paste, by the n ,
and Charlie hadn't let up that day either,
another rat grit one, those years ago.
(It's not all rain and mud in the tropics.
Some days are like here, all hot
and dry and dusty, and wind and black pajamas,
coming up at you, up Picador Hill,
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as you finally lie your best friend down,
gently next to this big black joker from Harlem,
who used to bring us down stuff from
the American PX with a laugh
and a wink and a finger snap shuffle.
Well he wa n't laughing or shuffling much that day
right then, just crying and shaking while
his knuckle went white, round his M16.
Finding God. I think another mob call it. )
I went oYer the top after that (the hill as well)
and they flew me home at E aster,
and. well, you 'ye known,
it's been rat grit days mostly since.
)our bigge t mistake was waiting for me, instead
of marrying Ted with the butcher's shop.
(I told you: he would have
kept you happy. Butchers are meaty,
happy people. )
Your second biggest was saying That Surely
Time Heals Anything, E verything, E ventually.
I wanted you to
Come And Take Dreams Away,

but. "it's March," you said, on the way home, with
argument stopped for a deeper breath.
"Easter's early this year.
Why don't we try and do something?
Tack on a week and take the Ghan,
get up and see Sue and Tim.
Easter. we could fly back cheap
and the kids would love it."
I turned to them in the back seat.
(You always drive when my hands shake and my face is white. )
There. There they are. Three sets of brown orbs.
"Sure," I said. "We'll give it a go again.
Greatest thing in the world. Flying
home for E aster."
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XXXIII

John Miles

I'll just have to go and pull the blind.
You 're shining in my eyes again.
You there, pulsing like an inner core at critical,
Me here, soaking it all up like DoUntoOthers.
Trouble is I do unto you. And them. (The kids. )
But then there's Windscale. Chernobyl. T hree Mile Island.
Names to write poems about.
Can't you just imagine those characters in Captains Courageous,
All done up in oilslicks, battling on the Dogger Bank,
Against W INDSCALE?
or T hree Mile Island? Sounds like somewhere Tom & Huck
Would've tied up the raft at sunset.
"Fry up a mess o' dem catfish there Jim ! "
"Sho' nuff, massa Tom! "
"Watch out fo' dat Injun Joe fella now Jim! "
"Sho' nuff, massa Huck ! "
Chernobyl.
T he place on the steppes with the French-sounding name.
Mon Cher. Nyet .
Inner core sees me In New Flanders Fields.
It was a sunset more splendid that imagining.
We were heading towards an elusi ve island.
Question: W hat's got no feathers and glows in the dark?
Answer : Chicken Kiev.
Statement :
"Gooood morning listeners and the forecast for Pennsylvania
And surrounding regions today is overcast,
W ith an anticipated maximum of 4,000 degrees."
Illusion Allusion.
Comparisons bring things into perspective.
You with the pulsing meltdown
Me with the brain-dead pencil.
Shall I compare the destruction of the world
To Heart Tearing Heart?
Lives thrown to the rim?
Meltdown.
Destruction pales. Like a rider.
Turn on the light. Its getting dark.
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MIST
Tracy Ryan
mist
shrinks all mornings to your own backyard
and you decide
solitude's not that bad
since you have no say in it
it's as if all your guests
suddenly left the room
and you 're alone
with the smoky after-party-wreckage
seeing things differently
wondering why you ever asked them
alone is so pure
mist
dilutes the landscape soap in your eyes
or a bad hangover
you know the trees
the animals
are out there somewhere
but don't care
mist
possesses you a new vision
you add another layer to keep out
the damp but still
it enters washes you out
till you are white
and indistinct
and glad of it
mist
fills the nostrils an oxygen mask
after the operation loving you to life
you can push it away but they'll insist
you have no breath to argue can't
see where you are so
give yourself over
colours would hurt now
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mist
grips at your chest an accuser
tells you no further
maybe the operation failed and
you've moved on
this is heaven though you don't know it
cold and senseless
obliterating everything
white past any point of return

YOU LIKE CORIANDER
Tracy Ryan
spicing my life at odd moments
when I venture out to taste
the exotic
nothing I'd dare attempt at home:
too much
is the kiss of death to a friendship
a little
goes a long way
if you handle it right
I'm learning
the light touch.
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SECO D THOUGHTS
i

Tracy Ryan

the same

and afterwards he washes his hands and mouth
to spare his wife, pulls on the same pants and says
got to pick her up at six sorry
it's five to six he's a considerate husband
you spit out isn't she LUCKY
ii

mess

but he's in your mouth
like words you know
by heart and can't repeat
the taste is flat
he leaves the bottom of your world
falls out again like shopping
from a paper bag look at the mess
he's made no you' ve both made
red wine on the rug
like bad blood
there must be a way to get out
iii clean
she
keeps a clean house
her husband's never home in
except with you when she's out working
those pill-bubbles of her cycle
you saw in her bathroom
are efficiently empty and on time
everything here's discreet
even the kitchen where he eats and writes
you let your kitchen run riot
don't clean the carpet
can't be bothered anymore with shopping
what are you betraying
queen of inbetweens
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you timeshare with her
the cost 's enormous but
nothing you can't handle
you meet her by absence the gaps in his voice
he says he'll ring daily
iv

dinner party

at last you meet he's sure she has
no clue
if only you'd a good word
to stab him with
but he never turns his back
you see her screaming in body
language he can't interpret
you could translate but instead
play dumb
why the hell doesn't
she fight for him
on second thoughts don't answer.
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I DEFINITE CITY

Jim Provencher

Nothing will do for everyone who's someone.
Making do will make do for me.
Everyone's nowhere today.
Anyone who's someone.
Nobody knows nothing nohow.
�e're all together in the same city
so someone had to do something sometime.
Everything happened all at once.
He said: Nothing Doing!
But we got it did.
Whoever you are, whatever you do
Someone has got to do something sometime.
Nobody knows nothing nohow.
Everyone was invited
and no one came.
Everyone came and no one made any difference.
Well, nothing will do for everyone.
Let's do some singing anyway.
Slap on the capo.
Someone somehow
has to do something sometime
because everyone's nowhere today.
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NOT NORMAL INTELLIGENCE
for & after scott weston

Eric Beach

I asked him what he thought love was
'love - love is th bush - a castle in my heart'
later, he added 'love is a sword'
I suggested that he wear a gorilla suit for th launching
he wouldn't accept that I 'd meant evening dress
whatever that was
every play we wrote after that had a gorilla in it somewhere
they sawed off his leg & gave him an artificial leg
'my official leg' he called it
throwing away his cane
his mum took him out of school when they told her
'we normalise them here'
she didn't want her son to be a stranger to her
he plays wide-armed piano keith jarret style
according to th double bass player from th tasmanian
symphony orchestra
who accompanied him
when I first met him he rolled over in his wheel-chair
Tm a bloke, you're a bloke'
& played piano to cheer me up
'poor old man' he says, stroking my head
cunningly, so I don't baulk
'you know what I'm thinking about eric?
I 'm thinking about th world
all those people who are going to be killed'
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THAT'S IT, WE'VE HAD IT, AGAIN

Eric Beach

I wasn't enough of a man / woman
th relationship would've been easier
if I'd had herpes too/ for her
she wasn't going to give up her lifestyle for anyone
I wouldn't get a job/didn't seem to write much
I wouldn't have a vasectomy /baby
she was always late/ I had too much time on my hands
she cut all her exes hair / then mine
she always left men when she painted their portrait
she painted 2 of me
she told me not to depend on her / & where was I all th time?
that I wasn't going to subjugate her sexually
& she knew someone who was more of a man
I should go out & mix
but not tonight /not with that woman
it was my own fault /society was like that
I should write for film /that's where th money is
I mustn't cut myself off like that / & stop mauling her
& that stray cat yr house voted to keep
as long as it wasn't allowed in the house
who named it eric?
I wouldn't go home with her / wouldn't sleep on th sofa
couldn't see past th end of my dong /she turned on her dildo
& threw it at me
when she was with boys she flirted with girls
when she was with girls she flirted with boys
she was singularly pluralistic
she was too jealous /too promiscuous
she picked fights over trivia & I wondered who th other man
was
I was drunk & said she should sleep with her girlfriend
she said I shouldn't have said that in front of her girlfriend's
boyfriend
it wasn't my place to say /home truths
I held back /took her for granted
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I could be so wonderful sometimes / she loved making me
jealous
she didn't have time for a relationship / it was me she wanted
she didn't love me anymore / any less
she said she was enjoying th break from me / why didn't I call
she wanted me forever /but not just now
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\X'HORING

Andrea Sherwood

Her ludicrous moneyed heart works only
like a clock, watching you by hand.
You lead her to the thin room, its ancient anonymous
smell, your uncontained flesh loose
as a pool. She's smiling and stoned, her bent
head trying to locate you. Your money
is subtracting on the dispensable table. You want
to be loved but she hasn't the time
and you can't afford it, her identical meticulous eyes
counting you.
You say this is the last (and first) time
while she pretends it's her life you're talking about,
saving for a honeymoon. She'll even see you again, loaded.
You couldn't do this job straight.
Her unhappy modem boyfriend picks her up saying
everyone's free like equality is happening
on his doorstep. T heir friends are dying in the kitchen.
Their sterilised utensils glint like wands
in their useless wishing hands.
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IRISES

Dorothy Porter

for Bruce
In Brisbane's winter
aborigines sleep
in the park
in pink sleeping bags
often two men
sharing a bag
cuddled up
passing a bottle
in the Art Gallery
Van Gogh's Irises
twist like sea-weed
gale-torn
on the ocean floor
Vincent
would have liked
the park,
littered yellow flowers
and the warm grime
of a friend.
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CLOSE Bl!T O CIGAR

Gail Schilke

I almost fucked the cab driver
Last night I came close
To taking him home
Or just taking him
There in the cab
He picked me up
He thought I would
Saw the slippery line
Between desire
And my foot out the door
He told me no charge
He picked me up
The stirring thing
Filled the cab
He told me no charge
He thought I would
And I almost did
My foot out the door
I took it upstairs
The stirring thing
N asty tender
Juicy thing
I brought it home
I put it here
I'm fucking you
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TALKIN BOU T MY

John Lewis

we were the hollow ones, we were
the stuffed ones,
leaning together, headpiece filled
with dope . . .
we saw the best minds of our generation
destroyed by madness,
starving hysterical naked: was it a vision,
or a waking dream?
our hearts ached, and a drowsy numbness
pained our sense . . .
why couldn't we go into the supermarket
and buy what we needed
with our good looks?
where is it now, that ghost electricity,
as we turn our dog-eared calendars
in remembered rented rooms .
rented rooms to sleep in ; to sleep,
perchance to dream . . .
what if the vietnam war was all done
in the studio?
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REVENGE

John Lewis

The restaurant was crowded. Waiters and waitresses busily
threaded their way between tables hectic with noisy young
customers in Yarious stages of inebriation and styles of dress;
the weather was mild, Fitzroy Street was lively . . .
It was almost Christmas, Friday night.
One of a group of four women at a table by the window had
ordered only a pizza, while her three friends had each ordered
an entree . . . scallops, lasagne, and spaghetti respectively. They
all looked delicious, and regretting her decision she asked for
a menu to change her order.
The waiter went away; but she did not see him return.
In the meantime, the woman next to her managed to knock
a bottle of wine off the table: the crash was loud, the red liquid
went eyerywhere . . . People cried out , someone screamed ,
some football players cheered sarcastically . . . There was, in
short . quite a commotion , a diversion of people's attention to
the floor and the cleaning operation which followed the
accident.
She presumed that the waiter had taken the decision himself
as to which entree she would have; it seemed quite
presumptuous of him , but . . . Well , they had caused enough
trouble already.
The place was only just returning to normal as she swallowed
a glass of what was left of the wine and began her meal; but
her unusual behaviour soon began to attract attention when ,
half rising to her feet and supporting herself by leaning with
one hand on the table, she reached outward and appeared to
clasp something out of the air, at the same time making a series
of short , inarticulate cries.
At first it was unclear what she was doing , but gradually
people began to realise that there was something lodged in her
throat. She was obviously in great pain , and bleeding from the
mouth . . . but worse than that it seemed that she had somehow
managed to swallow something which had its origin outside of
the restaurant . A fine, almost invisible thread was discovered
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running between the poor woman's throat and the doorway
of the bistro . . .
And, worse still, something was pulling on it.
Apparently she could not resist this pressure because of the
pain it caused her, and stumbled towards the door, her arms
outstretched before her like a blind person in an unknown
room.
Soon there was chaos in the restaurant: the manager beside
himself in his native Italian, the woman's friends in tears, the
waiter swearing he knew nothing about it and that he hadn't
even served her an entree . . .
Followed by a small crowd of horrified onlookers, she reached
the doorway and stumbled past the take-away pizza buyers out
into the street.
Along Fitzroy Street she staggered, almost falling under the
wheels of a tram as she clung to the shiny, fine w ire which
protruded from her bleeding mouth. She was blue in the face
and crying hysterically, and lost one of her shoes and tripped
and fallen several times on her erratic path toward the Esplanade.
Of course, by this time the police had been called, but it
would take them a while to get there . . . And she was at the
end of the street in only a few minutes.
Some people attempted to restrain her as she entered the park
and ran towards the water, but it was apparently so agonising
for her to be held back against the tugging of the line that she
fought with desperation to follow it into the sea.
A skeleton, identified as hers by forensic examination, was
washed up on St Kilda beach three days later; and hooks were
found in three other meals at the restaurant, which diners have
been advised to avoid by the Health Department.
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KY BET

David King

Here on this flag-like plain, white gums rising from red dust,
old men bet on the colour of the sky.
"Four on blue." '
"You'll be right , but four on maroon anyway."
They all throw wads of money into the centre of their circle.
Then they wait , trying not to look downcast. Lately, hardly
anyone has failed to anticipate the colour of the sky, so the mean
profit has been low. There has been apprehensive speculation
that soon there'll be no profit, but no one really credits this.
Soon, the sun has risen: and the sky is blue. Everyone except
the man who had bet on maroon takes back his stake.
Smiling drily to myself, I draw over to them. Fleecing such
naive betters should be straightforward. "You men surely aren't
pros."
They turn, and regard me sceptically.
"What do you mean?" a tall man states.
I bow. " The game you're playing has lost its currency. It's
irrelevant, and too dependent on fixed rules - rules you knew
eons back. You should be betting on prose: modern prose."
"Really," He tips his head. ' 'And what's in it for you? "
I beam. "Nothing - except that a better game appeals to me
as well. Consider the boundless turns a piece of prose can take.
Even the most accomplished theoretician can't tell what'll
happen." (In other words, the writer wins every time, but I
shan't tell them that).
"You mean allusion?"
I gesture enthusiastically. "Right, but much more is involved!
A piece of prose can even try to break its own rules. Think of
what could be realised! "
He raises his palms to the sky: and immediately it is raining
paper money.
"See what I mean? I bet you didn't expect that!" I laugh. "You
never know where the story might end up."
"Well, if you want to collect any money, it 'd better end up
right here." He makes an urbane expression. 'With tropes, there's
got to be a return."
I glance at him sharply.
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As Rob crossed into the park, he wondered why he'd resolved
to take heroin there. T he authorities would be able to see him
clearly against those blue-and-white irises, that maroon syringa.
He lowered himself onto the grass, just beneath a dark pine.
Its ark reminded him of footprints. It was as though they were
indicating the direction in which the pine, water welling inside
him, his needles lost against the shifting light.
W ithdrawing his syringe, he lay back and contemplted the
sky. T he pine needles appeared to graph the clouds.
Cheered, I raised a finger, "I win, I think! " I feign an open
expression. "Unless any of you were expecting a park, naturally."
"You hardly gave us a chance to say what we were expecting,"
someone states.
"Oh? I seem to recollect this gentleman maintaining we'd end
up here."
"And so we did," He folds his arms. "So pay up."
I gesture quickly. "No, you clearly didn't follow what I meant.
I said there was no way of determining where a piece of prose
will end. Surely we're not at the end already ! "
Well, you were all set to take our money just then."
"No, no. I was just testing your mettle. Anyway, shall we stake
some more bets? " I gesture to the others, who withdraw betting
slips. "Now, we' ve started in a park. W here do you think ...
we'll go next? "
A pale man with eyes the colour of the sky smiles critically.
''I'm going to follow Ian. I say we're going to end up here again."
I try to keep calm. "Yes, but what about in the meantime?
W here's your go? "
"Here - in the real world."
"And what's that, pray?" Nevertheless, I feel concerned. How
can I avoid returning here, yet still collect my money?
Rob stood, and approached the railing. He had realised that
he'd never even noticed it, and he was curious about the style
of its palings. A spear shape would seem right : he could imagine
the stakes projecting far into the ground.
Pushing through some plane leaves, he saw that the palings
were red, with pointed fleurs-de-lis. And worn paint . Clearly,
the salt wind was corrosive. He stared into the distance.
Somewhere out in the sound there was said to be an island .
Some maintained that it was the Isle of Skye, but the climate
here was almost tropical.
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On a whim, he crossed on to the shore. The sea was calm,
like some blue plain: it looked almost as though it would
support him. urf broke onl y near the great bluff on his left .
Would he be able to see the island from its peak? Certainly the
fact there had been a castle on the peak implied the view was
unimpeded. Climbing the bluff, however, would be hard: its
faces were almost sheer, and all the brilliant maroon stars like massh·e beacons - could easily make a climber slip.
Besides, if he were close to a ruined castle he'd want to enact
stories of a dying king's reign. Already he could see himself
stealing through oak-panelled passages, recounting anecdotes
of heroes, serfs. and prophets.
I contemplate the betting slips, piqued. Everyone had bet we'd
return here!
I avoid their faces. "Well done! " I try not to glare. "You've
almost cleared me out . But can we lay just one more bet?"
The pale man glances at the rest. "All right. What is it?"
"That we never return here again."
He is supercilious. "Here's a tip: let us win. Whatever happens,
you're washed up: but if you return here willingly we may be
lenient."
"Oh, I think we should be taking such consensual ideas as
'here' with a grain of salt."
The bluff was as much of a trial as he'd expected. Masses of
granite projected from the main face, but they didn't provide
much purchase. Trying to block out the sound of the distant
swell , he looked up: and immediately had to shield his eyes.
Blinding. Even the paler, amethyst-coloured stars speared his
eyes. They were like pieces of the glacier which lowered far
to the north.
He drew himself up. Most of the steps to the castle had long
since fallen into the sea; he was surprised, indeed, that any part
of the castle still stood. But it had been poised on its lip of
granite for eons, keep barely resolvable against the maroon glare.
Noticing a ledge, he scrabbled on to it. Then he drew in some
air. Now that he was close to the site of the steps the climb
might not be so hard. Relying on the steps, naturally, would
be dangerous, but at least they indicated the most direct route.
Also, they would enable him to muse on the days when no one
of rank lower than baron had grasped those worn supports,
that knotted steel .
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Several minutes later, he had reached the base of the ruins.
Merlons were claws against the sky ; again he shielded his eyes.
Then he broke off some mortar. In it were pieces of sea-shells.
Perhaps, once, the castle had been closer to the sea. Absently,
he cast the mortar into the void.
He peered ahead. The sea now appeared to encircle the bluff:
but there was no sign of the island. Perhaps the view would
be better from the castle's lee.
As he started towards an arch that looked as though it led
to the centre of the ruin, he wondered just how old the castle
was. The floor was little more than mouldy flag-stones; and
even the apparently seamless walls let in the draughts.
He could see a piece of metal! Taken aback, he prized away
some mortar: and found himself grasping a coin.
He examined it. Clearly it was at least as old as the castle:
nothing remained of its inscription. So it was just trash. But
were other coins present? The question seemed important. At
a loss, he turned the coin over, nonplussed that such worn metal
could so readily reflect the colour of the sky.
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METRE MA

Manfred Jurgensen

Melancholy. He thought of Diirer. How old was he when he
engrayed hi mu e of depression? Melancholia. A mental illness he
diagno ed in himself, and he was no Diirer. Not any kind of
artist . Just an ordinary citizen doing his daily bit to survive.
For a moment he could not remember what he was doing. Like
eyerything else. it was of no consequence. I 'm slicing time, he
had informed a unionist who wanted to know what he was
doing behind his desk. The hours don't bleed, he found, they
were like cottonwool, absorbent and supple. They were no
eYidence. no bearer of witness. The century of relativity was
drawing to its arbitrary close. The country 's economy was a
jogger running in circles. The day was a rotting pier in an empty
harbour. Every breath crowded with windowless houses. Sounds
crippled trees lining abandoned drives. Eyes stately gardens
destroyed by foreign weed and unseasonable frost. W herever
he went touch was the otherness of sense. No recognition, a
code of death. The stench became unbearable. He had to walk
through corpses to keep his appointments. Always the metres,
the records, the digits: open wounds on a cadaver. He was an
accountant, an able-bodied spy keeping check on terminal
diseases. Impossible to leave now. All that union talk about
restructuring. In the end someone needed to be in control, to
watch where all the power was going and who was going to
pay for it.
He could not tell how old he was, only that he'd been doing
his job for a long while. His desk was covered with invoices,
the accounts of power-hungry consumers. Twice weekly he
went out to read their meters, gauging the level of energy
consumption. Sometimes he had to enter a backyard crowded
with the dead of the last three months, among them children
as young as two. Or he had to climb an electric wire fence which
activated spectacular fireworks. Subscribers showed different
responses to power : when called to account they either showed
off with it or they used it to destroy all evidence they ever
possessed it. Either way they were killers, he knew that. He
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had to deal with murderous maniacs most of his life. It was
impossible to reason with them. All he could do was to make
his reading as quickly as possible and get out. A week later they
received their statement of account. One of the gardens he read
had an electric sun. Everything was grown electrically. In the
lit trees electric birds were singing. It had taken him a while
to find the meter. The gauge was hidden u nderneath a remote
control fountain. The pond held hundreds of electrocuted fish,
most of them covered by coloured leaves. Together they formed
a carpet to the statue of a naked woman staring back at them.
The digit in his head he made a run for it and reached the safety
of the houses just before the hedge began to shoot. Back in
the office no one appreciated the dangers of his beat.
He looked into the mirror. The face staring back at him was
damaged. Grief over his impotence had carved deep lines on
his forehead. Somehow his eyebrows were burnt and half of
his left ear was missing. He shuddered in deadly recognition.
Gauging funerals was especially difficult and dangerous. No one
was more powerful than the dead, consumers of fire, water and
earth. His attendance was always under false pretences; usually
he claimed to be a distant relative. The grieving families accepted
him without questions. He became the brother of every dead
or dying. Reading the will caused further complications. The
forgery of life began with living off the dead. He had to climb
through the grave to reach the wilful shares. How it depressed
him to have to announce who will get what.
Was there wit in melancholy? Humour in the senses of
indifference? It was almost impossible for him to find
entertainment not measured in the knowledge of power. He kept
book of the violence of words, in fireworks and in murderous
suicide. In vain he hoped to remain a spectator, to enjoy the
art without gauging the expense. W herever he went in search
of relaxation he witnessed executions. There was nowhere left
to go. Walking inside his frame he came across the girl he had
left behind in his childhood. He had forgotten her name and
could not call her. But she skipped her rope across his groin
to let him know that she had seen him. He tried to count her
skips before the explosion. The comedy of time: all cabarets
depended o n it, as did history. Rows of empty houses, trap
frontages, dummy addresses. Doors leading to empty space. He
read the energy of moving hinges. Patient queues were waiting
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for their turn. The one shared dream : gaining access to the void.
As reader he suffered the passion of the ridiculous, the laughter
of knowing. Force and movement: the activity of life, the vigour
of physics, the energy of loss. He too was being used. Gauging
con umption had created its mvn power unit. His only capacity
for growth wa an ever-increasing use of melancholy energy
applicable to work. He was the profiteer of wasteful production.
All day, out in the field and back in the office, he rehearsed
the art of spending. He longed to be released. Secretly he was
working on a new scheme of dimensions, with a matching set
of graded units. It was to be a calculation based on rhythm,
metre, musical time and dance. As he conceptualised it he began
to whistle. From his office window he could see the typists
aero the street. He followed their movements and began to
tap his feet. Later it began to rain. He got up, took out his comb
and parted the downpour on the window. Growing out of the
tidied drops a woman's face appeared which he thought he
recognised. They greeted each other with amused familiarity
and fearful compassion: Di.irer's Melancholia I, born 15 14 , and The
Jfetre .Uan. gauging the close of the twentieth century. Lovers
share their abundance in time. He began to write something
in his breath before she drowned again in his luxurious
depression.
There was talk of a new age of time and power sharing. He
was invited to attend a congress on waste technology. Death
had become an energy source ready to be recycled. As industrial
resources were on the decline the sun once again became the
measure of production. He listened to lectures on solar growth,
a new distribution network and cost saving measures. The new
power would call for retraining of staff. As inspector of social
energies it would be his task to provide in-service training. They
would all have to learn a different kind of reading. Some of
his junior staff were distressed when they were taught to read
the signs of skin cancer. As workers of the Power Union they
resented having to provide medical assistance. After all, they
were not trained nurses. He understood their anguish. It was
difficult to accept that measuring the sun and measuring pain
were the same responsibility. Had it not taken him almost thirty
years on the job to realise that the highest form of knowledge
was recognition? The sun had led them back . To the beginning.
To warmth and shelter, to growth and fruition. How to gauge
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the violence that is life. How to account for the agony of light.
Rays to the rescue, a childhood death. He instructed his staff
on the arrogance of consumers. They believed the sun was free,
that they could do their own reading. Now more than ever was
a time to be firm. This talk of freedom was little more than
defying the lawful authority to read metres. Already there were
groups of citizens who refused them access. The sun was not
shining on everyone, at least not equally. And it was their
responsibility to measure the difference.
Theatres needed to apply for licences to stage their vision
of light in the dark. He would have a casual chat with the stage
electrician, tell him to go easy on the juice and take his seat
just in time for the lights to dim. But the rest of his staff didn't
appreciate opera. Too unrealistic, they said. But he enjoyed
sitting in the semi-dark watching the spectacle on stage and
listening to sounds he recognised from his rounds. A century
discovered its arias. If only melancholy could sing. Tomorrow
he'd have to read metres again: gas, electricity, sun - it was
all the same. Using power to stage the dark. There was no
escape. His authority ruled over the backyards of a people. Digits
of absence, balance of need. Perhaps he should have married.
He collected the gossip of impotence as if it were an alibi.
W hile he collected digits a colleague suddenly died of
melanoma. He had been an inspector of the neighbouring
suburbs. The cancer had finally eaten into his brains causing
the ultimate mental illness. The dying man had fantasised about
his professional duties. He referred to them as a rehearsal. Lying
in his hospital bed he was shaking as if in feverish chills. No
one knew that the shivering fits had been the patient's desperate
attempts to dance, the final moves to measure the energy of
which he had remained a part. His death had been a discovery.
It was made with customary sobriety, in the line of duty. The
papers reported the death of a municipal officer, a quiet,
conscientious and thoughtful man who had lived on his own.
Someone who had left nothing behind and who had little to
look forward to.
Melancholia. Day in day out he walked the streets, the houses,
the gardens, the suburbs reading the metres. He trained
apprentices and he authorised invoices. He courted power.
Sometimes when it rained he left his office, followed the narrow
road past school, customs house and church until he reached
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a small square. odding to its fountain oYerpouring from above
and below he entered an old building . Impatiently he climbed
the stairs to the tower. Below him shone the greenish glow of
the library' reading lamp . After the war The Carlton had made
way to writers, historian and poets. He unlocked the door to
the tower. A trong wind howled against the rattling windows.
The wooden stairs creaked as he made his way to the top. When
he reached the platform he took a deep breath. Ignoring the
gu hing rain hi body produced slow, deliberate movements.
Like a child he began to practise simple steps. It looked like
he wa dancing with the relentless downpour. His lips were
counting or perhaps he was praying. For brief moments he
caught sight of his fleeting image in the open windows. He saw
that he was young and not alone.
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FISH
for V icky Husband

M.A .C. Farrant

By day, carrying on with my fish body assembly work. By
night, waking to find strangers in my bed. Last night, Mrs
Hanson and her three kids. A trial of a person.
Rip doesn't seem to mind the strangers. He just rolls over,
grumbles about needing more covers, leaving me to contend.
By day, all is well. The important fish body assembly work
continuing. But three nights ago, an elderly couple vacationing
from Alberta. He, bald and snoring, she in hair net pondering.
Maps and guidebooks spread out over the quilt.
It's the night time crowds I can't stand. W hole families
arguing. Some under the covers with Rip and I, others sitting
on the bedside nattering.
It's worse when I sweat because of too many people in our
bed. Then I have to throw off the covers to get any relief and
everyone starts in on me then, complaining. Many of t he
strangers don't like our bedroom, for instance: no proper
dresser, a doorless closet, the bed, merely a double. I wish I
wouldn't apologise so much. Feel so responsible.
"Perhaps if I cleaned up the room you'd feel better," I say.
"Perhaps if I slept on the floor next to the dog."
More room for Mrs Hanson and the three kids. Mrs Hanson
slithering naked next to Rip. Mrs Hanson breathing lullabies into
Rip's dozing face.
By day I'm a person of importance. Thank heavens. With my
fish body assembly work. Nearly fifty thousand so far and the
numbers keep climbing. The parts from Hong Kong, duty free.
That was my doing. I discovered the rule about location. Where
it is permissible for a manufacturer to assemble a product on
home turf thus avoiding import tax. The rule book was old but
not forgotten. I take pride in that. Ferreter of antique rules.
The woman at Customs agreed, but not wholeheartedly.
"Right here on page 1 5 of EN T RY REQUIREMEN TS FOR
PARTS F ROM FOREIGN PAR TS," I showed her.
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She wasn' t happy. They don't like to give anything away. They
come to believe it's their rule you're tampering with.
"It's a nice rule," I told her, "one you should be proud of."
But she took it personally. That the Government would be
missing out on its due tax. That's dedication for you.
We all get on. Somehow. Me, I'm doing my part for the
environment. Ta.,-x free. And I won't have to pay sales tax on
the assembled fish bodies either because I won't be selling them.
Because, in a sense, I 'll be giving them away.
Rip was disappointed I didn't use my inheritance money for
something more worthwhile. That's his opinion. A Jazz Trio,
for example. I know he's always wanted one of those. Piano,
bass. drums. Playing Bill Evans on demand. Actually he'd like
to have Bill Enns as well. I've often hoped he'd visit us in bed
but the dead can be very stubborn. So far, no show.
A Bill Evans tape wouldn't do. I suggested it.
· Too small," Rip said.
He wants to be wrapped in the live thing, ear to the electric
bass speaker or sit beside the piano player and stroke his fingers
while he's playing. Or crouch beneath the piano player 's legs
and work the pedals. Involvement. That 's what Rip wants.
But I only had enough inheritance money for one of us to
be in,·olved. And after all. It's important to me that I calm things
down. Quit my job at the gas station just so I could take the
time.
The fish bodies are all the same size. Ten inches. Just under
the legal size limit. Plastic. Overall grey in colour, made up of
three sections: head, shaft, tail. Flecks of pink and blue in the
plastic. Could be mistaken for a trout, a cod or a young salmon.
That's not the important part, the type. It's just so that THEY
CAN BE SEEN TO BE THERE.
I ' ve always wanted to raise spirits.
Getting tired, though, with all these strangers turning up in
our bed. I tell Rip about it but he just gets annoyed.
"Don't be so rigid," he says, "have a little flexibility. Afterall,
they're not bothering you, are they? Not in any significant way?
Beating you about the head or sitting on your back? Complaints
about the bedroom furniture don't count. They 're not actually
hurting you, are they? "
Apart from Mrs Hanson's gymnastics over Rip's body last
night, I 'd have to say, no, they 're not.
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"Well then," he says, "be like a rock in a stream, a tree in
a storm. Let your turmoil flow around and away from you ."
That's my Rip. He'd be a Zen Buddhist if he had the time.
As it is, he's run off his feet. No wonder he sleeps through the
night time visitors. By day, he's selling Bic Pens, Eddy Matches.
He's got the whole territory from here to Burgoyne Bay and
having the whole of anything is exhausting. So there's always
someone in his bed. IN A MANNER OF SPEAKING.
He's right, though. I make too big a deal about everything.
Always have. Still.
Seven members of the Golden Eagles Day Camp the night
before last in our bed. Out on an adventure sleepover with their
Counsellor. Children are far too active, especially in sleep. Why
I've never gone in for them. One of the Campers tried to cuddle
next to me, one even tried to climb in my arms. Rip just shoved
them aside as if they were sleeping cats, heavy lumps. But me,
I can't. I've always got to be taking charge. Half the night gone
running back and forth to the fridge - juice for the campers.
And then the 19 year old Counsellor was having trouble with
her boyfriend and wanted to talk. By morning I was a wreck
from trying to keep everyone happy.
I can't leave well enough alone. Or in this case, bad enough
alone. Doing my bit for the environmental movement . I can't
stand it when people get upset. The depleting fish stocks. All
the hue and cry.
My bit. Keeping the complainers happy. I have parts for one
hundred and fifty thousand fish bodies. The boxes are stacked
in the living room, hallway, kitchen, down the stairs to the
basement . Thought of using Mini-Storage but the inheritance
money is running low. If I were a midget, it would seem like
a cardboard city inside our house. Towers of boxes, alley ways
dark and spooky, no telling what goes on in there.
One of the Campers got lost the other night on the way to
the bathroom. Found her wandering terrified among the tail
sections.
I'm especially happy about those tail sections. After all those
faxes to Mr Ni in Hong Kong.
" They' ve got to look like they're swimming," I faxed .
" They've got to look like they're MOV ING IN SCHOOLS
THROUGH THE WATER ."
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Mr i is a marvel. Even without an engineer he managed to
come up with a propeller thingy that's connected to an elastic
band. And he guarantees it. Either my assembled fish bodies
self-propel, or he'll take them back. That 's business. So far, on
my bathtub trials, success. Except for an occasional turn of
swimming on their backs, the fish performed quite well. You
just pull this elastic band, the tails whirl and away they go.
I was trying to tell Mrs Hanson about my plans last night in
bed but she wasn't interested. Just wanted me to give the baby
his bottle so she could get on with Rip's body rub.
The baby listened. "I will be delivering the first fifty thousand
fish bodies to the ocean by month's end," I told him. ' Tm so
excited. Rip has agreed to drive the hired truck. A dump truck.
My plan is to back down the ramp at Anchor's Away Marina
about three in the morning. Only problem is, first I have to
actiYate the tail sections. Otherwise, plunk, to the bottom of
the deep blue sea."
Fifty thousand elastic bands snapping. I have to admit it's
daunting. I 'd have a nightmare about it, no doubt, if my nights
weren't already so crowded. That's something . Too bad the
strangers are gone in the morning. I'm at the point where I could
do with some help.
Right now what I picture before me is a string of busy, solitary
days activating fish bodies. Their writhing grey forms mounting
the cardboard box towers, scraping against the ceiling. Jiggling
jelly. Maggot movement .
What keeps me going is THE THO UGHT. All those upset
people calmed down. Perhaps even happy. "LOOK THERE'S
FISH I THE SEA! " Again. Afterall. In spite of.
end.
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TO THE HEADLAND

Anson Cameron

"You're a treacherous bastard, doing this," I said . "A
melodramatic, treacherous bastard."
Out front of us a heron climbed the ladder of its wing-beats
into the night. The balls of our feet slipped as we walked,
grinding yelps from the beach. Moonlight came off the beach
and made the surf burn. It was a hedge of pale fire that
went out under the shadow of the headland a mile away. We
followed it.
' 'You don't get practised enough at this to be anything but
melodramatic," he said. "Yeah, of course they'd give me
accolades for hanging on. The same ones I'd give them for
letting go. It's nobody's duty to let this run its course. Nobody
owes corrupt cells a long fight and a big win."
He sniffed at the wind. A hot northerly was coming off the
hills and running out over the waves crusading against
Antarctica. It was laced with burning eucalyptus that burrowed
deep up the nose to where the bones of other summers lie ready
for mental resurrection. I took a swig and handed him the bottle.
He had been waiting for it and took an eyes-shut, ears-back
pull at it.
I stopped and put my hand out for the bottle, he had another
go at it and passed it back to me. I drank and as I drank I turned
and looked back along the beach the way we had come. I could
just see two dark figures about a half mile back. They had their
own bottle and were making their own time through the lucent
sand. His love of five years and mine of three. Meandering, and
talking meandering, unsuspecting thoughts. Both slightly drunk
from dinner at the pub we were staying in, and slightly happy
with holiday, despite all.
"Does Jean know you're doing this? " I asked.
"Oh yeah. Moment I knew I had cancer I started boasting
suicide. Killed myself a hundred times in conversation. Real
butcher with a beer in my hand."
"Now? Does she know you're doing it now? Has she had a
chance to say goodbye? "
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We began walking again, down in the wet sand where the
beach noises drowned. He took the bottle and sucked viciously
and winced . The vodka eroded his voice thin.
"I\·e thought a bit about goodbyes, and I'll reserve them for
shitheads like you who can swallow them whole wit hout
choking."
"People handle goodbyes better than not getting a chance
to say it , Harry."
.. ot me," he said .
You can peak truth t o a man who is walking at a cliff like
you can't speak it normally, because your opinions are going
out with him.
"You · re leaving her without a memory she'll need later . . .
it 's bloody hard."
He bent gingerly at the knees and screwed the bottle into
the sand until it stood up by itself. "She'd bugger me up," he
said softly. "Let 's have a swim."
He jogged into the surf, feet colder than the water. A man
who knew his spine was pie crust. The first good wave that
hit him knocked him over and he began to porpoise out to the
break. I followed him at a walk, each wave hoisting another
hoop of chill around my body until I dived and started to swim.
When I got beyond the break I lay on my back in the ink and
let the currents of surf and vodka steer my thoughts, like flotsam
and jetsam, away from each other and from the wreck of our
conversation. Soon I was thinking of nothing but the coming
swell, and sharks.
Suddenly I realised H arry was still swimming away from
shore. The bastard had dispensed with the headland leap and
was swimming himself to death . He was cutting my goodbye
as well. I panicked. I climbed as high as I could out of the water
and when the wave between us passed me and I could see him
again I yelled : "You prick, H arry. You faithless prick ." I trod
water for a long, useless while, until another wave got between
us, then I turned and swam for shore.
By the time I got the bottle to my lips he was standing up
in the shallows, a skinny-man silhouette against the burning surf.
"Did you yell something? " he wanted to know.
"I was warning the sharks I was full of shit," I said. I had
been flattered by his brave swim, and now felt some
disappointment that he could go through with our goodbye.
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He came and took the bottle I held out, and drank. There
was only that sad inch left in it now. He studied it , decided
it was mine, and gave it to me.
"Okay, Royboy, I 'll keep my own company from here," he
said. He put out his hand, mine was already shaking when I
took it and we swapped the squeeze. There was a grumble of
surf at his back, and from us, and all around us, a roar of Anglo
Saxophony . . . silence. I was glad my face was wet from the
swim, I didn't want him to think I was buggering this up. After
a while I said, "See you ," and we quickly dropped our hands,
neither wanting to be caught hanging on.
"You know what Jean needs to hear."
"You know who she needs to hear it from," I said.
He walked away along the beach toward the headland, the
stagger-spaced yelps his feet made in the sand shrinking in my
ears. When they disappeared I shouted to him.
"Hey, Harry. Remember the night we watched the fights in
the pub and drove up into the mountains when it closed and
went fishing. And we read all the fights in Shakespeare while
we fished."
"Yeah, I remember."
"Who was fighting that night , Harry?"
"Frank, The Tank, Ropis," he shouted.
"Shit. That's right, Cry Havoc and let slip the fists of Frank. Well spent
hours those, Harry. A good time. You 'd have some half-decent
fish lies given a few years."
He must have smiled. He didn't speak. Maybe he was afraid
to. He left me hunting in vain for some of those rare parsonic
words of friendship. They needed a two-bottle walk. He turned
and started walking again toward the headland and I looked
away.
I sat in the sand working on his melancholy bequest; the bitter
inch that is comeuppance for the good ones above it. Breathing
deeply. Taking air orally because to take it nasally was to have
it contaminated with memories and I wanted my mind on what
his had been on. I watched the fiery green waves advance
against me and slide back to stunt their successors. I threw the
empty bottle at one and watched it carry some moonlight back
to the beach. One hundred and twenty one long, transitional
breaths before I heard Jean running.
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She had seen me sitting alone and known how alone. Her
bare feet made frantic yelps in the sand as she ran, so close
together they were almost a bird noise, something flushed
from its roost by near danger. As she passed me I was sprayed
with sand and I heard her wheeze "You prick" without
di,·erting any of the breath needed for running. Her shrill
footfalls dwindled along the beach and disappeared about
where Harry 's had.
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THE UNREAL MARKE T PLACE
Tom Farbman
Always . . . there must be a sense of organisation. And what
was it . . . that was organised . . . arranged in such a fashion?
They were, all of them, in that unreal market place . . . hanging
by their feet from metal beams. Row after row of humanity.
Some swayed slightly. Others remained still; caught up in their
own up-side down world. And they weren't far from the ground
either . . . if they dropped their arms . . . they could touch it.
Berney was one of them. He had been swaying slightly . . .
Then . . . he heard a voice. He, Berney . . . could not see the
man in white, who, was walking along in an adjacent aisle . . .
checking the ropes . . . making sure everything was alright . . .
that everyone was in place and secure.
Occasionally, he would tighten a rope; ask someone, politely
enough, to stop swaying . . .
He walked quickly, and when he did tighten a rope, he did
so in a hurried manner.
Then, he said to no one in particular . . . "I've never seen
so many carcasses, never . . . it's ridiculous . . . what do they
want out of me? "
He was then in Berney 's aisle. Berney could see him, at some
distance. Yet Berney felt if he spoke with someone . . .
somehow, things would possibly in some way return to normal.
The ropes would be removed . . . and he would wind up
upright . . . and so on.
So, Berney said . . . "Why don't you ask them for a pay raise?"
The man answered matter-of-factly enough . . . "I would, but,
it wouldn't do any good . .it 's no use . . . I have to endure this
work and not expect anything more."
"I know what you mean" Berney said.
"Oh no", the man in white said . . . "Now she's here . . . "
and in fact, he stopped checking the ropes and seemed to be
greeting someone at the far end of the aisle. However, Berney
could not see who it was.
But, he heard her voice . . . "Oh, there you are; I've been
looking for you for nearly an hour."
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"I'ye been doing my job" he said . . . "just checking these
ropes . . . you know these people have to have a sense of
security . . .
"Yes, yes . . . " the woman's voice said . . . "Spare me all
that . . . please."
"Yes ma'am" the man in white said.
When he said . . . "yes ma'am" like that; it had a deep hollow
sound . . . that just took over the entire place . . . and everyone
there, Berney included . . . repeated . . . "Yes Ma'am."
"Isn't that nice" she said . . . "Do any of you know my
husband . . . Mr Roberts . . . we've been married so many
years . . . twenty, thirty . . . fifty . . . sixty . . . seventy . . . I
don't know how many . . . in fact, today . . . could be our
anni\·ersary . . . isn't that nice? "
Again, '' Yes ma'am" from everyone.
"And do you know?" she went on . . . "Mr Roberts has hardly
changed in all those years . . . except, I must admit . . . for one
detail . . . And that is . . . one hair; yes, just one hair has fallen
out of his head in all those years . . . isn't that nice . . . And
do any of you know what has happened to that hair? "
"No ma'am, we don't . . . " they all said.
"That hair has gone into politics . . . and at this moment .
that single hair holds a very influential office . . . of course,
I am not at liberty to tell you which office . . . am I?"
"No ma'am . . . not to us . . . of course not."
Berney didn't care what office. Besides; how could she be
sure how many hairs had fallen out of her husband's head.
Possibly more than one. Maybe . . . thousands. And furthermore,
possibly; it was only a thought; a thought from an up-side down
man . . . possibly all the political offices were held by hairs from
her husband's head.
She continued to talk ; but he was no longer listening very
intently. There were more references to Mr Roberts. The "yes
ma'am's" continued to resound through the place. They began
to take on a kind of rhythm . . . they . . . the "Yes, ma'am's"
didn't get any louder; but they didn't fall off in intensity either.
And, although he wasn't listening to what she was saying . . .
he could still hear the sound of her voice . . . and as she spoke;
it was like a mirror was cracking in his mind.
Then, like that it went silent. At least momentarily. However,
the man in white was still standing by.
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"Hey" Berney said to him . . . "Cut me down will you, I don't
want to hear anymore of this."
The man grimaced slightly as if Berney had forced him to
make a decision.
"She's not finished yet " he said.
"Cut me down", Berney said in a definite way, as if the man
would listen to him.
However, he didn't . Of course, he wasn't going to listen to
Berney.
"Who are you? " Berney said.
"Just a butcher" the man in white said. "Just a butcher."
Then, she began to talk again.
' Tm so fond of the market place . . . you all know that;
except today, it does seem over crowded; there are so many
of you; some of you, I barely recognise . . . of course I'm more
than happy to see all of you."
Then, from someplace, from a nearby aisle . . . a loud and
somewhat grotesque . . . ' 'Ah . . . shut up already."
Berney looked to see what the butcher would do. As it was;
he merely shrugged.
"Pretend you don't hear it" he said . . . to the lady who
Berney had still not seen.
"I don't like to pretend; I am not a child" she said.
With that , the butcher began to back down the aisle; right
past Berney he was put off in someway ; no, more than that ,
he was frightened.
And the butcher repeated in a weak voice . . . "No, you're
not a child . . . no . . . not at all."
He continued backing down the aisle . . . then, it was silent
again.
Only the sound of ropes creaking . . .
Yet, something was moving down the aisle. It must have
been . . . a mirror had cracked in Berney's mind . . . because
a very large snake was making its way down the aisle among
the rows of humanity . . .
A man across the aisle said . . . "remain still; don't sway, that's
the trick . . . not to move."
Berney figured . . . that it didn't matter. The fact that the
snake was moving down the aisle was enough for him . . . He
blinked his eyes hoping it would disappear.
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"What happened to her " Berney said. "I don't know" the
same man said . . . " I don't work here, why are you asking
such questions? ''
The snake was getting clear. Its multi-coloured patterns were
all too close. It was moving so slowly . . . almost as if it was
meditating as it crawled along.
It looked to both sides as it moved. "Why don't they shoot
that damned thing" someone said.
The snake was just about up to Berney . . . Then it
stopped . . . and when it did . . . it was like time stopped.
Then . . . it was her ,·oice again, "I hope there won't be any
further interruptions . . . because if there are, I could forget
what to say next . . . and we can't have that . . . can we?"
No one said "yes ma'am". No one wanted to say anything with
that snake around. Even those in the adjacent aisles remained
silent.
"Why don't you answer me; Mr Roberts always answered
me . . . well, at least most of the time . . . however, there was
one occasion when in truth; Mr Roberts failed to answer me . . .
I was perplexed . . . I was . . . "
As she tried to recall whatever it was, the snake began to coil;
it was only a few feet away from Berney.
"I was upset, I almost lost my patience" she said.
Certainly, the snake was going to bite someone.
"However" she said, "I realised . . . then . . . that Mr Roberts
didn't always answer . . . no . . . usually, most of the time . .
but always . . . no."
With that, the snake relaxed, it fell back to the ground.
"It bit me", the man across the aisle yelled . . . "I want
a lawyer.''
There were footsteps. It was her. She walked quickly down
the aisle. Apparently, she wanted to see if someone was bitten.
It was the man across the aisle. Berney felt tired. Almost
exhausted. He must have lost his concentration. The next thing
he knew, her back was to him; and she was speaking to the
man who said the snake had bitten him.
Berney didn't know if the snake had bitten him or not.
She wasn't very tall. Berney still couldn't see her face. Maybe
it was a trick; if he claimed he was bitten, maybe they would
cut him down.
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And the snake, no doubt, had moved on; probably down
another aisle.
Then she said . . . "W here is he? . . . where did he go?" And
she turned around. She was wearing glasses.
"Who? " Berney said.
She looked down at Berney . . . "My friend . . . the
butcher . . . where did he run off to . . . ? "
"I don't know" said Berney.
"W hy don't you know? "
"He went that way " Berney said . . pointing . .
Then, there was a shout from an adjacent aisle .
"Help,
it bit me."
"Another one" she said . . . and she went off.
It was quiet again, it was the euphoria of just hanging
there . . . The rope seemed to be even tighter around the ankles.
And Berney said to the man across the aisle.
"We'll never get out of here."
"It's not a matter of getting away " the man said . . . "I 've
learned that I have a certain feeling for her . . . that's what it's
about . . . she's a friend of mine now."
"Aren't you worried about the snake bite? " Berney said.
"Me . . . no . . . why should I ? . . . it's not up to me to
worry . . . nor you either . . . just keep quiet and enjoy life."
Yes, it must have been . . . a mirror had cracked in Berney 's
mind. Occasionally, there were more cries . . . of . . . "it bit
me" . . . although they grew dimmer and dimmer, fading into
the distance.
Yet , if Berney closed his eyes . . . it was like the snake was
still in front of him. Still there . . . And . . . the cries of "it bit
me" . . . were like echoes.
The rows of humanity hung from the beams . . . dark ceiling
with cracking light . . . and the concrete just below.
W here had she gone? The lady and the snake. She was a real
charmer . . . but , still . . . she left them hanging.
Her will seemed to have taken over ; if only momentarily.
Then, just as Berney was getting used to the silence again, . . .
the butcher returned.
"Alright, alright . . . please . . . don't sway on those ropes;
I have to keep them tight; you know that ; don't make my job
any more difficult than it is . . . it 's bad enough; and then that
snake . . . Try to remain still , all of you. Remember . . . when
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there is nothing else, there i always the butcher. I am your
friend, and as time pas es . . . you will understand this . . . "
Berney didn't really like the sound of that .
"It's all written in adyance" the butcher said . . . "Yes, it 's
all written in advanc e; and someday in the future, it will be
like it was in the past, and when that time comes . . . the heart
of the matter will be back in the hands of the butcher. That 's
why you 're hanging there, to wait for that day . . . that day . . .
if not oon, then later . . . and why can we speak of this
ine,·itability . . . why . . . because it is true to the nature of
thing . . . j ust as the cow goes moo, the duck goes quack, the
hog goes oink , yes . . . we must wait for that day . . . yes . . .
mu t we not? . . . Well, let's hear some quacks . . . and
moos . . . what's wrong with all of you? "
So, it was up-side down . It had to come to that, but still it
was too much to ask . . . moos, quacks . . . and all that . . . too
much to ask . . . After all . . . that was taking it too far . . . E ven
as carcasses, they had some rights . . . didn't they?
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I Love Life by C E Hull
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EFFIGY

Paddy O 'Reilly

I was dancing like a madwoman. The room was dark, and
the music was so loud that one speaker had blown and was
rapping out a tinny jangle, while the speaker at the other end
of the room thudded a beat that pulsed along the floor, collided
with my shoes and jolted me into wild gymnastics.
I looked around the room, wondering if all the other dancers
had gone mad with me. The floor was bouncing underneath
us. The moon was looking down through the grimy lounge
room windows like a surprised eye. We had become loons,
squawking and flapping our wings in the thin moonlight.
The madwoman inside me, a Fury, decided that the music
was not loud enough, and she began to elbow her way to the
stereo. People yelped and snarled but the Fury just smiled back.
She used my mouth, my eyes, my teeth. The smiling face was
my face, but the Fury made it smile.
When I finally reached the stereo, a fool tried to tell me not
to touch it. He was too far away to jab with my elbow, so I
sneered at him, then turned back to the panel. The gleaming
black board was covered in innumerable dials and buttons that
all seemed useless despite my twiddling and pressing. Nothing
worked. Until the music stopped altogether. Defeated by
technology I sat down beside the stereo and leaned against the
wall. A girl in a pink fluffy cardigan hurried over to the stereo
and put on a Monkees tape.
Joanna came to get me. She coaxed me back to the dancefloor
step by step. I told her I hoped that the other speaker blew out
because the music was shit. Yes, she said, and suddenly we were
dancing again and I forgot that the music was shit and I threw
my arm across Joanna's shoulders. We danced a highland fling
together.
After a long search in the kitchen, I found the empty bladder
of my wine cask, tom out of its cardboard box and sucked dry.
Vampires again. A prickling sensation under my skin felt like
I was about to sprout daggers. Silver daggers. I stood still in
the middle of the kitchen, wondering where I could exact
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revenge, but two hands clutched at my waist, and before I had
even turned around, a flushed, smiling face peeked over my
shoulder. Drunk again, you tart? Gail said.
I told her to go to hell, then I kissed her and demanded she
find me a drink, a big drink, preferably a whole bottle of drink.
At your service, she said, swinging a brown paper bag in front
of me. Yes, I said as I reached for the bottle, let's dance.
A man on the dancefloor was staring at my thighs as if he
was measuring them. A quick answer of excitement flared in
my belly. I looked him up and down. He was wearing jeans
and an expensive shirt that shimmered in the dim light. His
hair was long and slicked back, with a few oiled strands hanging
down the sides of his face. The eyes that were now staring at
the floor were small and pale. Suddenly the pale eyes glanced
back at me, and they said, I know you've been looking at me.
I answered by twirling around to face the other way and
ignoring him. I closed my eyes and tried to imagine that I was
dancing with the music flowing like blood through my muscles.
One and two and one and two, the beats lifted me off the floor,
I was liquid, I was a wave, and then some dolt crashed into
me and I was enraged.
The next time I glimpsed Pale-eye, he was laughing at me
as I leaned unsteadily against the mantelpiece and swigged from
Gail's bottle. The wine tasted sour, then after I had swallowed
my mouth turned raw as if the wine had stripped away the
moist coating. My tongue poked around the corners of my
mouth, searching for moisture. I saw him laugh at me again,
and I mouthed an obscenity across the room at him. He blew
me a kiss.
Trouble, I thought. I looked around for Gail and Joanna, but
they had disappeared. Pale-eye began to edge around the dancers
towards me. He pretended that he was dancing by hunching
his shoulders in time with the music, but I knew where he was
heading. He arrived beside me and leaned against the
mantelpiece. Even from a distance I could feel the heat from
his body. He was silent, he stared intently at the plaster rose
on the ceiling, and he willed me to him.
Joanna came through the doorway. Rescue me, I whispered
to her. His heat was singeing me. Stop me, I said. Without a
glance at him she said, Don't do it, he's weird. She pulled my
arm and I followed her into the hallway, but within minutes
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the music had sucked me back into the lounge and Pale-eye
was dancing behind me like an assassin and I knew it was
too late.
He put his arm around my waist. My place? he said. I told
him to go away, but when he moved close behind me and spread
his hands across my stomach the angry desire that had flared
there before surged up and I turned to meet his waiting mouth.
I winced as the sharp bristles of hair above his mouth scraped
my lips. His hand reached up to grip the back of my neck and
pull my head forward, then he closed his mouth over mine and
I thought I would suffocate. A moment later, when he lifted
his head and stepped back, his elbow cracked against the corner
of the mantelpiece. A laugh shot out of the tension in my chest.
Below us, the fireplace was cold and black, a gaping square
hole like the glassless windows of buildings under construction,
where the darkness is not contained, but seems to curl around
the edges of the frames. I was suddenly afraid that my eyes
might look like those windows, that people might see from the
darkness of the Fury seeping from my eyes that I was unfinished,
raw, like a human being inhabited only by fear and anger. Pale
eye leaned against me and I pressed my face into his coat,
grateful that he had not caught my face reflecting the blank
socket of the fireplace.
Gail stood up on tiptoe behind his shoulder. She made
vomiting motions behind his back. Come on, Ellie, she said,
let's dance. I hesitated. Ellie, he repeated, and my name from
his mouth sounded like an insult. I pushed him away and Gail
and I ran giggling to the kitchen. But Gail had not really wanted
to dance. What are you doing? she had said. He's horrible. That's
what suits me, I had answered, and when the Fury laughed from
inside me, Gail glanced at me in surprise.
Out on the porch , the vastness of the black sky and the stars
dancing behind fine clouds made my body sway like a tree in
the wind. Before I had even realised he was there, Pale-eye had
pressed me against the verandah post and was touching my
forehead with his. Let's go, he said, let's go now. I put my lips
to his ear and felt him shiver. All right, I said.
Pale-eye strode off down the path along the side of the house.
I wondered how he could see in the darkness: I was stumbling
over broken concrete and fending off the branches attacking
me in his wake. A bundle of sticky leaves slapped me in the
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face. I stopped, tore the branch off the bush and flung it to
the ground .
He was out on the front lawn, standing like a garden
ornament in the moonlight. He was better looking outdoors.
Shadows filled the hollows around his eyes. He was smiling.
In his car I thought about speaking but there was nothing
to say. I began to hate the newness of the car. The seats stank
of new vinyl and the dashboard beamed out instructions in
bright greens and reds. He was rubbing the steering wheel in
the same way he had been massaging my buttocks a few
moments before. The car was travelling so fast that he had to
drive through a red light, and as we skidded along the tramtracks
he looked over at my taut face and laughed.
He kept laughing until the car filled up with an eerie blue
light, then I laughed . I grinned at the policeman who was
peering in through the driver's window. Good evening, madam,
the policeman said. Good evening, I answered. Pale-eye took
a deep breath and blew into the machine. The machine
registered zero. I haven't had a drink, he told the policeman .
I had thought, that is the Fury had thought, that he was drunk
like me. Pale-eye and I were a pair, a drunken, ugly pair who
deserved each other. But he was sober. Like a sea anemone
poked by a blunt finger, the Fury shrivelled back into whatever
miserable part of me she came from and I was left in the car
with a strange man who turned to me, waved a pink speeding
fine in my face and said, You're an expensi ve bitch.
I got out of the car and began to run. The car reversed
alongside me, moving like fluid. The passenger window slid
down. Don't be stupid, it was a joke, Pale-eye's voice said out
of the dark space. Taxi, I shouted . A taxi stopped and took me
in, and I rode back to the party with my hands trembling in
my lap.
I thought you'd gone off with the creep, Gail said when I
slumped down beside her on the couch. No, I answered. I didn't
see you dancing, she said. The Fur y quickened inside me and
I wanted to beat my chest with my fists to keep her down.
Gail and Joanna and I walked down the hall, stopping at the
lounge room to say goodbye. Someone had stuffed new paper
into the fireplace and was lighting a fire. Our faces lit up as
the newspaper caught the flame and blazed up the chimney.
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I was wishing that the Fury was still with Pale-eye, as if she
was completely separate from me and had gone off to live her
furious life. I pictured her lying white and silent beside Pale
eye in his bed . Pale-eye reached out to touch her, but she
crumpled under his hand, a cut-out paper doll burned to ash.
And strangely, he lay back and cried with relief.
Ellie, you look angry, Gail said with surprise. Maybe I am,
and I laughed. I ran out to the front lawn. I found the
said.
I
spot where I thought Pale-eye and I had met in the front garden,
and I jumped up and down on the damp grass until I had made
a muddy hole in the lawn.
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ON FRIDAYS
Robert Raymer
After closing the door I'm surprised to find another back
seat passenger, a young Malay woman reading a letter. I settle
back. Despite the weather and the heavy traffic, the Malay taxi
driver is making good time. He's a Muslim and has Koranic-verse
stickers on both the glove compartment and the space above
the radio. The radio, however, is out of commission - someone
has ripped i t out. But jerryrigged beneath it is a cassette player,
and spewing out is a medley of late S Os-early 60s hits sung by
the same two (though not the original) artists, with this steady,
monotonous, pop beat in the background. As far as I can tell ,
this particular cassette is standard for all taxis: I hear it about
every third one, and rarely do I get the same share taxi twice.
Before too long, I find myself humming silently along with
the music.
The dri ver then slams on the brakes and slides across two
lanes of traffic, narrowly missing a pair of rain-soaked
motorcyclists and two cars, to pick up a heavy-set Indian
woman. Normally when caught in this situation, I'd step out
and let the two women sit together. Because of the rain and
how fast this woman is charging for the door, I prudently slide
across the seat to make room for her. Yet , it's not enough. She
and her purple sari keep coming, and I keep inching closer to
the Malay woman, until I'm hemmed in with just enough space
to breathe, with the newcomer's dripping umbrella and equally
soaked plastic bag of fruit pressed against my legs.
Throughout all this, not once does the Malay woman's eyes
stray away from the pages of her letter. Since I'm now practically
sitting on top of her I can't help but notice that she's crying.
Maybe she has been crying all along and I just wasn't aware.
I chastise myself for being so insensitive. Yet , what could I
have done?
The Sikh, whose turban nearly touches the ceiling, is chatting
loudl y with the driver. Half of their conversation is drowned
out by the music. The dri ver laughs about something. He then
reaches over and turns on a small fan mounted on the dashboard
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midway between them. The fan slowly oscillates back and forth.
With the rain we really don't need the fan on. But with five
full-grown adults in the taxi - five and a half to six if you want
to be cruel - it is getting a bit stuffy.
Using a rather filthy looking rag, the driver wipes the fog
off the front windshield. W hen it gets sufficiently impossible
for him to see he switches on the windshield wipers. After four
swipes, he switches them back off again. No doubt, to save on
the battery . . .
The Malay woman's hands, I notice, are small and delicate,
and they are gripping both pages of the letter as though she's
afraid to let go. I can feel the tension rising from her fingers
to her shoulders and beyond. What words, I wonder, are written
on those blue pages to make her cry? Was the letter from her
boyfriend, or a fiance? Was he breaking off their relationship?
Or, was it from a relative informing her of a death in the family?
Large tears swim inside her eyes. Slowly they drip down her
cheeks and onto her pretty yellow outfit.
The more I look at this crying woman, the more I get the
urge to reach out and touch her hand, to let her kn ow that I
sympathise with her plight, whatever it may be. Perhaps I could
offer my shoulder. Everyone, now and then, needs a good
shoulder to cry on. But she is a Muslim, like the driver, and
my making any advances toward her, even in good faith, could
cause problems. Either she, or the driver, may get the wrong
idea. Outraging the modesty of a Malay can be a serious crime
in Malaysia. The papers are filled with court cases presented
with scantier evidence. Here there are three potentially hostile
witnesses who could easily misconstrue my intentions: People
just don't go around touching strangers of the opposite sex.
Besides, I am married. And I don't think my wife would
appreciate my consoling every distraught woman whom I
happen to come across while riding a taxi. W ho can blame her?
Yet, I want to do something, even if it's just a small gesture,
something to reassure this Malay woman that the whole world
isn't all that bad . .
Rain continues to beat down on the roof of the taxi. It's a
steady beat, an additional "percussion" sound to accompany
the pop beat from the cassette. Flyovers make convenient
concrete umbrellas for dozens of motorcyclists parked beneath
them, waiting out the rain. Meanwhile our driver frantically
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wipes at the windshield. He rolls down the window more than
half way and pokes his head out to get a better view. Rain
splashes in, onto the Malay woman's letter, but she doesn't seem
to mind, or even notice. The driver finally remembers the
windshield wipers and switches them on. Then back off again.
As usual the morning wet market in Jelutong has spilled out
onto the main road. Hawkers' pedal-driven, food-stalls back up
the traffic by merging without looking, without caring. They
know that if they wait they'll never get an opening. Taking
advantage of the slow down in traffic, pedestrians ignore the
recently built foot bridge and criss-cross the road. Umbrellas
follow them, like shadows. Even when it's not raining, women
use them regularly to ward off the sun, in order to keep their
Polynesian skin fair . . . or as fair as can be in the Tropics.
The first to get off in Georgetown is the Indian woman. She
almost forgets the plastic bag of fruit, until I remind her. As
I start to slide over, to fill the vacuum, the Malay woman
suddenly looks at me. Her almond-shaped, tear-stained, brown
eyes (they are brown) not only hold me back, but pull me even
closer. Her gaze drops down to my hand, barely an inch away
from hers. She then looks back at me through those same
pleading eyes. Eyes that I could easily fall in love with . . .
I sit tight.
If there was ever a proper time to hold a stranger's hand,
now was it. Yet, I hesitate, unsure of myself. The longer I
vacillate, the harder it becomes to do anything: My well-meaning
gesture has now become too premeditated. No longer is it
natural, spontaneous. I turn to her for more reassurance - a
movement in her left hand, perhaps, or a smile. Oh, why doesn't
she just reach out and touch me!
When the Sikh gets out on Lebuh Pantai I remind the driver
of my destination. "I go to jetty first", he replies. So, the Malay
woman is on her way to the mainland . . . I glance at the time.
Once again I'm running late, with barely enough time to grab
some lunch before I have to start teaching. I do wish the driver
would change cassettes: I can't stop humming that music
to myself!
The driver starts to take the curves hard, and twice the
woman and I bump into each other. Yet her gaze remains on
those two blue pages. As the taxi comes closer and closer to
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the jetty my heart pounds out for her. I can't explain it - but
I feel for her. I really do. I glance down at her left hand , so close
to my own, and wonder . . . why don't I just touch it? What
harm could it pos ibly do?
\X e arrive at the jetty and the Malay woman fumbles inside
her black purse for the two ringgits and pays the driver. She
reaches for the door . . . and I do nothing! She steps out , and
before closing the door, she peers back at me, as if reaching
for my soul. As the ta..x i pulls away, I press my face to the
window and pray for her to look back at me. But her steps are
brisk. de pite the confinement of her baju kurung , and she
quickly merges in with the crowd, clutching that letter, and
disappears.
My afternoon teaching English is shot. I can't concentrate.
Every face I see, male or female, regardless of age, I see in it
the Malay woman's almond-shaped eyes. And her tears. If the
phone rings or the door opens, even though I know it can't
be, I think it 's her.
On the following Friday I stand at the roadside and peer into
each passing taxi, hoping to catch another glimpse of her. I soon
find myself leaving earlier and earlier on Fridays, so I can spend
more time looking for that woman. I've even gone to the jetty
a few times, hoping she would be there. W henever it rains and
I'm struggling with my umbrella to get inside of yet another
taxi, I fully expect to see her in the back seat reading that letter.
Oh , the disappointment that comes over me when I realise it
is somebody else, or no one at all.
Two months have passed when I spot the Sikh who was in
the front seat that day, on Lebuh Pantai. I hurry across the street
after him to ask if he knows anything about the woman. Only
to stop a few feet away. W hy should he know anything more
about her than me? He was just another passenger. Still, I keep
an eye out for that driver. Maybe he has picked her up more
than once. Maybe he knows where she lives.
As the Fridays drift by I desperately try to put her out of my
mind. But each passing taxi reminds me of her. Each time I hear
that 50s-60s medley of hits I think of her. . . and realise how
lonely I've become.
The woman now dominates my paintings. At first she would
only appear in the background , leaning against a tree reading
her letter. Gradually her image became larger and more focused,
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and the landscape I had set out to capture is relegated to being
a mere backdrop, a way of showcasing this Malay woman.
My wife is no dummy, she knows something is amiss. Sooner
or later she is going to question me . . .
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GOODBr E

David Ray

I am staying at my friends house for a time and I am reading
a book with Sarah, their two year old daughter. It is a book
about birds which has a brightly coloured illustration of a bird
on one page and a brief description on the facing page.
. . . Hatch," Sarah says, pointing to one of her favourites.
"That's right, Sarah," I say to her. ''A Nuthatch. That's where
mummy belongs."
Sarah smiles. Mummy smiles and rolls her eyes in mock
exasperation. Daddy smiles also. He agrees with the sentiment.
Sarah likes the bird. She is indifferent to the joke. Maybe she
thinks I am comparing her mother to the bird. We go on reading
and looking at the pictures.
\Then Sarah sees a bird in the garden she will sometimes point
at it and say 'bird'. Then she will say 'tweet tweet' in a high
and sweet tone that is very touching. Sarah is the only child
I have known so well and I find her quite beautiful .
;\larie, Sarah's mother, and Colin, her father, sleep in separate
rooms.
A year or more later I stay again with Marie and Sarah, this
time in the flat in St Kilda where they now live, without Colin.
Marie is lonely and wants someone to talk to and also to pay
part of the rent. We are good friends, Marie and I, good platonic
friends.
Sarah stays with Colin on the weekends at his house in the
country.
Some evenings, while Marie is cooking Sarah's dinner, I take
Sarah flying around the solar system. I lift Sarah up and we take
a brief flight around the loungeroom, then we fly up to the
moon. The moon is the round, white frosted glass light fitting
in the centre of the loungeroom ceiling.
Sarah laughs a lot and her happiness is contagious. We fly
to the sun. Marie is the sun, out in the kitchen. We orbit her
for a time.
"I went to the moon," Sarah tells the sun.
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"Why don't you fly back there again," says the sun. "Dinner
is nearly ready." We fly back to the moon. The spaceship
is glad when Sarah's dinner is ready because his arms are
getting tired.
One day I get back from a walk down the street.
" Did you get it? " Marie asks.
"Sure," I say. " From Paul and Suzie. Their stuff is usually
good."
I go into the bathroom and mix it up and put it into two
syringes. One-third for Marie, two-thirds for me. I use mine.
Sarah is upset and clings to Marie.
"I have to go to the toilet," Marie says to Sarah. "Steve will
read you a story."
"I want to come w ith you ," Sarah says.
" No, Sarah, you can't."
Marie goes into the bathroom.
"Mummy," Sarah pleads, outside the bathroom door. She
is crying.
"W hat story would you like me to read you , Sarah? " I ask
her, but she won't talk to me.
Marie comes out of the bathroom and picks up Sarah. Marie
is calm now, her tension gone. Sarah too becomes calm very
quickly.
"Can you clean up the fit and stuff and stash them please,
Steve? " Marie asks.
I do this.
I move to a flat of my own a week or two after this, more
convenient to where I work . Marie and I tend to be a bad
influence on each other so we don't see much of each other
for quite a long time.
One day I meet Marie at the market in Prahran and we talk
about Marie and her boyfriend, about Colin and his girlfriend,
about Sarah.
"She remembers how you used to fly around together at the
St Kilda flat," Marie tells me. "She asks me why you used to
fly up to the moon and to the sun."
Marie did not tell me what she answered.
Another day I am sitting in my car reading the paper next
to a park, and Marie pulls up beside me. We both get out of
our cars.
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' ' What are you doing here? " Marie asks me, as if I am doing
something peculiar.
"Just filling in time before work," I tell her. I am working
afternoon shift.
She begins to cry.
" othing·s wo rking out ," she tells me. ' Tm spending all my
money on dope, and now that Sarah's at school I have to get
a house out there near Colin so that I can get custody again.
I just feel awful when I get up in the morning. Then if I get
a taste I feel alright , but I can't save any money. I have a shitty
job that I hate so that I can put some money away to m ove
to the hills. But I go home after work and just start crying, so
I spend my pay on some dope just so that I can feel alright
for a little while, and it's all a waste. This is the worst I've ever
felt . I've got nowhere to go. I don't know what to do."
We hug each other, there beside the park, and Marie cries,
and I wish that there was something more than this that I
could do.
Some days or weeks after this I talk to Marie about various
drug counselling services.
"What about methadone? " she asks me.
"It will just get you further in," I tell her. "You 're not using
much . really. You've hardly got a habit. W hy don't you try
Taskforce in Prahran? Just get someone that you can talk to who
knows about how you feel. That's the best thing. It's what you
really need. And they can refer you to other agencies if you
think it's worthwhile."
Marie often asks for advice, and listens carefully to it, but
there is little sense or logic in her actions. So impulsive.
1 ow I am at Elwood beach, standing in the middle of a bridge
that spans the Elwood canal, looking out into the bay. This is
about half a mile from where I live.
As I walked across the foreshore reserve towards the bridge
I saw Colin, Sarah's father, get out of his car up the road a little
way. He must have seen me as he drove along Beach Road and
is coming now to be companionable. I wait here because it is
comfortable, even symmetrical, in the centre of the bridge.
I hear the rattling of his footsteps on the bridge and then
he is standing beside me, waiting for me to turn towards him
and be surprised.
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I don't turn towards him. I feel too lethargic.
" Hello, Colin," I say.
" Nice place to spend the morning, Stephen," says Colin.
We look each other over now, in a 'how have you changed
since the last time, which was a while ago' sort of look.
"What brings you here? " I ask him.
"Clothes," says Colin. "I picked up some of Sarah's clothes
from Kevin's place.''
Kevin was a large part of the reason that Colin and Marie
broke up.
" Kev told me that he talked to you on the 'phone," I said
then. " He said that you were rude and abrupt one day and quite
friendly another time."
" W hat do you expect? " said Colin.
He had a sudden aggressiveness in his manner. A vague,
undirected violence. We all have more of that of late, it seems.
A frustration. I watched him frowning, wondering, and it made
me recall how fond I am of him, though we are practically
strangers now.
"Let me tell you," I said, "about the last time I saw Marie
- the day before she died."
"Do you think it was the methadone," Colin asked . "You
know about the stuff - do you think that was what killed her?"
"Probably," I said. " It has a long half-life and the effect
compounds over the first few days, so an excessive dose is not
immediately apparent . That would have produced a maximum
effect in the late afternoon or evening of each day if she picked
it up after lunch. Maybe she had some non-apparent respiratory
problem that also contributed. When she went to sleep her body
would have been at its weakest and just stopped running."
This was stuff that I hadn't intended to say - it was peripheral
- but now that I had begun I thought I might as well say as
much as I knew - for what it was worth.
"My doctor got a letter some weeks later," I continued, "from
the Drugs and Poisons section of the Health Department, saying
that there had been four deaths and one respiratory arrest
amongst methadone patients, 'some of which occurred only
after the patients were commenced on methadone a few days'"
I quoted the last bit.
"It also said to be careful about prescribing high initial doses
of methadone," I added. "And there have been a few more
similar deaths since then."
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· ·some stupid bastard doctor killed her," Colin said . He was
angry again. Frustrated again.
"Does it matter how the coroner eventually assigns the cause,
or the blame? " I asked.
W e both looked out at the bay. It was a cold day, and windy,
and there was a smell of salt and seaweed in the air.
"I didn't mean to drag it up in this way," I said, "But there's
something I do want to tell you." I paused here for a moment .
" ot about the methadone. Something that makes me feel a
little better." I paused again. "It was four months ago now,"
I said. "Do you realise that? "
It did not seem as long to me, except when I worked it out.
She still seemed very near. It is strange that a pain that is not
really physical can be so devastating.
Colin continued to look out across the bay. There were tears
in his eyes.
"Remember the funeral," I said. "How dismal it was? That
weird fundamentalist priest who had never met Marie. One of
the mother 's denomination. He read from Bowdler's Modern
Bible. or something of the kind. The twenty-third psalm
rendered into newspeak, made lifeless, without beauty, just as
the funeral made Marie seem."
A sort of hollow pain intruded then, and I wondered if Colin
felt it too. I remembered the end of the funeral - talking to
friends I hadn't seen for ages. Many of them had young children
and I had watched Sarah running around, laughing and playing
amongst them, not knowing the nature of the occasion.
"I went around to see her on the afternoon of the day before
she died,'' I said, "to see how she was coping with the
methadone. She was standing out in the front garden, amongst
the ti-trees, pointing up into the sky. W hen I got closer I could
see that her eyes were closed. She looked a little like a statue
- maybe 'innocence in black'. Then she opened her eyes and
looked at me. She looked very confused.
"I thought I was in the kitchen," she said. "I was getting a
jar of vegemite out of the cupboard, then here I am out here.
I've been drifting off like this for the last hour or so."
"She was very stoned, of course, nodding off like that, but
it would have felt pleasant to her - peaceful, not dangerous.
I had to go off to work, to get there by four o'clock, so I only
spoke to her for a few minutes. She seemed okay - quite happy
glad that she was beginning to do something about her problem.
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"I keep seeing her like that in my mind. She is in the garden
with her hand raised towards the sky. Her eyes are closed. I
see the angle of her face. The relaxed, calm expression. Not
smile or frown. I see her slender form, dressed in black, as usual .
Sometimes I see only her face. Sometimes I see the whole garden
and I wonder what she is pointing at , standing there so calmly.
Waving to some deity of the sky, or of the clouds.
"She is beautiful standing there, and innocent , like a child.
It is worth remembering her like that."
Tears were in both our eyes now. We smiled at each other
in a half-hearted fashion.
"I have to go," Colin said. "I have someone waiting in the
car. Are you going to stay here for a while? " he asked me.
"I think I will ," I said. I pointed towards the open land on
the city side of the bridge. "They fly kites there on sundays,"
I told him.
"W hy did you tell me that? " Colin asked me, delaying his
departure.
"That's largely why I come here, for the kites," I said. "People
only seem to fly them on sundays. There's a kite shop just up
Glenhuntly Road, near the roundabout where Broadway and
Ormond Road meet. That may be why this is such a popular
kite flying spot . The wind is right too."
"If you come here for the kites, then why don't you buy one
and fly it yourself?" Colin asked. He was grinning in the way
he used to when he thought I was about to tell him something
a little twisted or offbeat.
"I feel too self conscious," I said. "Anyway, they're more than
an entertainm ent or a distraction. I regard these colourful
devices as minor deities. Deities I can believe in , which are very
difficult creatures to find."
"I see," said Colin.
''I'll explain the relevant details," I said, "so that you'II
understand my position ."
"Please do," said Colin . "Briefly, if possible."
"At night we can look up at the moon and the stars," I began ,
"But during the day our eyes are tied to the earth, to the ikons
of our glorious civilisation. It's a heresy against the species to
look up into the empty sky - unless, of course, there's a kite
there - a deity of simple wonderment. That 's my kind of deity.
But if I were to fly one myself it would distort the proper
relationship between God and man."
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" What about the people who do fly the kites?" Colin asked.
"Priests,' ' I said, and confirmed it with a nod. "In any case,
they're nearly always families, parents and children. The parent
thinks that they're entertaining the child with a toy, whereas
the child is actually demonstrating the process of wonderment,
and freedom. It's a complex system. They raise up the kite with
the power of the bond of love between them. They create the
trinity of parent , child , and kite."
"Huh," Colin snorted. "You could raise a dozen kites with
the power of bullshit."
"Maybe so." I said. "You could keep a few aloft yourself by
the same method." We both smiled again, recalling something
of our past friendship.
"Marie and I were alike in that way," I said, recalling that
thought also from somewhere in the past. "We both found it
hard to believe in anything. It's not really something you can
achieve by an act of will."
"But you can try," said Colin.
"I guess you can do that."
There was silence between us for a short while.
"I really have to go now," Colin said, and headed towards
his car. He turned back after a few steps and I raised my hand
in a wave. He continued on his way.
I went back to gazing out to sea. A bicycle rattled across the
bridge behind me, then it was silent, apart from the wind, and
the traffic along Beach Road. I could also hear little waves
lapping against the rocks at the mouth of the canal. Further
up the canal, as I had walked alongside it earlier in the morning,
I had seen hundreds of small fish. They were all about ten to
fifteen centimetres long. They had congregated at the shallow
edges of the canal and I had wondered if it was for the warmth.
The sun, then as now, came out sporadically through the clouds.
The fish looked like small flathead.
There was some warmth now on the bridge, even in the gentle
wind, as the clouds were beginning to disperse more completely
as the morning progressed. The minutes wandered along in a
pleasant enough fashion.
I heard some shrieking from the parkland on the city side
of my bridge. Colin was there, manoeuvring a kite up into the
sky. He had apparently raced up to the shop in Glenhuntly Road
to buy one. Sarah, five years old now, the source of the
shrieking, stood beside him pointing up at the kite. She must
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have been the person who had been waiting in Colin's car for
him. Colin turned in my direction with a huge grin on his face
and began gesturing upwards with his head and with comic
jerks of his eyebrows, towards the kite. It was one of the
aerobatic variety which is controlled by two guidelines, one
held in each hand, so he was not free to point at the kite
more normally.
I began to walk towards them as Colin turned his attention
back to the kite. Sarah pointed still, up into the sky, and made
a little jump from time to time. I continued to watch Sarah as
she stood, her arm raised towards the sky, pointing at the kite.
And what did she look like, standing there?
Not like her mother. I never thought that she looked much
like her mother in features or colouring. But in other ways they
were much alike, and at that moment she began to remind me
very much of her mother as I had last seen her.
Sarah looked beautiful, standing there, pointing up into the
sky. Not calm - her eyes wide, near frantic with joy. And
innocent, like a child, naturally.
She turned to me then, and smiled.
Goodbye, Marie.
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THE GARDE ER

Jodie Kewley

" I can't stay the full three hours today. I have guests coming
over for lunch."
I make a point of saying this. I am not merely a gardener,
I am aying. o. Gardeners are Cockneys called George with
bulbous noses. who are forever crouched at the stems of rose
bushes and look up only to say 'Momin' ma'am'. Georges don't
think much except about aphids and poachers and their dinners
of rabbit stew. Well I am no George. There is more to my life
than the ten hours a week I spend here.
"�o. I 'm not in the phonebook. Actually, I am, but listed
under my husband's name. Yes, yes, that's right, I kept my own
name."
I ha,·e choices, I 'll have them know. I am a woman capable
of taking stands. I stand now in their door-frame with my cup
of coffee. I don't sit down, they don't invite me to.
"Good for you," she says. "It was harder to do that when
I was your age. Unthinkable. I didn't change mine back until
the mid-seventies - even then it was regarded as, well, suspect.
I lh·ed through the movement. Oh yes, I was right amongst it."
There are no traces of the sisterhood left clinging to this
woman with her Thatcherish manner and insistence upon
perfection. In its place is a Mercedes sports, land, sixty
spectacular sea-view acres of it, and this, this tastefully earthy
house, this weekend retreat - no flying ducks on their walls,
no cheap knick-knacks kept for sentimentality sake, no gaudy
crayon drawings attached to their fr idge.
"Hard to take your eyes off it, isn't it? " I say and l ift my cup
appreciatively towards the view of Westernport.
They nod and almost smile. It is for this that they have paid
hundreds of thousands of dollars - to have people stand where
I am and say 'lucky you'.
We talk about the impending election, the drought, the impact
of the East German migration to the West, but despite their
cordiality, I feel them watching me, waiting. I have taken long
enough with my coffee, I can feel it in their pauses. All very
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well to invite your gardener in for a spot of refreshment,
essential really, but you can't have her lingering about. Alright?
"Well," I say and scald the roof of my mouth on the last
mouthfuls of coffee. "Better be getting back to it."
" There are three other applicants," she had said to me when
I had applied. "I think you should know that."
"No wonder," I had replied. "What a place. Couldn't ask for
a lovelier setting." Just then the sea was streaked with bronze
and a crow had garbled in that mournful, poetic way of theirs.
If you ask me, it was the lingo that got me the job. I was
on to it quick smart. Their plants are gender specific, people
almost, and I can appreciate that. " The daisies need a haircut,"
she said in the beginning as I followed her around. ' 'As you can
see, the dahlias are stressed. You should have seen them last
year. And the berries, they need a long drink. But it might just
be too late for them now."
We stopped for a moment and surveyed rows of spindly
climbers drooping from wire trellises as if crucified.
''And just look at those birds molesting our fruit trees."
I stood still tut-tutting respectfully as she tugged the netting
further over the pear tree.
"Nasturtiums and Californian poppies are my department,"
she announced. "I like them to wander about freely, so be
careful when you 're weeding."
"Yes, lovely creatures, aren't they? " I replied, pinching the
petal of a raincoat yellow nasturtium as if it were a child's chin.
They are commanding, Patricia and Michael, I'll give them
that . They issue me with instructions each Monday morning
of their three day weekend - mowing, composting, weeding
etc. And I am not the only one - they have fencing contractors,
sprayers, shed builders and a cleaner to co-ordinate. But , for
the most part, I am alone.
They have everything - olive and fruit trees, a hazelnut grove,
an assortment of berries, a vegetable patch, a sit-on-mower, top
grade manure (pigeon, in case you 're wondering - it doesn't
burn), intricate sprinkling systems and a garden shredder which
jams on me each week. Grape vines are to come. They are all
the go on the Peninsula.
Despite the traffic of hired help, they claim to be put-into
the-earth-what-you-take-out types, fundamentalists, do-it
yourselves folk. Michael has the innards of a car strewn all over
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the garage floor as if to prove their point . But I see that it has
him beaten. I watch him hoYer from time to time over the parts,
perplexed, run a worried hand along the back of his neck where
a fashionably long thicket of hair curls. He never hovers there
long but is off on to other things - overseeing, striding about
in spotless gumboots or calling ' Rog' or ' Baz' on his mobile
phone.
I like working in the yegetable patch the most, it has that
·secret Garden· feel about it, enclosed as it is by fences on which
passionfruit and kiwi fruit congregate. The passionfruit drop
audibly to the grayel and age and shrivel with uncanny speed
under the lusty sun. I let them lie. It is a test, I decide, like
leaying a stray ten dollar note lying about. But I am on to them.
I am no mere gardener, no petty pilferer.
Here companion gardening is in full glory, with strawberries
bordering peppers . radish seedlings dotted under gooseberry
bushes. basil, marigolds and watermelon rubbing shoulders, and
forests of thick-trunked rhubarb. How come my garden doesn't
look like theirs? My eggplant, obstinately dwarfed, hangs meanly
from its ·support, my cabbages are moth-bitten, my tomato
bushes refuse to stand tall. It is due to the drought, I console
myself. It is because we can't afford water cartage, because I
am here and not at home.
"What did you do last week? " Patricia had asked, when I was
new to the job and had rung to make arrangements for the
following week.
And, like a driver pulled over by the police for nothing more
than a roadworthy check, I had become muddled by guilt.
"I did . . . well, I did a lot really. I 'd have to show you ," I
had stammered to the quiet at the other end of the phone and
thought of the daisy bushes I had trimmed stem by stem with
secateurs. It was she who ordered me to go easy. It had
taken hours.
"Yes. Yes, I think you will," she had said.
But she didn't make me. She didn't mention it again. They
never refer to anything I do from week to week. Not a murmur
about how relaxed the dahlias are looking or how restrained
the strawberries, or even about the mulching I did off my
own bat.
I didn't feel the same way about them or the job after that.
Couldn't. But money is money, you know. I hacked back the
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rest of their blessed daisy bushes with shears and drowned their
mignonette lettuces in a torrent of aggrieved water. The view
goes unnoticed while I speed-walk from task to task, but the
silence is pervasive, clear and soulful.
There are workmen here now though, the shed builders, who
slash through the air with their music. Boys, really, who appear
to have no set pattern to the hours they work.
"Gu ys, listen," Michael says to them with controlled
exasperation, "you said you'd be finished the shed in two weeks
and it's," he looks at his watch, "the twenty-fourth now. That's
what? Four weeks. I'm trying to understand what's going on."
"It's the concreter," their foreman pleads. "He didn't deliver.
We're still waiting." "Wrong hinges," he explains, the following
Monday. "Sent us the wrong ones. They 're goons, them blokes.
Never get it right. Not our fault, mate."
The boys left McDonalds containers lying around last week,
empty cigarette packets and foam cups which cavorted about
in the northerly. Patricia brings out a rubbish bin before heading
back to Melbourne and thrusts it in front of them. "Rubbish
in here," she says, her index finger upright.
I observe these boys, note their mock subservience as they
listen to her or to him, so wide-eyed and acquiescent. I watch
them throw their cans short of the rubbish bin as soon as
Patricia and Michael's backs are turned. They know I am
watching. I don't smile, don't condone their loutishness. I could
denounce them, I indicate with a long shrewd look, for I am
more than a mere gardener.
"Gary, pass up that drill, would ya? " one yells to the other
over the screech of guitars and the thudding of drums.
"W hat? "
"The drill."
"Huh? "
"Oh Jesus, you friggin' idiot, I'll get it myself."
He clambers down past the radio without turning it down.
It is as though the music is oxygen without which they couldn't
function at all. There is one who downs his tools at the first
note of some songs, and plays an imaginary guitar with such
ecstasy that he looks as if he is doubled over in pain.
I make up conversations while I work, invent situations in
which I am resplendent, ingenious, performing in some way
- a concert pianist, a political activist.
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. . 1ichael. Patricia," I say aloud, or perhaps I just think I do,
to an audience of frothy garlic heads. " Fancy seeing you here.
You didn't know that I performed? N o, well, I'm not one to
blow my own trumpet ." And I imagine myself moving off
through the crowds leaving them with their awe and discomfort .
The CO\\--S are calving. Panicky, maternal ululations reverberate
acros the paddocks. Silvereyes dart about the base of the fruit
trees and batter themseh·es against the nets. Still the rain hasn't
come. till the hed i n't finished.
· ·Radish eedlings. I had to plant some more. Keep them
watered. won't you?" she says. "Michael dug up the last lot,
took to the bed with a hoe. It's this shed business, he's really
furiou ."
· ·Dreadful." I sympathise. " Inexcusable." But she is straining
to hear what transpires between Michael and the boys.
"Thi is it. guys. If it isn't finished by Friday, I'm taking action.
Fnderstand? " Spittle sprays out with Michael's words and lands
in his shadow.
"No worries. Panels should be arriving any day. Today
most likely."
"They'd want to," Michael hisses.
�'hen he retreats, the foreman shrugs and murmurs, "Keep
your hair on . Jeez."
They finish on Friday and I am ready to mow the stretch of
grass on which their tools have lain for so many weeks they
have left imprints on the ground. I see them pack up, watch
as they wind cords around their bent arms, kick their debris
to one side and heave ladders and drills and boards into the
back of the ute where the chained bull terrier yelps and
wheezes. I see them sidle towards the garage and fossick about,
picking over Michael's car parts, pocketing them unabashed in
the long fingers of March sunlight. I catch snippets of muttering.
"Won't miss it ."
"Been lying round for yonks."
" . . . can bloody well afford it."
On the Monday when Michael appears, I am shredding,
thrusting melaleuca branches into the shuddering chute and
watching them spew out, tiny chips, into the bag at the side.
Through scratched goggles I see him approach and assume his
greeting . I dislodge an earplug.
" . . . those workmen," he is saying. "Some of my car parts
are missing. It must've been them. Did you see anything."
"Me?" I flip my goggles up. "No. I'm just a . . . well, I'm just
here to do your gardening."
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The Capital by Phillip Doggett-Williams
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THE EXES
Kathleen Stewart
Fishing man with his metal excuse,
man the hunter,
dipping his rod
into water ruffled by ducks while
woman plunge,s rubber sheathed hands
into seething foam,
jagged with upthrusts of dishes and cups,
fishing for silYer sharks.

APOLEO

Chris Roberts

When war was a word like rat or the god was mad at war
fighting himself to find a word for gun, all he could come up
with was Napoleon.
TWE TIETH CENTURY VERSION

When war was a word like rat or the god was mad at war
fighting himself to find a word for gun, all he could come up
with was Marlon Brando.
ICECREAM VERSION

When war was a word like rat or the god was mad at war
fighting himself to find a word for gun, all he could come up
with was neapolitan.
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CRIPPLES

The human parts clench, cannot
Agree what needs doing, what needs
Seeing, but a hard-aimed twitch
And they set off in the best available
Direction they know. Their facile imperative:
Life over death. These are their times.
They perform miracles of survival, pull
Life by the ears from blackness. The healthy
Watch with dull eyes as crippled saviours
Do marathons to set their people free.
I feel the sight of them,
The small crabbing of their existence
Go down my throat and most times
I want to tear their spindly forms
From my day, from my memory,
To step on them in terror.
But they survive, and I hear the incessant whirr
Of their chairs behind me even as I
Pass them and pull away. W hat do they want
From me? Nothing? How do they find meaning?
Maybe it is the brief downhill
After the top of the ramp.
I have so much more, they remind me.
"You always have your health" sounds like
A benediction to some - but to me
It is the last rites over an empty shell.
W hat are my dreams? How many loves,
How many children are revenge enough
Against those cripples, against life?
How can I move in love when my heart
Is as free and as clenched as a withered leaf
That can no longer remember the tree
That dropped it? When we both reach the corner,
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Jacko

The cripple crosses between the white lines
While I stand paralysed by the anonymity
Of all these streets; study the meaningless signs,
The obsolete ends, look for some machine
To get me anywhere faster,
Wait for a wind to decide it.

THE BARBER SHOP

Jocko

(to Peter Campbell)
The first thing you would see The hockey calendars and all the brush-cut
Heads of the greatest teams of the time.
And yet the talk was never of team players
But of superstars - Howe was the all-round best ,
Louis the toughest , Churchill the finest;
The barber never speaking more than
Confidant snips - his bottom line
ever more or less than the majority 's
Close-cropped consensus.
:\1y specifications were too much a ten year-old's
For him to hear as he smirked away at one customer
Then another, shearing well into the bald patches
I had from birth and leaving them partly exposed
Like little pink half-moons hovering oddly
Just above each ear, while he took his battle clippers
To the next boy, committing a whole assembly line
Of barberisms.
And Grandfather sitting there, not knowing
Until too late. He who asked me when he lay down
To comb his hair, letting me know without a word
That no one loses the need to be touched , ever.
Taking me to the barber shop because that was where
He grew to fit in. After each haircut
He would buy me a comic book to help me forget
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My new nakedness, but the cold air
Was a cap on my skull and I knew that that chair
Was killing me a little with every sitting.
Since then I' ve only let those I love
Decide what look is best for me. And I relinquish
The right to bear sharp objects myself
Or else barbers everywhere would fear
The sudden swivel-chuckle of their chairs.

PARTHIAN SHOTS

Anne Kellas

She collected sayings
from old lovers
saying goodbye.
Sometimes they were curses,
like, OK, have your freedom
but you 'II be lonely.
Sometimes they were commands
posing as questions like
Promise me you'll always hang that on your wall?
Promise me you'll never live alone?
ometimes they were asides I should never have let you go to England.
Funny that he thought of it as
giving his permission.
Sometimes they were just simply excuses
like the ex-Jesuit priest's It came to her, years later
in the small hours of a morning
in autumn, in a far away town
I am o parted from you
addresses lost, mutual friends,
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continents between us
In a swell of pain I remember
your face
like a bear
in agony
crying
" I met you too late."
what a gentle way of saying
no I don't love you
I'm getting married.
or was it cowardice
that made you say instead
"Travel slowly
and remember
none is loved as he deserves
and all
all
love too late

THE RELUCTANT YOUNG SEA DOG

John West

A ten-year-old,
sure that her pet
will love the sea if only he would try it
returns to the water any imaginable stick
(plastic, rubber, wood);
next she drags him;
finally she girl-handles him in:
she alone on the beach
can't hear him yelling ,
" There's nothing in there,
not a thing ,
that a dog could possibly want! "
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ONE AUNT AND A SISTER-IN-LAW

John West

An aunt and one sister-in-law
contain the same failing,
one storms about, ranting,
whenever anyone she knows
leaves a job, particularly of the "safe",
' 'government'' variety.
(It's been me twice of course, she's kept her's for years. )
The other, Auntie Jean,
loathes illness,
refuses to visit anyone in any hospital
(she escaped her husband's death
by promising she'd visit
once he felt better):
they are both uneasy
staring at failure
and at two of the ways
we can do it.
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I I IBLE PROD CTS/STILL LIFE WITH MUSIC

Debbie Westbury

now in the foreground
middle-ground
and distance, changing direction
grow denser there;
relentless
irrevocable as memory,
soundless.
On the balcony of my first exile
I'm waiting ,
li tening.
Moon-faced , dark-haired
Inuit girls make intimate music,
each playing the other's vocal chords
with the other 's breath.
ii

Last night they were repairing the tunnel
between Salem and Lynne,
so meekly as sheep we shuffle
from train to bus and back again.
Today the line is open,
we go all the way by train
and note a building with this sign
in black-and-white;
Invisible Products Ltd.
On the new wooden benches
down by the canal
two hands have written
'Remember Lennon',
'Don't forget Elvis'.
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This morning there were buskers
on the Boston underground;
a soiled survivor
of the frozen streets
plays and sings almost beyond hearing
a fractured mantra of lament
on his tuneless old guitar.
Composed on a portable chair
a student plays the minuets Bach wrote
for the young Anna Magdalena.
Their clear notes
swell and climb
right through the grinding of brakes,
the hiss of doors closing.
Our hands are opened.
iii

Outside the snow has turned
to hard-driven rain.
All the horses turn their backs
their tails blow wet in faces
bent low against the onslaught .
Having seen this night grow bold,
dramatic
in silver and black,
morning, now, looks tremulous and pale,
vibrates in the hollow bones of birds
escaping from the chill.
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AT THE CES

Judy Horacek

At the CES
they said I probably shouldn' t
ha,·e too much trouble finding a job
even giYen the ahem "current situation"
although it would help if
I knew what I wanted to do
and for ·want of a better category
to describe my multitude of job skills
they called me "CLER ! " for clerical
they wrote down (I wasn't meant to see)
that I was realistic
about getting a job
and "pleasant ".
At one job interview they found out
that though I wouldn't mind being a cleaner
it wasn't my life's ambition
at another that I deliberately
don't know the first thing about computers
and can't really type
at another that I am not capable
of killing animals
with my bare hands.
At one interview they found out
all about my family
they seemed quite ready to employ them.
At one interview they found
out that I 'd been to uni
which made them immediately suspicious
at another that I was female
which had the same effect .
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They're cluey these interviewers.
I 'll never know if they knew that
I'd spilt ink on my only good shirt
and tried to hide it with liquid paper.
One interviewer actually suspected that I only wanted the job
for the money.
Did you know that the CE S has a computer
that spends all day and all night
looking for a job?
Your Job.
It says so on the wall
at the CE S.
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TYLE
Martin Johnson
Hers was a rush of words
a many fingered grip on the glass
cigarettes cigarettes cigarettes
when she joined our table of three
men swallowing sex each time
we drained our beer though
her body was ill-fitting and long
like her face and fingers slipping
inside an incredible pink blouse
exposing a knob of nipple not one of us
belie,·ed was happening and
pretty soon I took her to
a cheap hotel where no questions
were asked and groaned into a
mattress stinking sweat and past
from where her hoarse whispered
"�'hat if I get pregnant?" jerked
"You'll-be-right ! " from my eager tongue
boasting another conquest into
the boney ear of the shyest one of the
three who saw right through her game
but lacked the confidence to match
his heart with words using me
as a stepping stone to her hand
in hand they strolled aboard on Sunday
visiting he explaining each part of ship
with a rush of words and trembling fingers
as her body gently swelled in a
suit with style she caught my eye
and I looked away
both empty and full.
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THE WILD WEST

John Kinsella

Drinking in the saloon bar
of a country hotel - pumping
the juke box, liquored up
and making wisecracks. A gang
of bikers pulled up en masse
and hitched their bikes
to the street posts, horse rails.
A Valiant laden with spare parts
and grog covered the leading flank.
Filling the bar they told us
to shut our mouths. My friend
asked one of them where he'd
got his tats - he replied
with a stare as cold as his beer.
They drank from the jug, rolled joints,
throttled on amphetamines, swaggered
like gunfighters and petrolheads.
We slipped into the public bar
and watched over the shoulders
of locals who stared with kinked eyes
and mumbled into the gibbering
froth of their beers. The bar maid
kept the liquor flowing, ("give 'em
enough rope"). The local cop
stood arms crossed, eyes fixed,
counting mug shots, smashed jugs.
We left for an hour or so. Returning,
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a pool cue flew past our faces - "Hey
you, could I borrow your nose! "
And then it snapped - one of the locals,
a fox-shooting, hay-bail chested yokel,
kicked a Harley and guffawed as the pack
fell like the dominoes he'd seen
in newsreels earlier in life. Within
seconds he was sprawled broken limbed
over the pavement. There were cops
everywhere - reinforcements had been
gathering on the outskirts of town
and were moving in. The bikers
saddled up, flicking a couple
of cops through the butcher's
window in the process. The law
retreated and formed a line
at the far end of the street.
The bikers spread out on their
revving Harleys. We stood in between.
The standoff lasted two or three minutes.
The cops waited, the bikers waited.
And then on a signal from the Valiant
the bikers peeled off in pairs
and rode the gambit, lurching drunk
and heavy through the cordon
and into darkness, the Valiant
fishtailing behind them.
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REPRODUCE

Rob ert Nagler

They waited until they were sufficiently advanced in their
careers (of course, he still made more) and "mature" enough
to raise a child. Both saw a child as necessary for a fully
successful marriage (and both came from large families : repeated
child-bearing, a given). Their planning was detailed :
consultations, books, videos, minerals, thermometers. When the
time was correct, his lovemaking became insistent. The style
of intercourse he adopted was that most likely to insure
fertilization through deep penetration. The position made her
feel odd and penetration was not always comfortable. Without
wishing it, she began to observe and make judgements about
the act: the predictable style of "foreplay " - those sounds the extra hard thrust and twist at ejaculation. After positive
testing, her husband announced the conception at gathering
of both families; all their married siblings with their children
were present. The wives laughed and wept . The husbands
engaged in ritual ribaldry. After dinner, her mother said again
the much-used words and embraced this daughter with a touch
so light it could scarcely be called an embrace.
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GRANDFATHER PIA 0

Mai Morgan

M y grandfather
was a grand piano
from between whose teeth
all grey black and broken
rasped out a miraculous
and unintelligible
music.
When he died
they clamped the lid down
on his gravelly arpeggios
forever
and I knelt and prayed
to a god who allowed
teeth to rot
and pianos to collapse
and the music of life
however cacophonous
to go down
into that horrendous
black hole.
And I wanted to hear again
that emphysemic dirge
but my wanting was as ineffectual
as the brilliant
Emperor butterfly
at the end of its glory
looking for another sky
to fly in.
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BLEEDING FOR THE LEG

Benjamin Gilmour

The leg was a branch.
I broke it from the tree
and sat by the river
with my knife
and cut the wood into a leg.
I cut myself about four times
on the hands
and I was bleeding.
I felt blood on my hand
but could not see it.
The leg was beautiful
and I pushed it into my pocket
to finish it at home.
I did not have a home then,
so I climbed a tree.
From there I could see
the world a different way
and I carved small toes
in my leg
and looked at the sky.
The river was blue
and not green as in real life,
and the sun was not yellow
but red
like an apple.
The leg was not a branch any more,
the leg was a leg,
and I smoothed it out
and rubbed it with my thumb.
It was smooth.
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But my Grandpa came from another tree,
and reached out to take me.
His hands reached higher and higher
and he pulled me down into
his arms.
I dropped the leg
and Grandpa held me tight.
The leg was in the river
and was gone forever.
For eyer.
I ripped myself
from Grandpa
and looked,
the sun was yellow
and the river was green.

AFTER

Marisa Faizio
Before you turn
green and then purple
Before you turn
into sponge cake
and rise to three times
your size
Before you turn
into pools of gas and slime
and can be taken away
in buckets
Before you turn
into a gourmet delicacy
for snails
You're breathing.
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